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This report examines government subsidized housing iehabi 1 itation 
programs and arson in an attempt to discern possible relationships 
between the two. The study discusses possible methods, patterns and 
motives associated with suspicious fires in such programs and reviews 
the effectiveness of programatic anti-arson pol icies and measures. 
Finally, the report offers recommendations with regard to arson 
prevention policies, statutes, and regulations. Whi Ie util izing as its 
~ample certain programs administrated in New York City from 1978 to 
1981, the study should be of assistance to all levels of I"'overnment 
participating in the administration of such programs. Bi-variate and 
regression analysis were employed to compare the suspicious fires rates 
of over 14,000 buildings in New York City between 1978 and 1981. 
Approximately 900 of these bui Idings received rehabi I itation assistance 
under the Federal Section 8 Program, New York's J-51 tax exemption, 
Participation Loan, and Article 8 Programs. The study found that. after 
controlling the various factors, Se'ction 8 bui ldings had fewer 
suspicious fires than controls but that specific categories (NSA 
submissions, privately owned bui ldings and bui ldings in specific 
neighborhoods) within the program displayed an elevated incidence of 
suspicious fires. Receiving a Participation Loan did not itself appear 
to increase a bui ldings susceptibil ity to suspicious fires; however, two 
classes of program buildings (those located in one neighborhood ~nd 
those with particular ownership) did experience a greater than expected 
incidence of suspicious fires. Although residential bui Idings that 
rece i v@d J"51 benef i ts exper i enced a grea ter inc i denc::e of susp i c i ous 
fires than controls, it was not possible to accurately determine 
statistical significance, nor to discern causal ity, due to the small 
size of the J-51 $ample. After controlling for bUi ldings size there was 
no significant relationship between Article 8A loan program inclusion 
and suspicious fires. Recommended arson prevention measures include 
requiring review of the conditions under which bui ldings being 
substantially rehabi litated became vacant, ensuring thorough project and 
~pplicant screening, and establ ishing expl icit selection criteria 
prohibiting those fou~d to have harassed tenants by any means (Including 
fires and arson) from receiving program benefits. 
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SUMMARY 

I. Background and Statement of Intent 

The commitment to "a decent home and suitable living 'environment for 
every American family,"<I> first stated in the National Housing Act of 
1949, resulted in a multitude of Federal, state and local initiatives to 
attain that goal. Aside from the host of publ ic housing programs a 
broad sepectrum of housing strategies have been implemented to stimUlate 
the private sector production of housing. Despite modifications, the 
mechanism used to pursue this pol icy was, and remains, the guarantee of 
an adequate return on investment for housing providers. 

The condition of rental properties in New York has been decl ining, in 
recent years, mainly because of their ag' Sixty-two percent were 
constructed prior to 1947 and 38 percent before 1929. Many now require 
systems replacement and more intensive maintenance to remain habitable. 
It is estimated by the Department of City Planning that almost fifty 
percent of New York City's existing housing is in need of improvements 
ranging from moderate to sUbstantial. Many owners, however, confronted 
by rising operating expenses (particularly fuel and uti I ity cost), are 
finding it increasingly difficult to perform repairs and adequately 

...... maintiain their properties. 

Concurrent with the diminishing inventory of rental units and their 
generally decl ining condition, has been an increased demand for 
apartments. In 1981 the overall vacancy rate in New York City was only 
2.1 percent. 

In areas such as the Upper W~st Side of Manhattan, Clinton/Chelsea, 
Brooklyn Heights, and Park Slope (areas undergoing rapid changes over 
the pas t few years) there has -been an i ncreas i ng wi. 11 i ngness to pay high 
rents for conveniently located apartments. Many property owners have 
been unable to real ize profits commensurate with this increased demand, 
however, because of continuing rent regulation and the condition of 
their properties. In such cases, it may be in the owners best interest 
to convince the existing tenants to leave, rehabi 1 itate the bui Iding and 
receive market level rents which could pay fQ" .. rehabi litation. 

In recent years market dYnamics, the prohibitive cost of new 
construction and available financial benefits succeeded in stimulating 
rehabilitation. Tenants benefited from superior livina accomodations 
and neighborhood stabi lization; owners profited from increased rental 
income, tan benefits, and property value appreciation. One group, 
however, that might not have benefited was the occupants of bui Idings 

<I> Subcommittee on Housing and Community Development, Committee on 
Banking. Currency and Housing. House of Representatives, on: Evolution 
of Role of the Federal Government i~ Housing and Community Development, 
U.S. Government In Housing and Community Development, 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975, p.25. 
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about to undergo substantial rehabi 1 itation. These 
faced eviction, displacement, and relocation in 

tenants sometimes 
order to al low 

substantial rehabil itation to proceed. 

Legal eviction and relocation tend to be slow or expensive 
propositions. An illegal method of moving tenants out, which tends to 
be expeditious and inexpensive, is displacement through harassment. 
Such displacement can be acbjeved by several methods including: 
diminishing services, renting to rowdy tenants, and harassment fires. 
All three methods are sometimes used and may be said -to have a 
synergistic effect as they produce a cl imate of fear. 

With increwsed emphasis on government-assisted rehabi 1 itation by 
private developers, harassment fires as a means of tenant displacement 
has become an increasingly serious issue. An influx of government funds 
into specific neighborhoods generated concern among community groups 
that arson was being used to displace tenants to faci 1 itate 
rehabi 1 itation. Conversations with pol ice and fire department 
investigators echoed these fears. 

Arson, is not employed to vacate bui ldings in the vast majority of 
cases. However, even when arson is not a factor, a risk of fire may 
sti 1 1 be present. An owner about to rehabi I itate his property has few 
incentives to provide ongoing maintenance and repairs. The resulting 
neglect may encompass the heating system, elevators, plumbing, 
janitorial services, bui lding security, etc. Poorly maintained systems 
may malfunction, potentially causing fires in the boi ler, incinerator, 
and electrical systems. If janitorial services are discontinued rubbish 
accumulates providing an opportunity for fires to start. The lack of 
security or fai lure to seal vacant apartments may al low vagrants, as 
wei 1 as other types of fcresetters to enter. Tenants using their 
ovens to provide heat also increases the risk of fire. 

When arson is employed to vacate a bui Iding, it is believed to take 
the form of "harassment type" fires which are designed to create a 
cl imate of fear as wei I as severe inconvenience through the cessation of 
services. In addition, larger fires may result in extremely hazardous 
bui fding conditions which may necessitate an ordered vacating of 
bu i I ding. 

Although the 1 iterature on this subject is sparse <2>, there are few 
references to the relationship between arson and housing rehabi I itation 
assistance. A San Francisco study refers to "conversionll Or 
"gentrification" arson-forprofit and states that II (s)uch arson is 
present when land values are rising, and when a property use (e.g., 
residential hotel) is not as profitable anymore as perhaps a condominium 
or commercial office would be."<3> That study al~o found a relationship 

<2> A computerized literature search at the John Jay Co II ege of Criminal 
Justice in New York fa i led to find a single source. 
<3>Goetz, Barry, 
The San Fl'ancisco Early Warning System Summary of Research San 

I 
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between residential arson 
rehabi 1 itation subsidies. 

and the granting of Federal housing 

Because of the lack of research in this area, the New York City Arson 
Strike Force requested and received a grant from the National Institute 
of Ju~t~ce ~o study the relationship between government assisted housing 
rehabilitation and arson. The current research is the result of that 
grant. Its objectives include: (1) to determine whether arson has been 
used to profit from Federal, State, and local housing rehabilitation 
programs: (2) to understand the methods, patterns, and motives 
associated with such acts: (3) to evaluate the effectiveness of existing 
arson prevention pol icies: (4) to develop more effective arson 
prevention pol icies and procedures: and (5) to suggest regulatory and 
statutory changes to existing and future programs to lessen arson 
suscetibi 1 ity. 

2. Methodology 

Four housing rehabi 1 itation programs administered in New York City 
were selected for study: (1) the Section B SUbstantial Rehabi 1 itation 
Rent Subs i dy Program, (2) tne Par tic i pa t i on Loan Program; 0) The J51 
Tax Exemption and Abatement Program, and (4) the Article BA 
Rehab~ 1 ~tat~on Loan Program. They were selected because they represent 
rehab~ 1 Itatlons from modera~e. to substantial, encompass a variety of 
benefit formats (rent subSidies, tax benefits, and rehabilitation 
loans), and because records were read i 1 y ava i 1 ab 1 e. 

Each pro~ram was reviewed for: (1) enabl ing legislation: (2) rules 
and regulations governing the selection of properties, disbursement of 
fund~, an~ scope of work al lowed: (3) applicant processing: (4) 
appllcan~ dlsclosure.and screening procedUres: (5) tax' implications; (6) 
geographical cl~sterln~ of benefits; (7) administrative management: and 
(~) programm~tlc ~ntl-arson procedures. In most cases the program 
director was Interviewed at length and, whenever possible, procedures 
were discussed with staff involved in the process. Program overviews 
were prepared, and a review of the I iterature was done, Also an 
analysis of possible methods by Which these programs could be 
manipulated for profit using arson was conducted. Specific buildings 
were also selected for case study to fUrther refine hypotheses. 

Sample Selection 

In order to discern if a relationship existed between Government 
rehabi I itation and arson, a comparative analysis was conducted whereby 
program and control samples were compiled for each program. Each 
control sample Is comprised of every multiple dwel I ing on a tax block in 

--------------------
Francisco Fire Department Arson Task Force, 19B1, p.B2-B3. 
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the boroughs of Manhattan, the Bronx, and Brooklyn <4> which contained 
at least one bui Iding in its particular program. This selection 
procedure was employed to 1 imit wide fluctuations in buildings size and 
other neighborhood factors (such as an inferior housing stock, 
neighborhood decay, etc.) which contribute to fires. 

Program samples are made up of bui Idings involved in the respective 
programs. The percentage of program bui Idings studied for each program 
is described in the text of this report. 

Variables 

The independent variables in this study were the four rehabi 1 itation 
programs mentioned above. 

The dependent variable Itsuspicious fires," was cuI led from the New 
York City Fire Department's Sattal ion Chief Structural Fires Fi Ie and 
represents a compilation of several prel iminary cause determination 
classifications. The blanket term "suspicious fires lt was used to 
describe these four fire classification in the analysis of aggregate 
data. It should be remembered that the dependent variable is not arson, 
but rather the surrogate measure described above. 

Statistical Analysis 

Generally, analysis included two steps; first, program and control 
groups were examined to determine whether program bui Idings experienced 
more suspicious fires than controls. Secon~, analysis was performed to 
determine whether any specific groups based on neighborhood, processing 
type, or physical/ demographic characteristics experienced more fires 
than other bui Idings in the same program. Specific methods included bi
variate and regression analysis<5> 

Control Variables 

Since the samples could not be selected randomly due to the nature of 
the research, there existed the possibi I ity that the program and control 
samples had different susceptibi lity to arson. One way to overcome this 
problem would have been to match the samples (program and control) for 
each program. Matching, with regards to factors such as bui Iding size, 
vacancy rate, tax arrears (all factors involved in arson) would have 
proved an impossible task. The method chosen to protect the internal 
val idity of this research design was to identify these extraneous 
variables and control for them by including them though regression and 

<4> Only three of the City's five boroughs were included because the 
remaining two boroughs, Queens and Staten Island, contained too few 
program-assisted bui Idings for meaningful analysis. 

<5> All significance tests in this report will be least at the .05 
level for a Two Tai I Test unless it is specifically stated otherwise. 
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bi-variate analysis. 

Several control variables were used in both the bi-variate and 
regression analyses. These variables were selected because they 
generally serve to predict arson rates, as demonstrated by their use in 
arson prediction indices in a number of cities. 

New York<6> San Francisco<7>, and New Haven<8> demonstrated that a 
bui Iding1s economic condition is an important risk factor. In a New 
York study it was found that " ... only 15% (or the 10,000 bui Idings in 
their sample that did not experience arson) had an outstanding tax bi I I, 
whi Ie 48% of the arson cases were in arrears.<9> 

The New York and New Haven studies also found that occupancy 
influenced risk. In New York the mean occupancy rate for bui Idings that 
did not experience arson was 96%, while mean occupancy for arson 
buildings was 76%. They concluded that 1t ••• Low occupancy or total 
vacancy attracts vandal arsons, and that arson may be the last step of 
an owner's successful attempts to evict tenants by harassment." <10> 

In New York, bui Iding size was also found to be related to arson 
incidence and is included in the current study as a coNtrol variable. 

A final control was imposed by the sample selection criteria. 
Because only bui Idings on blocks with a program-assisted structure were 
studied, the effect of unique n~eighborhood characteristics was held 
constant. 

3. Limitations of the Study 

Research Design 

The nature of the study precluded an experimental design, the random 
selection of samples, and the random assignment of treatments to 
samples. The problems were overcome to a large degree by the sample 
selection criteria used and by control I ing, through regression and bi
variate analyses, for extraneous variables. 

Variables 

Although, the I iterature is rich with factors found to be related to 
intentional fires, this study was constrained by the I imited number of 
control variables avai lable through existing data bases. This 

--------~-----------

<6>Pesner, R., et al .. Arson Analysis and Prevention Project; Final 
Report N.Y.C. Arson Strike Force under a LEAA grant, 1981. 
<7>Goetz, Barry. The San Francisco Arson Early Warning System Summar1-£! 
Research: 1979-1981., 
<8>United States Fire Administration, Anti-Arson Implementation Kit. 
J.i§.L. 
<9>Pesner, op.cit., p. 14. 
< 1 0> i bid., p. 14. 
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limitation manifasted itself in low-r-square values when regression 
analysis was performed. As a result, doubt remains about what the 
analytic outcome would nave been had additional controls been avai lable. 

The dependent variable (suspicious fires) used in this study is a 
composite of those classes of fires that could not be attributed to 2 

known accidental cause. The majority of these fires were found to be 
suspicious by the fire chief directing extinguishment, but were not 
necessari ly incendiary. Whi Ie arson apparently played a role in most of 
these fires, it should not be assumed that every fire was del iberately 
set. 

Analysis 

I n part, th is research proj ett was 
·buildings experienced more fires than 
program. Caution is advised that: 

designed to ascertain if program 
controls with regards to each 

a. Comparisons made prior to controlling for extraneous variables say 
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shelter sales which often provided much of the initial capital needed 
for rehabi I itation. 

Developers were invited to submit proposals to the Fedral Department 
of Housing and Urban Development (HUO) through a Notice of Fund 
Ava i lab iIi ty (NOF A). Fund i ng dec i s ions were made by HUD. 

The Neighborhood Strategy Area (NSA) NOFA was used experimentally in 
1978-79. The processing of NSA NOFA (or just NSA) appl ications was 
simi lar to regular NOFA appl ications, with the fol lowing exceptions: 

a. Rather that HUD al locating Section 8 Funds directly, al locative 

authority was granted to municipalities, which selected target 

zones (NSA) , and adver t i sed the ava i lab iIi ty of f!Jnds. 

b. Proposals were evaluated by the municipal ities with input from 

I ittle about any relationship between arson and rehabi litation programs HUD and selected in accordance with criteria outl ined in the 
due to the differences in the samples. 

b.When the data shows that more suspicious fires occurred in a qroup 
of program buildings than in the control sample it should not be assumed 
that the owners were responsible. nor should it be assumed that the 
motive was tenant harassment. 

Alternative explanatians for each of the fires in the samples studied 
include revenge, van~al ism, juvenile mischief, tenant discontent, 
pyromania as well as:: oth~rs. Therefore, when "relationships" are 
discerned it should be understood that these data do not demonstrate 
causality. establish responsibility. nor do they confirm such 
relationships. 

4. Housing Rehabi litation Programs 

Section 8 Substantial Rehabi I itation Rent Subsidy Program 

Analysis of the Program aNd Risk Factors 

Section 8 of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1947 was 
promulgated to encourage the maintenance and production of low to 
moderate income housing through rent subsidies and tax shelter sales. 
Although Section 8 encompasses subsidies for tenants in place without 
rehabilitation (Section 8 existing), moderate rehabilitation, and 
substantial rehabil itation or new construction, this report focuses on 
the SUbstantial rehabi litation component. 

Section 8 subsidized the difference between the rent level necessary 
to ensure a predetermined operating profit and the rent tenants,could 
afford (25% of gross annua I income). Deve I opers a I so benef i ted from tax 

.', 

mandated Housing Assistance Plan (HAP), reqUirement for cities 

receiving Fedral Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds 

from HUD. 

The pol icy of HUD and New York Cityls Department of Housing 
Preservation and Development (HPD) was to prevent displacement of 
existing tenants. Thus, a significant criterion in determining project 
el igibi 1 ity was occupancy. HUO ruled that Ilin the evaluation and 
selection of proposals consideration shall be given to whether there are 
site occupants who would have to be displaced ... Greater weight shal I be 
given proposals which do not require displacement, or where displacement 
is required, which wi 11 involve the least amount of hardship."<ll> The 
City's selection criteria for proposals submitted in response to the NSA 
NOFA closely paralleled those of the 1979 NOFA. The pol icy of the NSA 
was to "focus on ••• rehabil itating the abandoned vacant bui Idings."<12> 

Few developers chose to SUbmit buildings that were not vacOlnt. They 
were aware that such proposals would not be considered as highly as 
those for vacant sites and that occupied projects were subject to 
relocation costs of up to $4,600 per fami ly. Moreover, vacant 
properties were immediately ready for rehabil itation and free of delay. 

The City also directed, in its 1978-79 HAP, that "City-Lwned 
housing-- particularly that with the potential for being restored to 
private ownership and the tax rol ls--should be given preference for 

'.::11> 24 CFR (Code of Federal Regulations), Section 881 
<12> The New York City HPD Crown Heights Neighborhood Strategy and 
Appi ication, 1978, p. 1'2. 
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Section 8 assistance." <13> The targeting or these units to City-owned 
properties 1 imited the opportunity to vacate ~ui ldings through 
diminished services and neglect/h~rassment. These bui ldings were under 
City management which prevented the manipulation of service anb 
maintenance levels if they were occupied. 

Some of the Neighborhood Strategy Areas contained either too few, or 
too few appropriate, City-owned bui ldings to permit Section 8 projects 
composed exclusively of such properties. One-half of the !:.l\ i ldings 
selected for rehabil itation under the NSA program were privata! owned. 
If the owners of some of these bui ldings knew that they could ~~bly for 
Section 8 benefits 15 months in advance (when areas were selected), this 
would have afforded ample time to ensure that their properties would be 
vacant by the time appl ications were submitted. Analysis of case 
studies suggests that a few developers exploited this situation by 
attempting to illegally evict tenants through a pattern of purposeful 
neglect and harassment. The developer of two Section 8 bui ldings was 
fined $40,000 in conjunction with two findings of harassment and forced 
by HPD to divest himself of his interest in the Section 8 project. 
Several case studies indicated instances of neglect and suspicious fires 
apparently leading to vacant bui ldings shortly before the submission of 
the Section 8 appl ication. These case studies, however, merely confirm 
that harassment was a factor in emptying bui ldings in a small number of 
cases. They do not address the extent or freguency of these 
occurrences. 

In the above cases it is clear that appl ications processing was not 
sufficiently sensitive to detect all such acts. The submission of NOFA 
proposals between 1977 and 1980 initiated no review by HUD to determine 
the conditions under which vacant bui Idings achieved that status. HUD 
projects were reviewed only for the developer's experience, financial 
status, prior participation in HUD programs, and compl iance with HAP 
criteria. There was no investigation of harassment al legations or 
findings. 

The City, in its selection of NSA projects, required applicant 
disclosure information, but no determination was made of when the 
bui Iding became vacant and under what circumstances. After becoming 
aware of this problem the City immediately, in its 1980 HAP, adopted a 
formal pol icy that no rehabi I itation assistance (under Section 8 or 
other programs) would be awarded to individuals against whom harassment 
or displacement charges were alleged unti I such charges were dismissed 
or settled. 

Findings 

I. General Fire Rate(Pre-Control ling for Extraneous Variables) 

Although bui Idings in the Section 8 program had a higher incidence of 
suspicious fires than control bui ldings this comparison was made prior 

<13> 1978-79 HAP, p. 46. 
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to controlling for several extraneous variables which affect a 
building's susceptibil ity to fire and arson. 

Aft-er control 1 ing for some c;'lf those factors (tax arrears, bui Iding 
size, vacancy rate, etc.) it was learned that specific categories of 
Section 8 bui ldings (rather than all) had an elevated incidence of 
suspicious fires. Specifically, NSA submissions, privately-owned 
bui ldings, and Section 8 bui ldings in specific neighborhoods 
demonstrated increased suspicious fire activity. After these factors 
(and building size, tax arrears, and occupancy rate) were held constant 
statistically through regression analysis. proaram bui ldings had fewer 
fires than control buiidings. 

2. Suspicious Fire Incidence Among Specific Categories of 8 
Sui ldings 

Sui ldings that were privately-owner prior to the submission of a 
Section 8 appl ication had more fires than other Section 8 and contro~ 
bui ldings after neighborhood, bui lding size, tax arrears, occupancy 
rate, and program status were held constant. Regression analysis 
demonstrated that private ownership of a Section 8 bui Iding added.9 
SUSpICIOUS fires to the number of fires predicted. This is not a 
trivial increment given that the mean number suspicious fires in all 
bui ldings in the sample was .7. 

City-wide, the 98 privately-owned Section 8 bui ldings in the sample 
were 1.5 times as 1 ikely as the 246 City-owned bui Idings to experience 
at least one suspicious fire and more than twice as I ikely to experience 
more than one such fire. Sixty-five percent (64) of the privately-owned 
Section 8 bui Idings had more than one suspicious fire compared to 18% 
(45) o'f the 246 Ci ty-owned bui Idings. 

Ninety-two of the 98 privately-owned buildings in the sample were 
submitted for funding in 1979. These bui ldings represented 34% of the 
263 properties that received Section 8 subsidies in 1979. Fifty-four 
percent (54%) of these 263 bui Idings experienced suspicious fires. In 
1980 New York City's HPD adopted a pol icy giving virtual priority to 
in-rem bui Idings largely because of a concern about tenant harassment. 
As a result the percentage of privately-owned Section 8 bui ldings 
awarded grants dropped to 4% with a concommitant 44% drop in the 
percentage that experienced suspicious fires. 

These findings suggest that some bui Iding owners, sensing the 
opportunity to profit from Section 8 assistance may have promoted fires 
through neglect or intent to force tenants to vacate and prepare their 
buildings for substantial rehabi 1 itation. 

A more dubious relationship between NSA status and fire incidence was 
found. Fifty-eight percent (106 buildings) of all NSA SUbmissions had 
suspicious fires, while 39% (62 bul ldings) of the NOFA submissions had 
suspicious fires. After regression analysis was appl ied to control for 
the effects of bui ldlng size, tax arrears, occupancy rate, .program 
status, find Crown Heights, SUnset Park, and West Harlem locations, the 
effect of NSA status and fire incidence was due to the fact that these 

-~--.-------
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bui ldings were more I ikely to be privately-owned and in areas where 
Section 8 buildings had more fires. 

In general, Section 8 buildings in Crown Heights, NSA bui Idings in 
Sunset Park, and privately-owned Section 8 bui ldings in West Harlem 
experienced a greater number of suspicious fires than could be 
attributed to the effect of NSA status and privat~ ownership alone. 
Each of these neighborhoods were Section 8 target areas, received large 
Section 8 awards, and had a high percentage of privately-owned Section 8 
buildings. The data suggests relationships exists; however, it cannot 
answer what it was ab about these specific categories that increased the 
suspicious fire incidence. 
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Recommendations 

Section 8 

Recommendation 58-I: The City should continue to adhere to its pol icy 
of gr~nting substantial rehabi litation assistance to City-owned 
properties, as should other municipal ities containing large inventories 
or publicly owned residential structures. 

Recommendation 58-2: Programs that target subsidies and loans to vacant 
buildings within specific areas should restrict approval to bui ldings 
that are vacant when neighborhoods are selected, or when it can be 
demonstrated to be a special case under predetermined criteria. 

Recommendation 58-3: If the selection of target areas for substantial 
rehabi I itation is long standing, project approval should be contingent 
on a determination that the owner did not intentionally cause tenant 
abandonment. 

Recommendation 58-4: Federal, state and local housing agencies should 
require documentation that bui Iding~ selected for substantial 
rehabi I itation programs, whether funded under categorical or block 
grants, have not been vacated through arson and other forms or 
harassment prior to or subsequent to selection. 

Recommendation 58-5: If an appl icant is the subject of a judicial, 
criminal, or administrative harassment proceeding, no project approval 
should be given until a thorough investigation is completed. This 
policy should be explicitely included in Federal, state and local 
housing regulations. 

Recomme~dation 58-6: A judicial, administrative, or criminal 
determination of harassment against an individual should result in the 
exclusion of that individual and any corporate entity of which he or she 
is a principal from government housing rehabi I itation assistance. 

,Becommendation S8-7: Federal, state, and local .housing agencies should 
require disclosure statements (simi lar to those described in Chapter 7) 
from al I appl icants for government housing rehabi I itation assistance and 
should verify all disclosed information. Individuals who knowingly 
provide false information or disclosure statements should be prosecuted 
to the ful lest extent of the law and excluded from loan and/or subsidy 
programs. 

Recommedation s8-8: Submission of vacant privately-owned bui Idings for 
subsidized substantial rehabi litation should initiate a thorough review 
by the granting agency to determine when the bui lding became vacant and 
under what conditions. 

Recommendation 58-9: No elected or appointed publ ic official who was 
Involved In tile selection or approval of bui ldings to receive subsidized 
SUbstantial rehabi I it~tlon, nor an individual who held the positIon 
within the previous three years, nor his/her immediate fami Iy should be 
allowed to act as general or limited partner, corporate stockholder, 
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developer, contractor or sponsor of a Section 8 project in their own 
city. 

Participation Loan Program 

Analysis of Program and Risk Factors 

The Participation Loan Program provides benefits directly through low 
interest rehabil itation loans and indirectly through J51 and rent 
restructuring. The City uses CDBG funds to finance up to 60 percent of 
the total mortgage on the property at nominal interest rates, usually 
one percent. When combined with a market level private sector loan this 
arrangement decreases below market level the cost of financing the 
project. The developer may also benefit from tax shelters avai lable to 
developers of low income housing. 

Participation Loan projects range from moderate to substantial 
rehabi 1 itation, although the program encourages moderate rehabi 1 itation 
with tenants in place. Under the CDBG HAP, priority is given to 
projects targeting: (I) the elimination of slums and blight and/or for 
the benef it of low to moder ate income peop 1 e, (2)' bu i 1 dings in 
Neighborhood Preservation or Neighborhood Strategy Areas or transitional 
areas, (3) buildings with ten or more units, (4) buildings in proximity 
to past or planned publ ic or private investment, and (5) bui Idings 
located on blocks where other occupied privately-owne~ buildings exist. 

Unlike Section 8, which targeted City-owned properties, the focus of 
the Participation Loan Program is privately-owned bui Idings. The 
purpose of this policy is to prevent the existing bui Idings from 
degenerating to such a degree that City in-rem take over becomes 
il"1evitable. The program differs from the Section 8 program in another 
important way as well. Moderate rehabi I itation with tenant in place is 
both al lowed and encouraged. Section 8 substantial only al lowed the gut 
rehabil itation of vacant structures. As a result, there is no 
immediately apparent programatic need to vacate a bui Iding. 

As with Section 8, there were, dUring the period studied (1978-81), 
problems in the screening of appl icants. In several cases appl icant 
review did not commence until a few days before the Participation Loan 
closed as a result of the pol icy of al lowing approval of a current loan 
based on investigations conducted with regard to previous appl ications. 

Findings 

Receiving a Participation Loan does not itself aopear to Increa~ 
bui lding's susceptibi I ity to susoicious fires. Whi Ie it can be shown 
~hat bui ldings that received Particioation Loans experienced more fires 
than control bui ldings during the period studied, part of this increased 
fire incidence was related to the fact that such bui Idings tended to be 
larger than average. Additionally, after control I ing for neighborhood, 
bui lding size, and tux arrearSl, only two classes of Participation Loan 

, bui Idings experienced a great~~ than expected incidence of suspicious 
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fires. These two bui ldings categories were PLP bui ldinQs in Flatlbush 
and those owned by three soecific develooers. 

Two thirds of the Participation Loan bui ldings in Flatbush 
eXperienced at least one suspicious fire from January 1, 1978 to 
December 31, 1981. More than half of the Participation Loan buildings 
in Flatbush experienced more than one suspicious fire during that 
period. Regression analysis demonstrated that even after control ling 
for the base level of fires in Flatbush, bui lding size, tax arrears, 
etc., being in Flatbush increased the expected number of fires in loan 
bui ldings by .9 fires. 

Fifty percent of al I suspicious fires (36 of 72) in Participation 
Loan bui Idings in Brooklyn were in six bui Idings (12% of the Brooklyn 
PLPs) owned by three developers. Even after control 1 ing far bui lding 
size, tax arrears, neighborhood (all of their bui ldings were in Crown 
Heights or Flatbush), and the effect of being in the Participation Loan 
Program in these neighborhoods, ownership by one of these developers was 
related to an increase in the nUmber of suspicious fires. 

Although ownership of a program bui lding produced an effect on the 
number of suspicious fires it experienced, this finding was based on the 
actual number of fires in only eight bui Idings. 

Whi Ie being in Flatbush increased the observed number of suspicious 
fires a program bui lding experienced, this finding was also based on a 
small number of cases (15 bui Idings) and does not answer the questions 
that remain: What was it about Flatbush that increased the suspicious 
Lire incidence in bui Idings that received Participation Loans? As with 
the Sect i on 8 regress i on mode I, the r-square va 1 ue of the PLP mode I (r
squarez .246) was somewhat low, indicating that many sources of variation 
inihow suspicious fires occur are possible, and that additional control 
variables ~ould have been helpful. . 

Recommendation PLP-l: 

Al I pending government subsidized rehabi 1 itation loans should be 
forwarded to the appropriate investigative unit of the local housing 
agency for screening at the earl iest possible time to ensure that 
adequate time is al lowed for review and clearance procedures, as is 
current pol icy in New York, Loan approval should be contingent on the 
positive evaluation of an appl icant by the local housing agency. 

Recommendation PLP-2: Municipal ities should develop guidel ines for 
appl icant evaluation detai I ing general grounds for loan den~al. 

J51 Tax Abatement and Exemption Program 

Analysis of Program and Risk Factors 

This program neither provides rent SUbsidies (I ike Section 8), nor 
low Interest rehabll itatlon financing (I ike Participation Loans). 
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Instead, it provides tax abatement and exemptions for privately financed 
rehabi I itations. 

During the period studied J51 benefits were avai lable for (I) 
substantial rehabilitation and major capital improvements, (2) moderate 
rehabi I itation with tenants in place, (3) commercial and industrial 
conversions to residential use, and (4) the conversion of hotel or 
single room occupancy (SRO) buildings to regular residential Use. 
Changes in the law in 1983 removed SRO conversions from benefit 
el igibi I ity. 

Although benefit el igibi i ity extended to a wide range of renovations. 
the analysis in this report was restricted to the rehabi I itation of 
Class A multiple dwel lings where total certified rehabi I itation costs 
(CRC exceded $100,000). This I imit the sample of properties studied to 
less than ten percent of all buildings that received J51 benefits (the 
majority of J51 projects include only moderate repairs), but it focused 
research on those projects which are more I ikely necessitate a vacant 
bui Iding by virtue of the scope of work contemplated. Of course, this 
assumption might not always be true. Whi Ie the $100,000 CRC may 
necessitate vacancy of a smaller bui lding, it may be insufficient to 
require vacancy in a large bui lding. 

During the period studied, tenant harassment was not statutory 
grounds to deny benefits. Consequently, and as a result of the as-of
right nature of the program, there was not background investigation 
conducted to determine whethere the owner had harassed tenants into 
leaving. 1983 amendments to the law, however, made harassment statutory 
grounds to deny benefits. As a result. owner screening wi I I now occur. 

Residential bui Idings that received J51 benefits between July I, 1980 
and June 30, 1981 for rehabi 1 itation with CRC over $100,000 experienced 
a greater incidence of suspicious fires than control bui ldings from 
January 1, 1978 to December 31, 1979, the period immediately prior to 
rehabi I itation. Because this sample only included 97 bui ldings, 
however, it was not possible to accurately determine statistical 
significance. 

Twelve of 97 bui Idings that received J51 (12.4 percent) expe:rienced 
at least one suspicious fire during the period reviewed compared to 71 
of 1661 control bui Idings (4.4 percent). Eight J51 bui Idings (8.3 
percent) experienced more than one suspicious fire. Only I I of the 
controls (.7 percent) had more than one SUSPICIOUS fire. The 
relationship was simi lar in each of the three boroughs studied and he~d 
after control I ing for bui ldlng size. 

This finding should not be misconstrued to mean that suspicious fires 
were rampant in the J51 sample. The vast majority of bui ldings in the 
J51 (87.6 percent) and control groups (95.7 percent) did not experience 
a single suspicious fire. 
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All indication were tfrat fires in properties that received J51 
benefits for substanstial r~habi I itation generally occurred in bui ldings 
that were not economically troubled. J51 bui Idings were sl ightly more 
than twice as I ikely as controls to be vacant in 1978 (37% versus 15.8 
percent), but vacant J51 bu i I d i ngsd i d not have more than vacant control 
bui Idings. Partially occupied J51s Were more I ikely than partially 
occupied controls to have experienced mUltiple suspicious fires, as were 
J51s that were fully occupied. 

Suprisingly, an examination of tax arrears points to the fact that 
those J51 bui Idings exhibiting the least tax arrears had the most fires. 
10.6 percent of the J51s with four or less quarters of tax arrears had 
more thah one suspicious fire, whi Ie among those with more than four 
quarters of arrears only 3.6 had more than one suspicious fire. 

Recommendations· 

Recommendation J51-1: 
instigated arson should 
rehabi I itation benefits, 
York. 

Findings of tenant harassment and owner 
be statutory grounds to deny government 
as is now the case with J51 benefits in New 

Recommendation JSl'-"2 Owners should be required to submit notification 
of their intent to perform substantial rehabi I itation prior to the start 
of such work to al low the municipal ity time to determine whether grounds 
to deny benefits exist, as is currently mandated by the new J-51 in New 
York. 

Recommendation J51-3: Such notification should trigger a complete 
review by the local housing agency to determine whether harassment or 
arson occurred as is current pol icy in New York City. 

Article 8A Rehabi I itation Loan Program 

Analysis of Program and Risk Factors 

Under this program rehabi 1 itation is always performed with tena~ts in 
place and is limited to the upgrading or replacement of major bui Iding 
systems. The work may not total more than $5,000 per dwel I ing unit, 
although the actual average is closer to 52,000. Unl ike programs that 
provide funds for more substantial work, there is usually no change in 
rent level~. Rehabil itated properties also receive J51 moderate 
rehabi I itation benefits. 

The Article 8A Loan Program provides virtually no economic benefits 
that may be obtained through fire, neglect, or harassment because it is 
HPD's pol icy to award Article 8A loans for moderate rehabl I itatin with 
tenants in place only. It would be self-defeating for an owner to 
damage or cause tenants to leave his building. 

Findings 
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After controll ing for bui lding size, there was 
relationship between the receipt of an Article BA loan 
fire. 

no significant 
and suspicious 

5. New Yorkls Exoerience 

One of the goals of this study was to develop more effective arson 
prevention pol ictes and procedures and to suggest regulatory and 
statutory charges to lessen arson susceptibi 1 ity. The review of the 
administration of the four housing assistance programs in New York,City 
disclosed that significant efforts have been made to address ~he ~ss~e 
of l.nant displacement through neglect, fire and arson, which It IS 
bel ieved is sometimes used to obtain government housing assistance 
benefits. 

With regard to the Section B program, New York Cityls Department o~ 
Housing Preserva~in and Development initiated a pol icy in 197~ or 
selecting in-rem (City-owned as a result of tax foreclosure proceedln~s) 
properties. Under this pol icy, the City attempted to prov~de 

rehabi litation hou~lng for low income tenants, and decrease ~ts 
inventory of City-owned bui ldings. Limiting Section B sub~tantlal 
benefits to City-owned buildings also el iminated the potential for 
vacating these bui ldings through diminished services and maintenance 
because these bui ldings were under City management. AS,a re:ult, 
opportunities to exploit the program through harassment and Intentional 
fires were reduced. 

During the period of this study, the Cityls HPD reviewed the fire 
histories of every bui lding with an NSA appl ication as part of its 
evaluation process. This was done through information suppl ied by the 
New York City Fire Department's Division of Fire Investig~tion. 
However, the information reviewed was insufficient to adequately Inform 
HPD of the true picture of the bui lding's history. 

Upon learning of the ineffectiveness of this pro~ess, A~D, in 19BO 
revised its pol icy at the time of its nex~ NOFA o~ferlng to.re~ulre that 
the Arson Strike Force provide complete fire profiles on bUildings under 
appl ication for Section 8 and other housing assistance programs. 

Finally, the City in its selection of NSA projects. iuring the period 
studied, required appl icant disclosure information. However, no 
determination was made of when the bui lding became vacant and under w~at 
circumstances. The NSA concept was unique in its design and, the C~ ty 
was not yet aware of its possibl~ impact on the frequency With which 
fires and harassment would occur. Once this was recognized HPD, in its 
19BO HAP adopted a formal pol icy that no rehabi 1 itation assistance 
(under S~ction 8 or other programs) would be awarded to individua!s 
against whom harassment or displacement charges had been al Jeged untl I 
such charges were dismissed or settled. 

In t~;e ParticipatioQ Loan Program it is apparent that New York City's 
HPD made efforts to el iminate the problems associated with the 
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disclosure/ investig~tion process during 1978-79. This has been the 
result of greater cooperation between the Inspector General and program 
staffs. The outgrowth of this cooperative effort has been the 
submission of clearance requests by program staff prior to commitment. 

These pol icies adopted by HPD in recent years appear to have 
prevented problems due to the submission of clearance requests 
immediately prior to closing and clearing appl icants based on past 
applications. 

The purpose of the Inspector General IS review is to ensure that 
appl icants have not commited acts which would prevent them from 
receiving Participation Loans. The basis for this determination is the 
disclosure statement submitted by appl icants prior to commitment. This 
document furnishes the City with information on the appl icantls real 
estate holdings, previous loan defaults, tax arrears, harassment 
charges, and other factors which may be detrimental to a loan request. 
Resources drawn upon to supplement these disclosures are extensive; 
information is requested from the Commissioner on Human Rights, 
Department of Investigation, and the appropriate District Attorney. 
Additionally, complete fire profi les of the appl icant's properties are 
requested from the Arson Strike Force. The I .G. IS recommendation for 
pending loans, submitted at closing, is based on analysis of this 
information. 

Appl icant screening is particularly important for the Participation 
Loan Program. As demonstrated in Section IV, buildings owned by some 
developers experienced more fires than buildings owned by others. While 
this may be due to factors outside of the owner's control, it 
underscores the necessity to evaluate carefully the backgrounds of all 
PLP appl icants. HPD has attempted to do this through implementation of 
appl icant screening. 

In the J51 program the City and State of New York have recently 
instituted measures intended to ensure the safety and weI I-being of 
tenants in buildings about to be renovated or converted. 

The 1983 amendments to Section 489 of the Real Property Tax Law have 
been pas~ed by the State legislature and signed into law by the 
Governor. Included are several anti-harassment provIsions. Most 
importantly, the law specifically denies benefits to "every owner of 
record and owner of SUbstantial interest in the property or entity 
owning the property or sponsoring the conVersion, alteration, or 
improvement ••• (who) has been found to have harassed or unlawfully evict 
tenants (by) judgement or determination of a court or agency (including 
a non-government agency having appropriate legal jurisdiction) under the 
penal law, any state of local law regulating rents or any state or local 
law relating unlawful eviction ••• " 

Equally important is the fact that the law now reqUires owners to 
fi Ie an affidavit of non-harassment 30 days before construction begins 
in order to conver.t or rehabi I itate a bui lding. The new law requires 
that every owner of record or substantial interest be I isted on the 
affidavit and that it contain a statement that they had not "within the 
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five years prior (to the affidavit) been found to have 
unlawfully evict tenants ... 11 The local housing agency is 
review these affidavits. To faci 1 itate such review, HPD 
commitment to provice resources to screen such applicants. 
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harassed or 
required to 
has made a 

This measure wi I I deny J5t benefits on the basis of harassment and 
will hopefully be a deterrent in cases where harassment is found. 

Additionally, Section D16-101 of the NYC Administrative Code, which 
was enacted in September 1982, amends the Code with respect to unlawful 
eviction in any residential bui lding in the ~ity. Unlawful eviction is 
defined under the law as: 

using or threating force to induce the occupant to vacate; 

interrupting or discontinuing essential services; and/or 

engaging or threating to engage in conduct which prevents or is 

intended to prevent a tenant from the lawful occupancy of their 

apartment, or which is intended to induce the tenant to vacate. 

Such actions include removing the occupantls possessions, 

removing the door, and locking the tenant out. 

This section classifies such acts as Class A misdemeanors and 
provides a penalty of up to $100 per day for fai lure to make such a good 
faith effort to restore an unlawfully evicted tenant to occupancy. 
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CHAPTER ONE: I NTRODUCT ION 

I. Backoround and Statement of Intent 

The commi tment to a Ildecent home and su i tab I eli v i ng env ironment for 
every American family,II<I> first stated in the Federal housing Act of 
1949, resulted in a multitude of Federal, state, and local initiatives 
to attain that goal. Since then a broad spectrum of housing strategies 
has been implemented to stimulate private sector production of housing. 
Despite modifications, the mechanism used to pursue this pol icy was, and 
remains, the guarantee of an adequate return on investment for hcusing 
providers. 

While lucrative financial benefits succeeded in stimulating 
renovation, they also produced conflicts. New tenants benefited from 
superior 1 iving accomodations and neighborhood stabil ization; owners 
prof i ted from increased renta 1 income, tax benef its, and property 
appreciation. The group, however, that may not have benefited was the 
occupants of bui ldings about to undergo rehabi 1 itation. These tenants 
faced the risk of eviction or displacement to al low rehabi 1 itation to 
proceed. 

One potential displacement technique that has received insufficient 
attention is arson, which is defined as an intentionally set 
(incendiary) fire causing damage to a structure used for commercial or 
residential use. Arson comprised 17 percent of New York Cityls 39,133 
structural fires in 1982 and was responsible for the widespread 
destruction of housing in the South Bronx and other neighborhoods 
(during the early and mid 70 Is). Because 60 percent of all incendiary 
fires in New York occur in occupied bui ldings (1982), it has left many 
people homeless and ~esulted in the death of at least 87 civi 1 ians in 
1981 and 1982.<2> 

The motives for arson are quite varied. liThe U.S. Fire 
Administration (USFA), in an attempt to faci 1 i tate the understanding and 
identification of motivational patterns, has developed 24 various 
classifications with their own respective characteristics and 
motiv~tional aspects. These types of arson have been systematized into 
five inajor headings: (1) organized crime (loan sharking, extortion, 
strippers, and other crime concealment); (2) insurance/housing fraud 
(over-Insurance, anti-preservation, blockbusting, parcel clearance, 
gentrification, stop loss, and tax shelters); (3) commercial (inventory 
depletion, modernization, and stop loss); (4) residential (relocation, 
redecorat I ng, pub Ii c hous i ng, and automob i 1 e); and (5) psycho 1 og i ca I 

<1>Subcommittee on Housing and Community Development, 
Banking, Currency, and Housing, House of Representatives, 
.!Ve Role of the Federal Government in Housing and Community 
U.S. Gov~rnment Printing Office, 1975, p.25 
<2> N.Y.C. Fire Department, Bureau of Fire Investigation 

Committee on 
Evolution of 
Development, 
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(chi ldren and juveni les, pyromania, pol itical, and wi ldlands) .11<3> A 
Department of Justice study attributc;s arson to six causes: (1) revenge, 
spite, jealousy; (2) vandalism; (3) crime concealment: (4) profit; (5) 
intimidation, extortion, sabotage: and (6) psychological 
aff Ii ct ions .11<4> 

Traditionally, arson-far-profit has been attributed to an owner1s 
desire to reap insurance proceeds before walking away from a bad 
investment. Arson-far-profit has rarely been associated with housing 
rehabi litation programs except to acknowledge that such programs repair 
the damage arson causes. Even then, arson is attributed to non-economic 
factors, such as revenge, or factors not related to the rehabi litation 
(diminished operating profits). Although it is almost impossible to 
arrive at an exact figure, it is estimated that 25 percent of all 
incendiary fires are motivated by profit.<5> It is within this catagory 
that an unknown amOL L of harassment fires (intended to displace 
tenant.s) fa II. 

With increased emphasis on rehabi I itation by private developers, 
arson as a means of tenant displacement has become an increasingly 
serious issue. Over the past twenty years, an influx of government 
funds into specific neighborhoods generated concern among community 
groups that arson was being used to displace tenants and prepare 
properties for renovation. Their fears were echoed by pol ice and fire 
department investigators who witnessed the destruction of bui Idings by 
arson, and their subsequent rehabi I itation with government assistance. 

Although the 1 iterature on this subject is almost non-existent<6>, 
there are a few references to the relationship between arson and housing 
rehabil itation. A San Francisco study cal led such acts IIconversion" or 
IIgentrification" arson-far-profit and states that II (s)uch arson is 
present when land values are rising, and when a property use (e.g., 
residential hotel) is not as profitable anymore as perhaps a condominium 
or commercial office would be."<7> In Hoboken, New Jersey it was found 
that lIan unusual number of bui ldings with suspicious fires were all 
slated for condo conversion. Some had legal sales agreements requiring 
bui ldings to be del ivered empty .•. "<8> Such occurrences are acknowledged 
by the USFA, which includes gentrification arson in its 

<3> Rider, Anthony 01 in, et. al., The Firesetter: A Psychologi~~ 
Profi Ie, FBI Report, p. 27 
<4> Boudreau, J.F., et. al., Arson and ~rson Investiga~ion, Nat i/.;,na 1 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 1977,pp.19-21 
<5> ibid. 
<6>A computerized I iterature search performed at the John Jay Col lege of 
Criminal Justice fai led to turn up a single source. 
<7>Goetz, Barry, The San Francisco Early Warning System Summary of 
Research: 1979-1981. San Francisco Fire Department Arson Task Force, 
1981, pp.8z-83 
<8> Cohen, Harriet, "Arson on the Hudson", City Limits, May 1982, p.9 
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insurance/housing fraud categorY.<9> 

As a result of these observations, the New York City Arson Strike 
Force requested and received a grant from the National Institute of 
Justice to study the relationship between housing assistance programs 
and arson. This report is the result of that grant. Its objectives 
include: 

- to determine whether arson has been used to profit from Federal, 
State, and City housing assistance programs; 

- to understand the methods, motives, and patterns associated with 
such acts of arson; 

- to evaluate the effectiveness of existing arson prevention 
po i i ci es: 

- to develop more effective 
procedures; and 

arson prevention po I i c i es and 

- to suggest regulatory and statutory changes to existing an,d 
future programs to I essen arson suscept i b iIi ty. 

11. The Development of Housing Assistance Programs 

Since the enactment of the first National Housing Act in 1934, both 
the Federal strategies to produce better housing and groups targeted by 
these approaches to receive such housing have undergone major 
transformations. State and ;ity initiatives have also changed during 
recent decades as the Fed~Fal government, constrained by funding 
I imitations, attempted to involve the private sector in housing 
production. Although pol icy goals have expanded, the thread woven 
through iall pol icy aimed at private housing development has been the 
provision of adequate profit for housing providers through rental and 
mort~age subsidies, and more indirectly through tax benefit~. 

The primary impetus for the Housing Act of 1934, which authorized the 
direct Federal construction of low rent housing projects in slum areas, 
was the need to stimulate the construction industry and the economy as a 
whole, and only secondari ly to attain better housing.<lO> Housing 
programs hav~ continued to be used to spur economic recovery. 

The 1934 Act was superced~d by the Housing Act of 1937 which gave 
local ities direct control over the development, ownership and management 
of publ ic housing.<11> More importantly, the Federal government for the 
first time lnitiated subsidies to lower rents in these projects, a 

------,--------------

<9> Rider, op. cit., p.27 
<IO>Subcommittee on Housing and Community Development, op. cit. p.4 
<Il>ibid., p.9 
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concept that has endured despite other policy changes. 

The inabi I ity of publ ic housing to meet totally the nation's housing 
needs was acknowledged in the Housing Act of 1949 which, in addition to 
the commitment to "a decent home and suitable living environment," 
stated that "governmental assistance shal I be uti I ized where feasible to 
enable private enterprise to serve more of the total need."<12> 

Under the Housing Act of 1961,<13> the primary inducement for private 
investment was Federally subsidized mortgage interest payments for 
profit-motivated developers. Additional legislation was enacted in 1965 
to expand opportunities for developers to gain financially from housing 
investment. The Rent Supplement Program and Section 23 of the 1965 act 
created subsidies simi lar to those granted publ ic housing residents. 
Rent Supplements were given to the landlord based on the tenant1s need 
instead of total project cost. Tenants contributed 25 percent of their 
income; the government subsidized the difference between that amount and 
the rent (which Was control led to preclude owners from making excessive 
profits). Section 23 permitted local publ ic housing authorities to 
subsidize the rents of existing units.<14> 

The concern over adequate housing and I fving conditions became more 
acute during the late 1960s AS social unrest swept the country. The 
problem was particularly severe in the inner city where substandard 
housing promoted community destabil ization and increased dissatisfaction 
with government efforts to improve housing condi)ltions. 

To address these issues, President Lyndon B. Johnson in 1968 targeted 
the production of 26 mi II ion housing units (apartments) over a ten year 
period, including six mi I I ion units for low to moderate income tenants. 
This pol icy was significant fur several reasons. First, it provided a 
comprehensive approach to tnner city housing problems. Second, 
increased emphasis was given to rehabi I itation because of limited 
avai lable space in urban areas, high construction costs, and the 
abundance of sound yet deteriorating existing housing. To ensure a 
guaranteed return on investment a series of incentives were developed, 
including rent subsidies, mortgage insurance, interest rate reductions, 
and accelerated depreciation of rehabi I itated bui Idings inhabited by low 
to moderate income tenants. 

National housing pol icy underwent major revIsions again in the early 
1970s. There was uncertainty over the direction and effectiveness of 
pol icies and programs in effect since the 1930s. As a result. of these 
uncertainties. a moratorium on housing programs was announced in 1972 to 
enable housing experts to evaluate the country's housing needs and to 
formulate appropriate responses. Its outgrowth was the Housing and 
Community Development Act of 1974.<15> Through Section 8 of this act, 

< 12> i bid., p. 25 
< 13> i bid., p. 75 
<14>ibid., p.97 
<15>ibid., p.201 
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the administration attempted to encourage the private development of low 
income housing by once again guaranteeing the economic soundness of the 
investment. Cities were al located Section 8 subsidies for developers of 
low income housing. Tenants of these projects contributed 25 percent of 
their income for r$nt, and the Federal government subsidized the 
difference between that amount and a reasonable market level rent. The 
subsidies could be~ppl ied to tenants of eXisting and newly constructed 
bui Idings as well as moderately and substantially rehabi I itated 
bui Idings. The Section 8 program has since become the major Federal 
housing rehabi I itation program. 

The 1974 act fUrther recognized the importance of addressing each 
locality's diverse housing needs and resources through the authorization 
of Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds. These funds, which 
were targeted to el iminate slums and bl ight or benefit low to moderate 
income people, were avai lable to cities upon submission of a Ho~sing 
Assistance Plan (HAP), which contained an assessment of each communlty1s 
housing problems, priorities, and strategies, and specified how CDBG 
funds would be used. 

I I I. Rehabil itation in New York Cill 

New York City is considered by many to be the leader in developing 
local initiatives to meet its housing needs. Although the City has 
continued to rely on Federal rehabi litation programs, the al location of 
CDSG funds has enabled it to implement diverse strategies for its unique 
housing needs. 

The City's wi I I ingness to develop new approaches may be attributed to 
the numerous and, at times, conflicting housing needs of its 
inhabitants. New York contained in 1981 2,789.000 apartments dispersed 
throughout its five boroughs. S i xty-n i ne percent (1,933,000) of these 
units were renter-occupied; 746,000 were owner-occupied I and 2 fami Iy 
homes co-operatives, or condominiums. Due to the increasing 
desir~bil ity of home ownership and the abandonment of multiple 
dWell ings, the number of avai lable rental units had been declining 
during the past decade.<16> 

Furthermore, the condition of rental properties is slowly declining, 
mainly because of their age. Sixty-two percent were constructed prior 
to 1947 and 38 percent before 1929. Many now require systems 
replacement and more intensive maintenance to remain habitable. It is 
estimated by the Department of City Planning that almost fifty percent 
of New York City's existing housing is in need of Improvements ranging 
from moderate rehabi I itation to replacement.<17> Many owners, however, 

<16> HPO Handbook 
and Development, 
1981. 

of Programs, NYC Department of Housing Preservation 
Office of Program and Management Analysis, P. 1.1, 

< 17> ibid., p. I. 1 .01 • 
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confronted by rising operating expenses (particularly fuel 
costs), found it increasingly difficult to perform 
adequately maintain their properties. 
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and uti I ity 
repairs and 

Concurrent with the diminishing inventory of rental units and their 
generally decl ining condition has been an increased demand for 
apartments, which has not been met. In 1981 the averal I vacancy ra~e, in 
New York City was only 2. I percent. In Manhattan, where the proximity 
to cultural, social, and business centers has made it desirable to the 
more affluent, the vacancy rate is 1.9 percent.<18> These rental levels 
fluctuate according to the desirabi I ity of New vork's varied 
neighborhoods, creating sev~ral distinct rental housing markets. 

In areas such as the Upper West Side of Manhattan, CI inton/Chelsea, 
Brooklyn Heights, and Park Slope (areas rapidly undergoing change) ,there 
has been an increasing wil I ingness to pay high rents for convenlen~ly 
located apartments. Many property owners have been unable to realize 
profits commensurate with this increased demand, however, because ~f 
continuing rent controls and the condition of their properties. I t IS 

not uncommon for a rent control led tenant to pay $200 a month for an 
apartment that would command $1,000 on the open market. It might also 
be the case that a building's location al lows high rents, but its 
condition does not. Both factors may exist simultaneously as weI I. 

In such instances it is in the owner1s best interest to convince 
existing tenants to leave, rehabll itat7 the building, ,and receive mar~et 
level rents. The owner may also benefit from as-of-rlght, or automatiC, 
tax benefits avai lable in most parts of the City. However, tenants of 
cheap rentals in desirable parts of the City ~re unl ikely to vacate 
without a struggle and the confl icting benefits discussed earl ier may 
surface. 

In -less desirable areas high operating costs combined with the 
inabil ity of tenants to pay sufficient rents to cover operating costs 
may make ownership of residential properties unprofitable. 
Rehabilitation in such areas, in the absence of government subsidies, is 
not a practical way to improve income for two principal reasons. First, 
neighborhood income is insufficient to support the rental level needed 
to cover the cost of rehabil itation, and second, individuals who are 
able to pay higher rents are unwi II ing to I ive in marginal 
neighborhoods. 

The City's r~sponse to the disparate needs and demands of the various 
segments of its population has been the appl ication of various housing 
programs and tax pol icies. In neighborhoods where market forces 
encourage private rehabi Iltation, the City spurs such activity by 
providing real estate tax benefits for projects ranging from moderate 
rehabi I itation to new construction. This pol icy encourages the 
prodUction of better housing and satisfies the demand of middle and 

<18> Stegman, Michael A., The Dynamics of Rental Housing 
f.llli HPD publ ication, 1982, p. 96. 

in New York 
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upper middle income people for apartments. In areas where abandonment 
is increasing, maintenance decl ining, and unsubsidized private 
investment unl ikely, subsidized housing programs are avai lable which 
range in scope from moderate rehabi I itation to substantial renovation. 

Moderate rehabi I itation prevents deterioration from progressing to 
the point that more extensive renovation is necessary, and is usually 
performed with tenants in place. Generally, the City provides low 
interest loans or participates with banks in arranging loans. Federal 
rent sUbsidies. for income eligibl~ tenants are also available. 

Substantial rehabil itation involves the complete reconstruction of a 
bui Iding's interior, and is necessary for severely damaged or neglected 
properties. The City has reI ied on Federal rent subsidies to encourage 
developers to produce this type of housing. AI I Federal, State and City 
rehabil itations are el igible for some tax incentives. By layering local 
tax benefits on Federal or City housing benefits, potentia) profits are 
further enhanced. 

Once again, confl icts may arise between competing interests. Faced 
with an unprofitable investment, a developer may envision a subsidized 
gut ren'c>bilitation as the only hope of realizing a profit. Real estate 
speCUlators may also purchase or obtain an option to purchase a property 
in the hope of profiting from rehabil itation. Although moderate 
rehabil itation funds are avai lable, it may be in the developer's best 
interest to perform a sUbstantial rehabil itation to obtain maximum 
benefits, potentially creating tension between the owner and existing 
tenants. 

IV. Why the Risk of Fire May be Present 

If substantial rehabi 1 itation is contemplated, regardless of whether 
the bui Iding is in a transitional or marginal area, eviction of existing 
tenants is difficult under City laws. One potential displacement 
technique is harrassment, including arson. It is an expeditious way to 
empty a bui Iding. 

Arson is not employed to vacate bui Idings in the vast majority of 
cases. However, even where arson is not a factor in a bui Iding, a risk 
of fire may sti I I exist. An owner who is about to renovate his property 
has few incentives to provide ongoing maintenance and repairs. There 
are few economic reasons to perform a minor boi ler repair If it is 
expected that the heating system wi II be overhauled or replaced during a 
subsidized rehabi I itation. If the owner wants to remove tenants, the 
lack of heat and hot water is an excel lent lnducement for residents to 
leave. Neglect of this nature may encompass the heating system, 
elevators, plumbing, janitorial services, bui Iding security, etc. 

aullding neglect may by itself create a 
maintained systems are I ikely to malfunction, 
the boller, Incinerator, or electrical system. 
are withheld, rubbish wil I accumulate providing 

risk of fire. Poorly 
which can cause fires in 

If janitorial services 
an opportunity for fires 
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to start. The lack of security or fai lure to sezl vacant apartments may 
al low vagrants (or _other types of firesetters) to occupy unused 
apartments. Tenants using their ovens to provide heat increases a 
bui lding's vulnerabi I ity to fire. Although neglect of this nature may 
be ~he re:ult o~ poor management or financial constraints, it may also 
be Intentional In order to empty a building. This pattern, with only 
minor variations, was seen in case studies prepared ~or the report that 
fo I lows. 
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CHAPTER TWO: METHODOLOGY 

I. General Strateoy 

A. Selection of Programs to Review 

Programs were categorized by level of assistance, type of funding, 
and el igibi lity criteria in order to select a manageable number of 
rehabi litation programs to review encompassing as wide a range of 
significant factors as possible. Counterbalancing this need were 
practical considerations. The first of these considerations was 
geography. Whi Ie it would have been beneficial to look at housing 
programs nationally to capture regional trends, this scope was 
unrealistic due to the problem of obtaining accurate case material and 
gaining access to records. It was decided instead to focus on housing 
programs in New York City. 

It was also necessary to choose programmatic selection criteria. 
After exten~ive review of the programs avai lable in New York the 
following criteria were chosen: 

- benefft structure 

- amount of work involved 

- target group 

Benefit structure involves the way in which government attempts to 
induce private enterprise to rehabi I itate housing through financial· 
incentives. The most common financial incentives are low interest 
rehabi I itation loans, rental or operating subsidies to ensure a steady 
cash stream from the ongoing operation of the bui lding, and the 
exempt i on from, or abatement of, taxes. Each of these benef i ts may be 
applicable to moderate or substantial rehabi I itation and may be 
targeted to single fami Iy residences, smal I owner-occupied bui ldings, 
large apartment complexes, etc. 

The final consideration in selecting programs to review was the 
avai labi I ity of data. Although each program illustrates important 
aspects of gov~rnment assisted rehabi I itation, programs for which data 
were not readily available were excluded from analysis. 

Thus, the focus of this report is: (I) rehabi I itatlon rather than 
new construction, (2) programs aimed at multiple dwell ings rather thal"\ 
one and two fam I I y res I dences, and (3) programs intended to encourage 
private sector funding. Rehabi I Itation was emphasized because it is 
undertaken far more frequently than new construction, making it relevant 
to a larger audience, and because It is often impossible to obtain 
useful information on a previous structure once a new one is erected. 
Multiple dwel lings (3 or more apartments) were stressed because It Is 

~-~~-~---
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1 ikely that one and two fami Iy homes are owner-occupied, which reduces 
potential arson-for-profit. More practically, these bui ldings are not 
included in the City's multiple dwel I ing data base, restricting the 
information available. Programs to encourage private sector investment 
were highl ighted because of the potential for arson-for-profit and the 
fact that government has not attempted to bui ld housing directly for 
decades. 

Taking these factors into account, 
housing and law enforcement officials, 
selected for intensive review: 

and after much discussion with 
the fol lowing programs were 

- The Section 8 Substantial Rehabi 1 itation Rental Subsidy 
Program, which subsidizes rentals to ensure ongoing 
maintenance; 

- The Participation Loan Program, which combines private 
and City subsidized rehabi litation mortgages (using Federal 

Community Developm ent funds) 
to lower interest rates; 

- The J51 Tax Exemption/Abatement Program, 
which provides reduced real estate taxes 
fol lowing a range of conversions and rehabil i
tations and often acc~mpanies Section 8 
and Participation Loans: and 

- The Article 8A Loan Program, which offers low interest 
City subsidized moderate rehabi litation loans (using Federal 

Communi ty Develop ment funds) . 

Complete descriptions of these programs are provided in the fol lowing 
chapters. 

'I " 
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B. Seauence of Analysis 

I. Operational/Regulatory Review 

After the selection of programs to be reviewed the operational and 
regulatory format of each program was examined, including: 

1. Enabl ing legislation; 

2. Rules and regulations governing the selection 
of properties, disbursement of funds, and 
scope of el igible work; 

3. Appl ication processing; 

4. Appl icant disclosure requirements and 
feasibi I ity determination; 

5. Tax implications; 

6. Geographical clustering of benefits 
(i .e., which neighborhoods benefit and why); 

7. Administrative management: and 

8. Programmatic anti-arson procedures. 

Each program was analyzed before performing rigorous quantitative 
tests. In most cases the program director was interviewed at length 
and, whenever possible, appl icatlon procedures were discussed with staff 
involved in the process. HPD community staff were also cons~1ted. It 
was felt that extensive Interviewing early in the research effort 
al lowed analytical staff to become sufficiently famil iar with the 
rehabil itation process to discern the difference between what the 
regulations prescribed and what actually transpired. In cases where 
processing differed significantly from formal pol icy or procedures this 
has b~en noted in the text. This approach was chosen to include as many 
aspects of program operations as possible and to avoid making uninformed 
interpretations of the data. It also al lowed the ful lest range of 
plausible hypotheses to be tested by drawing upon data elements that 
would have been overlooked had the data base been developed prematurely. 

.~~----~ -
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2. Hyoothesis Generation 

Following the preparation of program overviews and review of the 
I iterature relating to arson patterns. methods by which housing programs 
could be manipulated by arson were identified through analysis of 
benefit structure. operating procedures. selection criteria. anti-arson 
measures. appl icant review methods. etc. Once risk factors were 
identified. buildings in specific neighborhoods were selected for 
intensive case study. Fire. housing, code enforcement, insurance. and 
other appropriate records were reviewed. These case studies. whi Ie not 
randomly selected. provided an impressionistic overview of the 
relationship between rehabi I itation and the occurrence of fires for 
which no known accidental cause was apparent. A number of these cases 
are presented in the text. They are intended to illustrate the 
interplay of risk factors. It should not be assumed that they are 
representative of all program-assisted bui Idings, or ~ven those 
bui Idings that experienced fires. It must be remembered that in the 
absence of arson convictions it is impossible to determine who was 
responsible for any fires that occurred .. It should not be assumed that 
al I or even any of the fires were necessari Iy owner induced. The 
hypotheses generated through this process are presented in Chapters 3-6. 

3. Data Base Develooment 

After working hypotheses were developed a data base of program and 
non-program bui ldings was compiled. This data base included every 
multiple dwel I ing with or without program assistance on every tax block 
in the boroughs of the Bronx. Brooklyn, and Manhattan. Only three of 
the City's five boroughs were examin~d because the remaining two 
boroughs. Queens and Staten Island. contained too few program-assisted 
bui Idings for meaningful analysis. 

In analyzing each individual program. the control sample included al I 
multiple dwel I ings on blocks with at least one building in that 
particular program. Bui Idings in other rehabi I itation programs were 
deleted from the sample. In cases where J51 was combined with other 
benefits the bui Iding was .. included as part of the non-J51 program 
sample. The principle advantage of this sampling method was to provide 
a control for unique neighborhood conditions contributing to the 
basel ine level of fires in each neighborhood containing program 
bui ldings. Table 2-1 shows the composition of program and control 
samples. 

----------~------ ---------~ --------------------
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Program and Control Samples 
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Program Number of Program 
Bui Idings lrr Sample 

Number of f.£1:l!rol 
Bu i I dings l.!l Scl~ 

Section 8 

Participation Loan 

J51 

Article SA Loan 

TOTAL 

344 

121 

97 

321 

934 

The City Planning Department housing programs and 
bases were used to select the bui Idings shown in 
basic program status and housing (e.g., number 
tract, address, etc.) information. 

4877 

1968 

1661 

5753 

14,259 

multiple dwell ing data 
Table 2-1 and provided 
of apartments, census 

In addition to basic bui Iding information and program 
characteristics, special ized fire, vacancy rate, tax arrears, and other 
data were required. There exLsts. however, no single source of data 
containing al I necessary building. fire. and program information. As a 
result. data elements from other computer fi les were identified for 
inclusion in the master data base. In al I, seven computer files 
contributed to the master data base, including: 

Fire Department Battal ion Chief Structural 
Fires Fi Ie; 

- Department of City Planning Housing Programs, 
Dwel I lng, and Vacancy Rate Fi les: 

- Department of Finance Tax Abatement Fi Ie; 

- Con Ed i son Vacancy Survey (1918): and 

- HPD Section 8 fi les. 

Multiple 

Even after Identifying data sources the process of creating a 
unified data base remained problematic. There is no uniformity in the 
way each department identifies bui ldings. The Department of Finance 
uses tax block and lot. HPD and City Planning use a special coded Street 
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Address Matching System (SAMS), and the Fire Department uses regular 
street address. To overcome this problem it was necessary to convert 
each address to the coded SAMS address employed by HPD. Approximately 
15 percent of the potential control and program samples were lost as a 
result of this process and sometimes faulty addresses, but the omissions 
appeared to occur randomly across both samples and were not bel ieved to 
be a factor in subsequent analysis. 

4. The Dependent Variable: Suspicious Fires 

The dependent variable used in this study, SUSpICIOUS fires, was 
taken from the computerized Fire Department Battalion Chief Structural 
Fires Fi Ie. 

At the scene of every structural fire, the battal ion chief completes 
form BF-24, "Report-Structural Fire". This form contains a variety of 
useful information, including the address of the fire, the date and time 
the alarm was received, the location of the fire (e.g •• in an apartment, 
basement, etc.), the amount of damage that occurred, and a prel iminary 
cause determination. Preliminary cause determinations, whi Ie subject to 
the discretion of the battal ion chiefs, are fairly consistent due to 
internal Fire Department guidelines, as well as the considerable 
experience of the battal ion chiefs. This is borne out by the fact that 
approximately 90 percent of the fires called suspicious by the battalion 
chiefs are ultimately determined to be incendiary<l>. 

The battal ion chief is not, however, empowered to make an official 
determination that the fire was incendiary; such a determination can 
only be made by a fire marshal. If the chief bel ieves that a fire is 
incendiary he classifies it as "suspicious" and summons a team of fire 
marshals. 

Occasionally, the battal ion chief indicates on the BF-24 that a fire 
is incendiary. Although he may be (and probably is) correct in his 
judgement. such fires are sti I I technically suspicious pending fire 
marshal investigation. For purposes of this study, battal ion chief 
incendiary determinations are categorized as suspicious. 

Prior to 1980 some fires were I isted as being caused by mal icious 
mischief. This term was used to describe what would otherwise be a 
suspicious fire in a vacant bui lding. In 1980 the category mal icious 
mischief was collapsed into the suspicious fire category. 

These three categories of fires, SUSpICIOUS, incendiary. an.d 
malicious mischief, form the nucleus of the dependent variable 
(suspicious fires) used in this study. Also included in the dependent 

<1>Nova Institute, Manoower Needs for the Investigation of Arson in New 
York Ci tv, 1979, p.14 
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variable are fires attributed to unknown causes. Less than 15 percent 
of the fires inclUded in the dependent variable were attributed to 
unknown causes, and it is bel ieved t~dt between 25 and SO percent of 
these fires are really due to arson.<2> These fires were included to 
capture the universe of fires that could not be attributed to known 
accidental causes. 

The blanket term "suspicious fires" was used in describing these 
classes of fires in the analysis of aggregate data. It should be 
remembered that the dependent variable used in this study !s not arson, 
but rather the surrogate measure described above. This treatment was 
employed as a result of the inabil ity to uti 1 ize the actual arson 
determinations. 

5. Development of Control Factors 

Determining whether assisted bui ldings suffered significantly more 
suspicious fires than non-assisted buildings required that conditions 
associated with elevated fire rates be control led to ascertain whether 
it was the program or other possible factors that were related to an 
increased fire incidence. It was to be expected that bui \dings in need 
of rehabi 1 itation would be fire-prone because of advanced disrepair, 
vacant apartments, and proximity to other such bui ldings. In order to 
make a fair comparison between the program and control samples, a number 
of variables were controlled for. Most of these variables were used in 
the New York City Arson Risk Prediction Index (ARPI) <3>, a statistical 
model used by the New York City Arson Strike Force to assign bui ldings 
to arson risk categories.<4> According to this model, bui ldings most at 
risk are those: 

- with tax arrears 

- with high vacancy rates 

- with a history of suspicious fires 

- located on the corner of a block 

Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Law 
Assistance Administration, ~rson and Arson Investigation. 

<2>National 
Enforcement 
1977. p. 4 
<3> R. Pesner, et. al., Arson Analysis and Prevention Project: Final 
Report, N.Y.C. Arson Strike Force under a grant from the Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration, 1981. 
<4>ln developing ARPI the pool of buildings selected for analysis was 
divided into two groups. One group was used to calculate ARPI, whi Ie 
the second group was used to assess its reliabi I ity. Using the second 
group, ARPI accurately predicted the occurrence of arson in 64 percent 
of the bui ldings that experienced arson. It identified correctly 89 
percent of the bui ldings that did not experience arson. The specific 
technique used in preparing ARPI was factor analysis. 
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- in Manhattan and Brooklyn. 

Conversely, one and two family homes, small walk-ups, large elevator 
bui ldings, and non-residential structures exhibit diminished risk. 

ARPI could not be appl ie~ directly to the current sample. The 
anticipated period of time during which assisted buildings ar~, most 
vulnerable to fire is prior to the SUbmission of a program appl ication. 
It is during this time that the ARPI score is most crucial. The bulk of 
program bui ldings included in the sample entered programs in 1978-1980, 
making the critical time period 1977-1979. In many cases historical 
records for that time are unavai lable. It should also be remembered 
that ARPI is a predictor of arson, whi Ie the dependent variable used in 
this study is ~uspi~iQUS fires. 

The control factors derived from ARPI were employed largely because 
of their availabil ity. They do not, by any means, exhaust the I ist of 
al I possible factors found to contribute to, or precede arson or 
susp i 0Jous fires. Other factors identified in the I iterature include 
the presence of vacant unsealed apartments and open roof or entrance 
doors<5>, a history of prior fires of any cause<6>, changing economic 
conditions<7>, and a variety of other factors. The importance of these 
IImissingll and possibly intervening variables is discussed in Section III 
(Limitations of the StUdy) of this chapter. Nonetheless, ARPI provided 
clues as to what control variables were important. As a result, the 
independent variables used in this study include some ARPI variables and 
some IIARP I-re I a ted ll var i ab I es. 

a. Building S~ 

ARPI reflects building size, but uses dichotomous variables (smal I 
\oIalk-up, large elevator building) to account for its effect. That 
treatment, whi Ie taking bui lding size into account, is sensitive to 
qual it~tive differences. The relative scarcity of elevator bui Idings in 
the current sample prohibited such treatment. Thus, bui Iding size is an 
IIARPI-related" variable, but not an ARPI variable. 

The data analysis contained in Chapters Three and Four tend to 
reaffirm the importance of building size as a control variable. The 
reason for this relationship is not difficult to understand. Apart from 
any qualitative factors, each apartment represents an opportunity for a 
fire to occur. A 30 unit bui lding has ten times as many places in which 
a fire can start as a three unit building. 

<5>Flatbush Development Corporation Arson Prevention Project, ARSON, p. 
9 
<6>ibid, p. 9 
<7>U.S. Department of Commerce, The Psychology of Firesetting: A Review 
and Appraisal, 1979, p.4 
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~x Arrears. 

A buildingls economic condition is an important predictor of arson. 
In developing ARPI, researchers found that " ... onl y 15% of (the 10,000 
bui Idings in their sample that did not experience arson) had an 
outstanding tax bi I I, whi Ie 48% of the arson cases were in arrears. The 
average length of time of tax arrears for al I controls was one 
quarter... Among arson cases the average time of arrears was 4.8 
quarters ... 11 <8> Tax arrears were also found to ir.fluence arson 
incidence in San Francisco, Cal ifornia<9> and New Haven, Connecticut<IO> 
and are included in arson predictive indices in both cities. 

Because most sample properties entered programs between 1979 and 
1981, 1978 tax arrears were used as a control for subsequent fires 
based on the assumption that the period immediately prior to appl ication 
submission is a high risk period far bui Idings entering housing 
programs. 

c. Occupancy 

The last major control factor is occupancy. ARPI researchers found 
that the mean occupancy rate for bui Idings that did not experience arson 
was 96 percent (i .e., 4 percent vacancy rate), whi Ie the mean occupancy 
for arson bu i I dings was 76 percent. They conc 1 uded tha til ... low 
occupancy or total vacancy attract vandal arsons, and that arson may be 
the last step of an ownerls successful attempts to evict tenants by 
harassment." <11> The New Haven Arson Early Warning index also includes 
occupancy as a predictor of arson.<12> 

d. Neighborhood/Geography 

In addition to bui Iding size, tax arrears, and occupancy, geography 
or location is ~n important factor in determining which bui Idings wi I I 
experience arson or incendiary fires. Bui Idings in some neighborhoods 
wi I 1 be more prone to fires because of factors unique to that area, such 
as an inferior housing stock, a large number of vacant bui Idings, a 

<8> Pesner, op. cit., p. 14 
<9>Goetz, Barry, The San Francisco Arson Early Warning System Summary of 
Research: 1979 to 1981, San Francisco Fire Department Arson Task For6e, 
1981, p. 3 
<10>United States Fire Administration, Federal Emergency Management 
Agency, Anti-Arson Implementation Kit. 1981, p. 3,1 
<II> Pesner, op. cit., p. 14 
<12> Anti-Arson ImplementatlonJS.J...L. op. CIL, p. 3,5 
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generally high crime rate, the presence of juveni Ie gangs, etc. To 
control for these factors the sample was designed to include only 
bui ldings on blocks containing a program-assisted bui lding. In this way 
it was assured that the program bui ldings would be compared only to 
simi lar bui ldings. 

II." Data Analysis 

Because of differences in program structure, data availabi 1 ity, and 
fire patterns, it was not possible, nor was it desirable, to use one 
statistical method in evaluating each of the programs chosen. 
Generally, analysis included two steps: first, program and control 
groups were examined to determine whether program bui ldings experienced 
more suspicious fires than other bui ldings under control led conditions; 
second, analysis of program bui ldings was performed to determine whether 
any specific groups based on geography or neighborhood, processing type, 
physical or demographic characteristics, etc., experienced significantly 
more fires than other groups. Statistical methods are outl in~d below. 

The first ~tep, determining 
more fires than other bui ldings, 
control factors to program and 
methods and chi-square tests. <13> 

whether program bui ldings experienced 
was conducted by applying ARPI-related 
control samples, and used bi-variate 

Bi-variate analysis is limited by the necessity to treat categories 
of buildings (e.g., over "30 apartments versus under 30 apartments), 
rather than being able to address the actual distribution of the 
attribute under scrutiny directly. It is also difficult to control for 
more than one or two factors simultaneously. Regression analysis was 
used to overcome these I imitations when possible.<14> 

<13>One of the outcomes of such an analysis is a probabi I ity or P value, 
which may be interpreted as the probabi I ity that an observed difference 
in the number of fires could have occurred by random chance. A P value 
of 0.05, for example, indicates that the observed differences would have 
occurred by chance alone five times out of 100. Al I significancr tests 
in this report will be at the .05 level for a two-tail test unless it is 
stated otherwise. 
<14>Regression analysis is a method for ascertaining the simultaneous 
influence of a number of variables on a dependent variable. The 
analysis yields regression coefficients, which represent the effect of a 
given independent variable when al I other independent variables are 
controlled (held constant statistically). Inferential statistics were 
computed for the various effects estimated in the different models, but 
their meaningfulness should not be exaggerated. These statistics are 
generally used to determine the probabi I ity that a relationship found in 
a sample would be the same in the universe from which the sample was 
drawn. However, the theory of inferential statistics is based on the 
assumption of simple random sampl ing from a larger universe and that is 
not the case here. Consequently, greater attention is paid to the 

------~--------- -~-----~-------------------- -------
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The J51 program posed special methodological problems_ and required 
unique treatment. Because J5l appl ications could be submitted up to 
three years after rehabil itation began during the period studied, it was 
virtually impossible to ascertain when rehabil itation began. A search 
of Department of Bui Idings records indicated that plans for 
rehabi 1 itation of properties receiving J5l benefits during Fiscal 1981 
(July I, 1980 to June 30, 1981) were generally submitted for approval 
during 1978 or 1979. Because of this, the sample was restricted to 
buildings that received J51 benefits during Fiscal 1981 (7/1/80-6/30/81) 
in order to test fire rates prior to rehabi I itation. This procedure, 
whi Ie highlighting the period of greatest risk, also had the effect of 
decreasing the size of the sample. The sample of residential multiple 
dwell ings that received J51 dUring Fiscal 1981 and met other selection 
criteria, for example, contained only 97 bui Idings. This small sample 
size prevented the use of regressio;, methodology and yielded statistical 
distributions that were too sparse to accurately determine statistical 
significance. 

I I I. Limitations of the Study 

A. The Dependent Variable 

The dependent variable used in this study is a composite of th:.a 
clas"ifications of fires that could not be attributed to a kn04n 
acc i d.enta 1 cause. The maj or i ty - of these fires were found to be 
suspicious by the fire chief directing extinguishment, but were not 
necessari ly incendiary in origin. Whi Ie fi-son apparently played a role 
in a substantial proportion of these fires, it should not be a~sumed 
th~t every fire was del iberately set. Nor should it be assumed that 
~very fire was caused by the landlord's neglect, malfeasance, or 
criminal intent. Alternative explanations for each of the approximately 
5,000 fires in the samples -studied include revenge, vandal ism, tenant 
discontent, pyromania, etc. The analysis also suggest3 that some fires 
may have been caused by neglect or intent, but the motive and cause of 
any individual fire must be considered an unknown absent considerably 
stronger data. 

B. Adequacy of Control Variables 

The I iterature is rich with factors found to be related to, causing, 
and contributing to the possibi I ity that intentional fires wi I I occur. 
Unfortunately, this study was constrained by the I imited number of 
potential control variables that were avai lable in existing data bases. 
For example, as mentioned above, I t was not possible to control for 
other factors previously identified such as: the presence of vacant 
uns~aled apartments and open roof or entrance doors, a history of prior 
fires, changing economic conditions, and also a variety of other 
factors. In addition, bui Idings which require substantial rehabi I itation 

--------------------
strength of relationships than to their statistical significance. 
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may be distinct from buildings which do not. The reasons for this may be 
that bui ldings in need of rehabil itation are generally in poorer 
condition and, due to their accessibi I ity, may be more susceptible to 
vandal ism, juvenile mischief, pyromania, tenant discontent, revenge, as 
well as others. 

As a result, doubt must remain about what the outcome of the analysis 
would have been had additional controls been available. It is 
appropriate to say that the data suggest that participation in the 
programs reviewed appears to be related to the incidence of suspicious 
fires in some cases. It is not appropriate to say that these data 
demonstrate causal ity, establ ish responsibil ity, discern motives or 
confirm ~uch a relationship. 

-----~---

:-:IAPTER THREE: SECTION 8 SUBSTANTIAL REHABILITATION 
RENT SUBSIDY PROGRAM 

I. Program Descr i pt i on 

A. Program History 

Section 8 of the Housing and Community Development Act of 
promulgated to encourage the maintenance of existing housing 
production or renovation of low and moderate income housing. 
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1974 was 
and the 

Rent control and stabi I ization laws, rising fuel costs, and inflation 
during the 1970s fostered reluctance on the part of developers to invest 
in low income housing. These factors presented the possibi I ity of 
minimal increases in I"ental income and substantial increases in 
operating expenses. Housing programs created to encourage construction 
or rehabi I itation had to address these concerns in order to persuade 
developers of the soundness of their investment. 

The Section 8 program accompl ished this directly through housing 
assistance payments to el igible tenants of qual ifying properties. Three 
types of property were el igible for Section 8 assistance: existing 
housing not in need of rehabi I itation, bui Idings requiring moderate 
improvements, and substantially rehabil itated or newly constructed 
housing. This chapter focuses on the substantial rehabi I itation 
component. Qual ifying work for the substantialrehabi I itation program 
included IIgutting and extensive reconstruction to cosmetic improvements 
coupled with cure of substantial accumulation of deferred maintenance. 1I 

<1> 

Furthermore, accelerated depreciation under Federal tax laws provided 
additional profits and indirectly encouraged developers to produce low 
income housing. Whi Ie Section 8 did not subsidize construction or 
permanent financing, rental subsidies guaranteed developers an assured 
income for 20 to 30 years, and combined with tax benefits, provided a 
sound investment opportunity. 

Section 8 allocations were awarded to local ities based on a 
Department of Housing and t,'';)an Development (HUD) IIfair share" formula. 
Each community receiving i~deral housing assistance had to prepare a 
Housing Assistance Plan (HAP) which set housing priorities and 
designated areas el igible for assistance. In 1979, New York City 
received 3500 units of new construction and substantial rehabi I itation 
subsidies for el igible neighborhoods. Additionally, as a result of 
participation in the Neighborhood Strategy Area (NSA) program, the City 
was awarded in May 1978 a special al location of 5000 units for 
substantial rehabi 1 itatlon In designated areas with boundaries simi lar 
to those in the HAP. The City was given direct control over the 
sol icltatlon, evaluation, and selection of these projects. In effect, 

<I> 24 CFR 881 (Administrative Regulations for the Leased Housing 
Assistance Payments Program), Sectlon~ 881.105 and 881.106 
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between 1978 and 1979, 8500 units of Section 8 assistance were awarded 
within narrowly defined geographic areas. 

The outlook for the program1s future is uncertain as the Federal 
government re-evaluates its housing pol icy. The last large scale 
Section 8 al locations by the Federal government were in 1980. 

B. Benefits Structure 

1. Rent Subsidies 

A contract rent was established for each apartment according to the 
HUD schedule for substantially rehabi I itated units. The contract rent 
included the amount an el igible tenant contributed for rent plus the 
Federal subsidy (also referred to as the Housing Assistance Payment) 
which provided the developer with the difference between the contract 
rent and the tenant1s share. Qualifying tenants generally contributed 
twenty five percent of their income for rent, although tenants with 
exceptional medical expenses or several dependents paid approximately 
15-20 percent of their income. 

2. Syndication and Tax Benefi ts 

Under Federal tax law, a developer may sell interest in a 
rehabi I itation project and accompanying tax losses to investors to 
recoup his "start-up" capital. This process is called syndication and 
is a lucrative investment vehicle for developers and investors. It is 
"considered one of the principal benefits of ownership of a Federally 
assisted rehabilitation project." <2> 

Section 167(k) of the 1969 Internal Revenue Code greatly increased 
both tax losses generated by rehabi 1 itation and the value of 
syndication. It al lowes owners of multi-fami ly rental bui ldings to 
depreciate property improvements up to $20,000. per unit on an 
accelerated straight 1 ine basis over 5 years if the property was rented 
to low and moderate income tenants. 

The tax losses generated by accelerated depreciation are usually in 
excess of the amount a developer can use to offset his taxes on other 
income. By syndicating a project, a developer sel Is the tax shelter to 
investors in need of a tax shelter. A limited partnership is generally 
formed in which the dp1'eloper as general partner sells the tax shelter 
to limited partners. 

The benefit of syndication to the developer far exceed the 
investment required of a developer or a general partner 
insured project. Thus the general partner can more than 
equity investment by the time of the project1s completion. 

10% equity 
of an FHA 
recoup his 

In addition 

<2> Uti I ization of Tax Incentives by Non-Profit Organizations, Federal 
Department of Housing and Urban Development, p. 14 
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to the proceeds from syndication, the general partner is al lowed to 
claim the Bui lder Sponser's Profit and Risk Allowance which equals 10% 
of the mortgageable amount. In other words the Federal gov~rnment 
requires a 10% equity contribution,' butrefunds most of that requIrement 
through the BSPRA. When the syndication proceeds are added to the 8SPRA, 
the general partner may nearly triple his original investment by ~he 
completion of construction. Assuming a $1,000,000 project cost WIth 
$100,000 in equity. 

Investment 

$ 100,000 (equi ty) 

$100,000 

Return on Investment 

$90,000 (BSPRA) (10% of $900,000 
mor tgage) 

$200,000 (Syndication) 

$290,000 (total) 

Investors may depreciate over time not just their equity investment, 
out the full value of the property less the land and the salvageable 
value of the building. Section 8 projects usually have very low land 
acquisition costs and thus a high percentage of total project costs ~re 
depreciable. For example, assume a project cost of $1,000,000 of ~hlch 
$900,000 may be depreciated. The syndication proceeds from a SectIon 8 
Substantial Rehabi litation may be as high as 22% of the total mortgage 
or $200,000 of the $900,000 mortgage (assuming an FHA insured 90% loan 
to value mortgage). A 1 imited partner purchasing 10% of the property 
for $20,000 would be able to depreciate $90,000 over time. Assum~ng.a 
20-unit bui lding with depreciable improvements of $45,000 per unIt In 
the period of this study the 10% limited partner would be able to deduct 
the fol lowing amounts: 

Year 5 Year Double Total 
Straight Dec lin i ng 
Line (Sec) Balance 
167 (k) (40 yr. 1 i fe) 

1 $8,000 + $2,500 "$10,500 
2 $8,000 + $2,375 "'$10,375 
3 $8,000 + $2,256 -$10,256 

~ $8,000 + $2, 143 -$10,143 
5 $8,000 + $2,036 =$10,036 

Total $40,000 $11,310 $51,310 

'. 
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Year 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Total 

Depreciation 

$10,500 
$10,375 
$'10,256 
$10,143 
$10,036 

Taxpayer 
70% Marginal 
Tax Rate 

$7,350 
$7,263 
$7,179 
57,100 
$7,025 

$35,917 
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In this hypothetical project for a $20,000 investment, a limited 
partner in the 70% bracket would be able to deduct $51,310 from his 
income over a five-year period for total tax savings of $35,917. 

3. Other Sources Of Income 

This tax savings is in addition to his 10% share of the 8% return on 
equity for the project which is permitted under Section 8. In this 
hypothetical example cash return on equity would equal .10 (.08) 
($100,000) or $800 per year. Thus, the five year value of the cash 
return on equity to the I imited partners equals $4,000. In the first 
five years the ten percent I imited partner earns $39,917 on his $20,000 
investment. 

The general partner may also earn additional income above that 
garnered from the BSPRA and syndication proceeds. If he acts as the 
project manager after construction he may earn up to 5% of the rent 
collected as a management fee. Depending upon how well the bui Iding Is 
managed, this could further add to the general partner's profit. 

Since the period of this study, the Economic Recovery Tax Act (ERTA) 
of 1981 has changed the tax laws in two ways. First, the maximum 
marginal tax bracket has been reduced from 70% to 50%. This reduces the 
incentive for investors strictly looking for a tax shelter. Second, 
whi Ie the 167(k) benefits remained essentially unchanged as a result of 
the ERTA, the useful I ife for residential property was reduced to 15 
years. 

11 

The profits from syndication and the Section 8 contract have been 
more than SUfficient to overcome reluctance to produce low income 
housing. Rental subsidies mlniml2e the chance of default or foreclosure 
and increase the economic viabl I i ty of Section 8 projects •. These 
financial benefits have created intense competition among developers for 
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Section 8 awards. 

C. Appl ication Processing 

I. Apel ication Intake 

Developers were invited, in 1978-1979, to submit proposals to HUD 
through a Notice of Fund Avai labi I i ty (NOFA) which set parameters for 
proposals. Proposals contained information on the scope of 
rehabi I itation, previous experience, and project site. They also 
specified whether the proposed project would displace tenants and 
whether relocation would be feasible. HUD reviewed the proposals for 
content, ranked them, and selected the best proposals. Developers were 
then invited to submit final proposals containing cost and expense 
estimates, financing and management plans, and any modifications. After 
approval by HUD, an agreement was signed stating that upon satisfactory 
completion of rehabi litation, a Contract for Housing Assistance Payments 
would be executed (see Section B). 

A second type of NOFA was used experimentally in 1978-79, the 
Neighborhood Strategy Area (NSA) NOFA. The processing of NSA 
appl ications was simi lar to regular NOFAs except that: 

I. Municipalities advertised the NOFA which specified target areas 
approved by HUD, number of units, type of bui lding, and submission 
dead line. 

2. Proposals were evaluated by the municipal ity according to HAP 
criteria and each area's strategy for housing development. 

3. HUD reviewed proposals for technical evaluation and compl iance 
with Federal environmental and fair housing laws. The final 
decision as to which projects would be funded was made by the local 
housing agency. 

2. ULURP Processing 

In New York City Section 8 proposals requiring the transfer of 
properties from the City to private developers underwent an additional 
processing step. According to Section 197-c(a) (10) of the New York 
City Charter, the sale, lease, or other disposition of City-owned 
property is subject to the Uniform Land Use Review Procedure (ULURP), 
when such actions require Board of Estimate approval. Acquisition of 
land by the City through purchases, condemnation, gift or other method, 
is also subject to the procedure. The U~URP action on disposition 
focuses only on the use of the property. The terms of the sale or the 
lease are authorized separately by the BOard of Estimate subsequent to 
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the completion of the ULURP. <4> Each City-owned property submitted as 
part of a Section 8 package was subject to this review. 

3. Developer Disclosure Procedures 

Under New York City Department of Housing Preservation and 
Development (HPD) regulations, developers submitting NSA appl ications 
were required to complete disclosure forms as part of the appl ication. 
Regular NOFA submissions to HUD, not involving city owned property, 
did not have this reqUirement. HUD reviewed proposals solely for the 
developer's prior experience and technical factors. 

The first component of the HPD disclosure process, form DEV-2A, 
requested information on the project and its principals. DEV-2B 
(reql.lired of all individualo:; specified on DEV-2A) contained information 
on corporate affil iations and holdings, financial status, property tax 
and loan arrears, and pr~vious City loans. DEV-2B also asked !f ~the 

Participant or any entity in which the participant is or was a prinCipal 
d' ?" (has) ever been the subj ect of any tenant hfl"dssment procee I ng. 

An abbreviated DEV-2B was fi led by developers who submitted the long 
form for another project within six months. Although the short form 
(DEV-2B(R)) requested financial and corporate information, it did not 
directly ask developers to disclose their involvement with past or 
eXisting harassment proceedings. It did, however, require appl icants to 
certify that the information disclosed on the initial DEV-2B for the 
previous project was true and unchanged. Due to lengthy delays in 
approval, appl icants had to fi Ie a reaffirmation affidavit every six 
months certifying that the information contained on the DEV-2B(R) was 
correct. 

The purpose of the sequential disclosure statements and reaffirmation 
affidavits was to ensure that during the time the project proposal was 
being processed, any new developments would be disclosed to HPD, thereby 
initiating the proposal's re-evaluation. 

D. Selection Pol icy 

HUD and HPD were reluctant to select projects for Section 8 awards 
which would displace existing residents. Both agencies 
the relocation of occupants to faci Jitate substantial 
might produce negative social consequenc~s. Therefore, 
City governments set selection criteria that they 
minimize this possibi lity. 

--------------------

were aware that 
rehab iIi ta t i on 

the Federal and 
be I i eved wou I d 

<4> City of New York, Office for Economic Develooment. Uniform Land Use 
Review Procedure (!:!..!:..l:!B..):2 Guide, 1981, p. 13 
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A significant selection criterion was occupancy. As the agency 
responsible for the approval of proposals submitted under the 1979 NOFA, 
HUD ruled that "in the evaluation or selection of proposals, 
consideration shall be given to whether there are site occupants who 
would have to be displaced... Greater weight shal I be given proposals 
which do not require displacement or where displacement is required 
which will involve the least amount of hardship." <5> In the event that 
an occupied bui lding was selected for rehabi I itation, HUD required that 
"the local government be responsible for relocation payments and 
services ... to all tenants displaced by rehabi 1 itation." <6> New York 
City required that large developers pay relocation costs. HPD's 
selection pol icy as deta; led in the HAP was also stringent. The HAP 
clearly stated that "Bui lding (s) shall be vacant or substantially vacant 
to minimize the economic and social costs of displacement and to 
expedite rehabi 1 itation." <7> Furthermore, the City directed that "city
owned housing--particularly that with the potential for being restored 
to private ownership and the tax rol l--should be given preference for 
Section 8 assistance." <8> By selecting in rem (City-owned as a result 
of tax foreclosure proceedings) properties, the City attempted to 
provide rehabi 1 itated housing for low income tenants, bolster its tax 
revenues, and decrease its inventory of city-owned bui ldings. 

The vast majority of the 3,500 units of new construction and 
substantial rehabilitation that comprised New York City's 1979 fair 
share al location went to in rem buildings, substantially following the 
pol icy of targeting vacant in rem properties. 

Supplementing the fair share allocation were 5,000 units awarded to 
the City as a result of its participation in the Neighborhood Strategy 
Area Program. Under HUD NSA regulations, municipal ities were required 
to target rehabi litation to specific neighborhoods to ensure that areas 
in need of planned revital ization received Section 8 assistance. In 
compl iance with this provision the City awarded NSA units to projects in 
ten neighborhoods. These neighborhoods were: 

- Manhattan 

Gateway to Harlem 
Hami lton Heights 
Manhattan Valley 
Washington Heights 

- Bronx 

Kingsbridge I Bedford Park 

- Queens 

<5> 24 CFR 881, Opt cit., Section 881-113 
<6> Ibid., Section 881 
<7> CD V Housing Assistance Plan, p. 46 
<8> I bid., p. 46 
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Far Rockaway 

- Brooklyn 

Crown Heights 
Flatbush 
Sunset Park 
Bedford Stuyvesant 
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The City's selection criteria for proposals submitted in response to 
the NSA NOFA closely paralleled those of the 1979 Fair Share NOFA. The 
overall pol icy was to "focus on ... rehabi 1 itating the abandoned vacant 
buildings:" <9> Many of the bui ldings that received NSA funds, however, 
were not In rem; thirty-seven percent of all NSA bui ldings City-wide in 
the sample selected for this research project were privately owned. 
This was due to the absence of a sufficient number of in rem properties 
in some neighborhoods with which to a~semble Section 8 projects. Sunset 
Park, which is discussed subsequently, is one such neighborhood. 

I I. Risk Factors 

A. Pol icy-Related Factors 

HUD regulations, the HAP, and NSA appl ications forewarned developers 
as early as May 1978 that vacant properties would receive selection 
priorit~. Although. owners had the option to propose occupied 
properties, few exercised that option, probably because they were aware 
that such proposals would not be regarded as highly as those with vacant 
properties and that occupied projects were subject to the Relocation Act 
w~ich required payments to displaced tenants of up to $4,600 per fami ly. 
Finally: vacant properties were immediately ready for rehabi 1 itation; 
ren?v~tlon . of occupied bui ldings might have been delayed by 
administrative problems associated with relocation. It is also 
difficult to evict tenants to al low rehabi 1 itation. A developer's 
attempt to obtain certificates of eviction may be contested. If the 
tenants are well represented, legal challenges may delay the eviction 
process by up to two or three years, interfering with the developer's 
abi 1 ity to vacate a bui lding in time to comply with the deadl ine for 
Section 8 submissions. 

Instead of obtaining eviction certificates. developers have 
traditionally offered tenants money in exchange for their agreement to 
v~cate: "BuYi~g out" ten~nts is relatively inexpensive compared to the 
financial benefits of Section 8. Many tenants are, however, reluctant 
to accept a "buyout." The City's extremely low vacancy rate makes it 
difficult to locate a comparable yet affordable apartment. In view of 
the City's tight housing market and eviction laws, some owners may have 
resorted to illegal tactics to force tenants to move. This is not to 

<9> Section 8 Appl ication for Crown Heights, 1978, p. 12 
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suggest that the protection afforded tenants is misdirected. It is only 
to acknowledge th~t an effective means of illegally expediting the 
removal of tenants may be through harrassment. 

Arson is not a factor in the majority of bui ldings undergoing 
rehab; 1 itation. Arson as a form of harassment, however, is particularly 
effective; it creates an atmosphere of fear which generates a 
wi 1 1 ingness among tenants to abandon the property. Additionally, the 
knowledge that a bui lding is about to be rehabi 1 itated may act as a a 
disincentive to invest money in ongoing maintenance. This may lead to 
diminished maintenance and essential services, although in some cases 
the withholding of services may have been intentionally mntivated to 
force out tenants. As conditions decl ine a bui lding becomes more 
susceptible to fire. If stoves are used for heat because the boi ler is 
inoperable, this presents a fire hazard. Accumulated rubbish, unlocked 
vacant apartments, and a poorly maintained boj ler also present a risk of 
fire. The following case study illustrates what appears to be these 
patterns. 

Case Study 1; Bui ldings A001-AOOS. 

This project was submitted to HPD in 1979. It included six vacant 
properties; four owned by the appl icant and two under purchase option. 

Although the six bui ldings were vacant at the time of submission, 
available records indicate that the majority had been occupied in 1978. 
Three of the six became vacant in 1979, according to HPD Office of Code 
Enforcement records. City vacate orders were issued for two of the 
properties in late 1978. Data was unavai lable for the remaining 
bui I ding. 

The code violations, tenant complaints and fire profi les were 
examined, when possible, to determine the extent to which poor service 
del ivery and fires contributed to tenant abandonment. 

Bui lding AOOI was a 27 unit, four story walk-up. In the three years 
prior to 1978, there was one complaint for lack of heat and hot water, 
and six for vermin. A fire in December 1977 was determined to be 
incendiary. 

In 1978, the building deteriorated rapidly. In March, the ownership 
changed. The principal of the new realty company was an individual 
subsequently indicted for arson. In July 1978, the location of the 
bui lding was designated a Neighborhood Strategy Area. Shortly 
afterwards, the partially occupied property experienced the fol lowing 
fires: 
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Damage 

8-23-78 Incendiary* 4:00 AM Light 
9-29-78 Incendiary* 4: 14 AM Heavy 
10-23-78 Incendiary* 5:21 AM Moderate 
* official fire marshall cause determination 
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Location 

Vacant 4th Floor Apt 
Vacant 4th Floor Apt 
First Floor 

of the 28 units were occupied in October HPD records indicate that seven 
1978. By December the building was vacant. 

This building was one of the two properties on which the applicant 
had a purchase option. Because there is no legal requirement to fi Ie 
sale documents, the date and terms of the agreement could not be 
determined. The property was transferred to the applicant upon positive 
prel iminary evaluation of the proposal. 

In bui lding A002 (owned by the appl icant) three violations were fi led 
against the property in 1975, two for rubbish accumulation and one for 
rodent infestation. HPD1s Office of Code Enf~rcement records indicate 
that the bui Iding was reasonably well maintained and in good condition. 
There is no record of fires during this year. 

A fire in early 1977 was determined to be suspicious. It caused no 
damage to the bui lding. No complaints or violations were recorded 
during this year. 

In July 1978, shortly after the designation of neighborhoods to 
receive NSA units, the ownership of the property changed. In- the last 
six months of 1978 there was one fire attributed to cooking car:lessness 
(which caused no damage). and one heat and hot water ::omplalnt. In 
December 1978 the regular Section 8 NOFA was advertIsed, further 
alerting developers to benefits avai lable. 

. . and the propertyls physical condition During 1979 baSIC services 
. k dl S'lxteen heat and hot water violations appeared to declIne mar e y. 

were fi led with HPDls Office 9f Code Enforcement. Paral leI ing the 
increase in violations was a significance increase in suspicious and 
incendiary fires, as shown beloW: 

Damage 

1-18-79 Mal. Mischief 9:16 AM Light 
2-28-79 Incendiary* 6:34 AM Light 
2-28-79 Suspicious** 8:54 AM Light 
3-19-79 Mal. Mischief 12:48 AM Light 
3-29-79 Mal. Mischief 1:17 PM None 
4-5-79 Incendiary* 11:39 AM Light 
4-13-79 lncendiary* 4:04 AM Light 
* official fire marshal determination 
** no record of fire marshal cause and origin 

Origin 

Third Floor 
Third Floor 
Third Floor 

Fourth Floor 
Fourth Floor 
Third Floor 

i nves t i ga t ion 

As a result of these fires and the lack of heat and hot water, the 
bui lding went from being partly occupied and in good condition to being 

~-~~-~--~--------------------..---------

partly occupied and deteriorating. 
1980 indicated that the property was 
of the last fire, and three months 
proposal. 

, 
( 
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A vacate order issued in September 
vacant by May 1979 within one month 
before submission of the Section 8 

Complete code enforcement records for the remaining four properties 
could not to be obtained. HPD records indicate, however, that one 
bui lding (A003) became vacant in May 1978; another (A004) became vacant 
in December 1978, and another (A005) in January 1979. A I though no fires 
occurred in Bui ldings Ao04 and A005, Sui Iding A003 experienced an 
incendiary fire in March 1978 at which time Fire Department records 
indicate the property was partially occupied. Although complete fi les 
were unavailable, the vacate orders issued for these three bui Idings 
indicated the need to protect tenants from unsafe bui lding conditions, 
and the need for substantial rehabi I itation. 

The proposal to rehabi I itate the six buildings was submitted in 
September 1979. Review of the appl icant1s disclosure statements 
revealed several questionable items. First. a project principal was 
under review by the Department of Investigation in connection with 
al legations of tenant harassment. Second, this individual and two 
others had served on and recently resigned from the local Community 
Soard, presenti~g potential confl ict of -interest, although there were no 
legal or regulatory restrictions prohibiting this. Third, real estate 
arrears, water and sewer charges, and Emergency Repair arrears were owed 
on four properties. The $6,325,000 rehabil itation project received 
approva lin Apr i I 1981. 

S. Processing Factors 

The s~bmission of NOFA proposals between 1977 and 1980 initiated no 
review by HUD to determine the conditions under which vacant buildings 
achieved that status. HUD projects were reviewed solely for thi 
developersl experience, prior participation in HUD programs, and 
compl iance with HAP criteria. There was no investigation of harassment 
al legations or findings. 

The City, in its selection of NSA projects, required applicant 
disclosure information, but no determination was made of when the 
bui Iding became vacant and under what circumstances. The NSA concept 
was unique in its design and the City was not yet aware of its possible 
impact on the frequency with which fires and harassment Would occur. 
Once this was recognized, the City, in its 1980 HAP, immediately adopted 
a formal policy that no rehabil itation assistance (under Section 8 or 
other programs) would be awarded to individuals against whom harassment 
or displacement charges had been alleged unti 1 such charges were 
dismissed or settled. Prior to 1980 review focused on the appl icant1s 
record, not the history of the bui lding about to be rehabi I itated. At 
that time community-based HPD staff may have been aware that a bui lding 
had recently been vacated, but they would not necessari ly have been 
aware of the precipitating factors, Although bui lding surveys were 
conducted by HPD Nei'ghborhood Preservation Program staff or City 
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Planning Department staff in preparing the original appl ications for 
Section 8 units, the focus of these surveys was on bui lding condition, 
rather than occupancy. It was the primary purpose of these surveys to 
identify areas that would benefit from substantial rehabi I itation, not 
to identify individual bui ldings. Whi Ie occupancy strongly influences 
bui lding condition, it is only one of many factors. 

HPD did, however, review the fire history of every NSA building. 
Addresses of Section 8 bui ldings were forwarded to the Fire Department 
Division of Fire Investigation (DFI) which provided HPD with the dates 
of any fires of which they were aware. The information generated by 
this procedure Was flawed. First, fire dates without information on the 
cause of the fires, damage, etc. precluded ful I analysis of the role of 
arson or intentional fires in vacating the property. Second, DFI has 
data on fires only of a suspicious or incendiary nature. Fires that 
could be attributed to negl igence or poor maintenance were not 
avai lable. Third, no data were requested on an appl icant's other 
properties which might have demonstrated consistent patterns. 

Cognizant of the ineffectiveness of this process, HPD revised its 
policy in September 1982, at the time of its next NOrA offering, to 
require that the Arson Strike Force provide complete fire profi les on 
bui ldings under appl ication for Section 8 and other housing assistance 
programs. The exclusion of significant fire data from the earl fer 
process, however, appears to have al lowed program abuses to go 
undetected prior to that date, as illustrated below. 

Case Study 2; Buildings Ao06-A008 

The consequences of incomplete fire data during the processing of the 
projects under this study can be demonstrated by examining one of these 
projects. This project was submitted to HP~ in August 1979. It 
included a total of 11 four story walk-up tenements. ULURP documents 
indicated that three of the eleven bui ldings were City-owned at the time 
of submission. The remaining 8 p~operties were privately-owned. The 
total rehabi I itation cost for the 114 rehabi 1 itated units was to be $5.7 
mi I I ion, or $50,000 per apartment. 

The ULURP submi~sion for these eleven bui Idings indicated that "the 
bui ldings are currently vacant and no relocation is required." A review 
of additional records suggests that the majority of these bui ldings may 
have become vacant <10> immediately prior to submission. 

During 1978 eight of the eleven bui ldings were at least partially 
occupied as shown below. 

<10> Con Edison Annual Vacancy Survey, HPD Code Enforcement records, 
Fire Department records 
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1978 Occupancy <11> 

OccuEancy Number of Percent of 
Level Bui Idi ngs Bu i I dings 

vacant 3 27·3 
1-25% 2 18.2 
26-50% 2 18.2 
51-75% 1 9·0 
76-100% 3 27·3 

Total 11 100.0 

Between May 1978, when the bui lding's area was designated an NSA, and 
August 1979, when the appl ication was submitted, these eleven bui Idings 
experienced no less than 30 fires, at least 18 of which were determined 
to be incendiary. These fires accompanied diminishing occupancy and 
ultimately tenant abandonment in a number of cases. 

Sui lding AOOG, a privately-owned, 16 unit tenement, was the most fire 
prone of the eleven bui ldings. DUring September, October, and November 
of 1978 it experienced 16 fires, 11 of which were found to be 
incendiary. Fire Department Battal ion Chief reports indicate that the 
bui Iding was partially occupied but deteriorating during that three 
month period. 

The bui lding's problems apparently pre-date that period. In early 
1977, according to HPD inspection records, 4 of the bui lding's 16 
apartments were vacant and hest and hot water were inadequate. By March 
of 1977 Con Edison had discontiNued electrical service to the publ ic 
areas of the occupied bui lding dwe to the owner's fai lure to make 
payments. 

Few additional violations were placed unti 1 the latter part of 1978. 
Between September and November of that year additional violations 
mounted. Rubbish accumulated in the publ ic hallways, courtyard, and 
vacant apartments. Dead and decaying dogs and cats in the rear yard and 
fire passage attracted rats. During these three months the fol lowing 
fires occurred: 

<11> CQn Edison Vacancy Survey, 1978, HPD Code Enforcement records 



date of 
~ 

9-16-78 2:09 am incendiary* 
9-16-78 9:43 pm incendiary* 
9-17-7 8 10:51 pm incendiary* 
9-20-78 6:10 pm incendiary* 
9-24-78 9:02 pm incendiary* 
10-25-78 11:51 pm incendiary* 
10-26-78 1:58 am unknown 
10-28-78 9:35 pm incendiary* 
10-29-78 8:37 pm incendiary* 
1 1 - 4 - 78 5 : 46 pm In a 1. m is. 
11-5-78 10:12 am incendiary* 
11-6-78 2:47 pm incendiary* 

'11-6-78 5:21 pm unknown 

damage 

1 i ght 
1 i ght 
light 
1 i ght 
1 i ght 
1 i ght 
1 i ght 
heavy 
none 
1 i ght 
1 i ght 
1 i ght 
1 i ght 
1 i ght 11-7-78 5:55 pm incendiary* 

11-7-78 11:06 pm suspicious** none 
11-7-78 11:58 pm suspicious** none 

bu i 1 d i no 
occuoancy 
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partly occupied 
partly occupied 
partly occupied 
partly occupied 
partly occupied 
occupied 
occupied 
partly occupied 
partly occupied 
partly occupi.!d 
partly occupied 
partly occupied 

"partly occupied 
partly occupied 
partly occupied 
partly occupied 

* official fire marshal determination 
** no record of fire marshal cause and origin investigation 

By May~1979 the bui lding was vacant. 

Bui lding A007 had a simi lar history. During December of 1977 a few 
violations were placed for rubbish in the cellar and courtyard. The 
fol lowing month, January 1978, several more violations w~re placed :or 
inadequate heat and hot water, The bui lding was :ubstantlal ly ?ccupled 
t the time. By May 1978 several more violations for rubb~sh and 

~efuse insufficient hot water, and deficient 1 ighting of public areas 
were piaced. During that same month a rash of fires began, as shown 

below: 

Date of 
.E..l.!:..!:. 

5-20-78 2: 51 am 
5-28-78 4:39 am 
6-2-78 2:45 am 
6-8-78 2:07 am 
9-12-78 3: 14 pm 

marshal 

Damage 

i ncend i arYl': 1 i ght 
unknown 11 gh t 
i ncend i aryt: light 
suspi c i ous1cl': 1 i ght 
i ncend i ary1: none 

determination 

Bui lding 
Occupancy 

partly occupied 
partly occupied 
partly occupied 
partly occupied 
vacant 

'Ic official fire 
1:1c no record of fire marshal cause and origin invest i gat i on 

By June 1979, 
records. 

the bui lding 

Bui lding A008 experienced 
period in August 1978. Two 
the bu i 1 ding. By the end of 
of fires is shown below. 

was vacant according to HPD inspection 

three incendiary fires during a two week 
of the fires caused substantial damage to 
the month it too was vacant. The pattern 
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Date of Time Cause Damage Sui lding 
Fire Occupanc~ 

8-8-78 12:55 pm i ncend i ary": none occupied 
8-18-78 1 :02 am i ncend i ary1c heavy occupied 
8-22-78 2: 14 pm i ncend i ary": moderate vacant 
,~ official fire marshal determination 

One of the general partners in this project was a general partner in 
at least two other Section 8 projects. He was also a respondent in a 
harrassment case brought by HPD involving several non-Section 8 
bui ldings under his management. His co-respondents in that case 
included an individual convicted of arson in Queens and two individuals 
under indictment for arson in Brooklyn. The al legations of harassment 
made in that case included the fol lowing: 

- liThe respondents have evidenced an intention to cause the subject 
bui ldings or individual housing accommodations therein, to become 
or to remain vacant and have decreased, discontinued, interrupted 
or interfered with services at the subject premises. 

- liThe respondents have intentionally interrupted or decreased 
certain essential services at the subject premises. 

- liThe respondents or their agents attempted to evade the Rent Law 
and Regulations by causing the tenants to vacate their rent
control led housing accommodations or to waive their rights under 
the Rent Law and Regu 1 at ions .'1 

Attempts by this same general partner to disassociate himself from 
the actual management of the properties were dismissed by the judge as 
"not bel ievab1e and incredulous." The judge found that he and his 
management firm were "in effective control of the management, operation, 
and control of the subject buildings," and stated that the "manner of 
(the) respondents' operation of (the) premises was inconsistent with 
normal businesslike operation of multiple dwellings, and was consistent 
with speculation associated with intent to force tenants out and to then 
sell the premises as vacant space at a great proflt." Fines of $28,000 
were levied as a result. 

Although hearings on the case were held as early as July of 1980, the 
app1 icant stated on his Section 8 appl icant disclosure statements (dated 
December 1980) that he was not Involved in any harassment cases. 
Although this was true at that time, it was not true in April 1981 and 
June 1981 when he fi led reaffirmation affidavits stating that 
hisoriginal disclosure remained unchanged. As a result of these 
findings, he was barred by HPD from being a general partner in any NSA 
projects. 

Case Study 3; Buildings A009,and AOIO 
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A simi lar set of circumstances was also evident in another Section 8 
project. This project was comprised of two bui ldings with 93 
apartments. The properties were purchased and remained under the 
ownership and control of a not-for-profit corporation, although separate 
corporations were formed for management purposes. The principals of 
these three corporations were accused of harassment by the tenants of 
both buildings shortly after the Section 8 appl ication. An HPD 
administrative proceeding was held to determine the val idity of the 
complaint. The conclusions of the proceeding are presented below. 

Bui Iding A009, a 38 unit apartment bui Iding, was purchased by the 
appl icants in Apri I 1977. According to testimony presented, it was in 
good condition at the time of purchase. Regular maintenance and repairs 
were performed, and basic services were provided. 

After April 1977 the building's condition and level of essential 
services decl ined noticeably and "caused the utter deterioration of a 
bui Iding that was in good condition and fully occupied in 1977 when the 
landlords took title. This was part of a course of conduct designed to 
drive the rent controlled tenants from occupancy." <12> 

Tenants testified that the owners had frequently requested that they 
relocate and that "their continued occupancy interfered with the owners' 
plans for alteration and renovation of the premises./I HPD found that to 
encourage relocation efforts, the owners "embarked upon a campaign of 
decreasi.ng, interrupting, (and) interfering with the services to which 
the tenants were entitled." The tactics are too numerous to detai I, but 
included the cessation of repairs, painting, plastering~ exterminating 
services and security. 

An examination of Bui Iding A009's fire history revealed that although 
incendiary fires were few, fires that might be attributed to a lack of 
maintenance were not: 

Damaae 

2-23-78 7: 10 PM Oi I Burner Light 
2-8-79 6:12 AM Oi I Burner Light 
4-5-79 12:37 PM Incendiary* Light 
10-24-80 6:17 AM Electrical Light 
* official fire marshal determination 

Ce II ar 
Ce II ar 
4th Floor 
Ce II ar 

Although al I 38 units were occupied in Apr; I of 1977, 24 were vacant by 
July of 1979. By the time of the administrative hearings, only 4 
apartments were sti I I occupied. 

The second bui lding in the project (Sui ldlng AOIO) was a six story 
property with 55 apartments and several stores. I t exhibited a pattern 
simi lar to Bui Iding A009--the steady decl ine of basic services and 
repairs. 

--------------------
<12> HPD Division of Rent Control and Maintenance files 
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Bui lding AOIO was purchased by the appl icants in June of 1975. Prior 
to that time the essential services of heat and hot water, cleaning of 
publ ic halls and areas, repairs, services, and exterminati_ng had been 
provided for the occupied property. 

Under the new management, "there was a very noticeable and serious 
diminution ••. in the qual ity, quantity and regularity of the essential 
services of interior and exterior publ ic area repairs, painting, 
lighting, heat and hot water, and security." The lack of security 
al lowed vagrants to enter unlocked vacant apartments, creating a serious 
danger to the tenants' safety. 

It was determined by HPD that the impetus for these actions was the 
owners' plan to rehabil itate the property as indicated by alteration 
plans fi led with the Department of Sui Idings in March 1978. Shortly 
thereafter, fourteen separate complaints of harassment were fi led. The 
property was vacant by March 1979. 

Findings of harassment were issued as a result of the administrative 
proceedings. Sased on the remedies avai lable, civi I penal\ies of 
$26,400 were assessed for Bui lding A009 and al I apartments subject to 
rent control in April 1977 returned to that status. Additionall>" it 
was ordered that civi I penalties of $14,400 be assessed against the 
owners of Sui lding AOIO and al I apartments returned to rent control 
status. 

Concurrent with the administrative proceedings 
the Section 8 appl ication for the two properties. 
final approval was granted in January 1981 after 
of the project principals be removed. 

was the evaluation of 
After lengthy delays, 

HPD demanded that one 

Although the City attempted to minimize harassment through fines, a 
developer could well afford the financial penalties for harassment if 
the end result was the bui lding's profitable rehabi I itatlon. Moreover, 
the penalty of a return to rent control status is not a cogent penalty 
against developers of Section 8 projects. Federal regulations require 
that bui ldings rehabil itated with federal funds bear market level rent 
to al low adequate building maintenance. Therefore, the city-levied 
penalty of rent control status is removed by a Section 8 award. The 
current pol icy against awarding housing assistance funds to developers 
who have been found gui lty of harassment, ar. stated in the 1980 HAP, is 
a much stronger deterrent. 

Additionally, cases such as those presented in this section pose a 
di lemma for agencies administering Section 8 funds. Although harassment 
may have contributed to a bui Iding's decl ine, the destructive pattern 
shown in the case studies Is 1.ikely to make these bui Idings a bl ighting 
influence on the block. Substantial rehabl I itation may be necessary to 
save the rest of the block. The solution to this problem, as strongly 
suggested in this section, is more stringent pre-approval review and 
acceptance criteria expl icitly prohibiting developers whose tenants 
consistently SUffer from harassment tactics from receiving program 
benefits. 
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I I I. Section 8 in Other Cities 

New York was only one of many cities that received authorization for 
Section 8 subsidies. Generally, the procedures for NSA proposal 
evaluation were similar to New York's except that each city formulated 
criteria for NSA projects according to their own housing priorities. 

Studies by the Massachusetts Arson Prevention Task Force <13> and the 
San Francisco Arson Task Force <14> have suggested thar incendiary fires 
in Section 8 buildings may have occurred to prepare properties for 
rehabi 1 itation and, more specifically, were a harassment technique to 
encourage tenant abandonment. 

After analyzing the fire histories of several Boston Section 8 
buildings, the Massachusetts report uncovered a pattern which included: 

- the diminution of essential services fol lowed by increasing 
tenant abandonment; 

- the milking of the property (i.e., collecting rents but putting 
I ittle money into bui Iding maintenance and repairs); 

- an announced plan to purchase and substantially rehabi I itate the 
property; 

- approval of the Section 8 proposal; and 

- a series of small incendiary fires result in vacancy and allow 
rehabi I itation to start immediately. 

A s~mi lar pattern was found in San Francisco. In 1981, the San 
Francisco Arson Task Force analyzed the rate of fire activity and five 
variables (conversions, sales, dollar losses, etc.) in three 
neighborhoods. A sixth variable, the rate of change yearly in HUD 
Section 8 and other housing assistance, was added for the third 
community lito obtain diilta that might Sl,Jpport an association between 
Section 8 contracts in particular and the number of vacant properties 
due to fire." It was demonstrated that, in this neighborhood, as HUD 
contracts increased from 1978 to the first six months of 1980 by 600 
percent, so did those properties that became vacant due to fire." The 
report suggested that this relationship "may involve arson-for-profit, 
mainly in the form of 'scare fires' to get tenants out of the building." 

<13> Report of Massachusetts Arson Prevention Task Force. May and 
December 1979, profi Ie of Section 8 type arson scenario. Office of Lt. 
Governor O'Nei I!, United States Fire Administration. 
<14> The San Francisco ~rson Earlv Warning System. Summary of Research: 
1979 to 1981 San Francisco Fire Department, Arson Task Force, Barry 
Goe tz, 1981. 
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<15> 

These observations, while admittedly encompassing a 1 imited number of 
other cities, tend to strengthen the argument that the avai 1abi 1 ity of 
lucrative housing rehabi litation grants may potentially foster fires. 
Additional research is required, however, before this relationship can 
be said to exist nation-wide. 

IV. Data Analysis 

A. Sample Characteristics 

The sample used in this analysis contained 5,221 bui ldings, 344 of 
which were in the Section 8 Substantial Rehabi litation Rental Subsidy 
pipelir .. as of May 1982. It included almost all Section 8 buildings 
submitted to HPD between December 1978 and June 1981. A few buildings, 
most of which were 1979 NOFA submissions, were omitted due to the 
absence of a submission date in the computerized HPD Section 8 roster. 
The omissions represented about 10 percent of the total number of 
Section 8 bui Idings in the pipel ine during the time period reviewed. 
One hundred eighty-three (53.2 percent) of the Section 8 bui ldings were 
SUbmitted through the NSA process. The remaining 161 bui ldings (46.8 
percent) were NOFA or special NOFA submissions. See Appendix A (Table 
3-1) for the distribution of NSA and NOFA bui ldings by borough. Al I but 
one NSA bui lding was submitted dUring August or September 1979. 

B. Suspicious Fire Determinants 

1. Effect of Program Inclusion (Pre-Controlling for 
Extraneous Variables) 

Section 8 buildings 
suspicious fires than controls 
shown in Table 3-2. 

experienced significantly <16> more 
from January 1978 to December 1981 as 

--------------------
< 15> i bid., p. 101. 
<16> All significance tests in this report wi 11 be at the .05 level in a 
two-tai led test unless stated otherwis~. 
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Table 3-2: Percent of Suspicious Fires (1/1/78-12/31/81) in 
Section 8 and Control Bui ldings City-wide -

Suspicious 
Fires 

none 

one or more 

total 

Section 8 

51 .2% (176) 

48.8 (168) 

100.0% (344) 

chi-square=65.2 P=.OOOI OF=1 

Control 

71 .7% (3498) 

28.3 (1379) 

100.0% (4877) 

City-wide, Section 8 bui ldings were 1.7 times more 1 ikely than 
controls to experience at least one suspicious fire. The pattern was 
simi lar in Brooklyn and Manhattan (Appendix A, Tables 3-3 and 3-4). 
Section 8 bui ldings in Brooklyn Were 2.2 times more 1 ikely than control 
buildings to have experienced at least one suspicious fire. Manhattan 
Section 8 bui ldings were 1.8 times more 1 ikely. In the Bronx the 
proportion of Section 8 bui ldings that experienced suspicious fires was 
statistically indistingUishable from the proportion of control bui ldings 
that experienced simi lar fires (Appendix A, Table 3-5). 

An examination of bui Idings with more than one fire sheds additional 
I ight on the pattern. Section 8 bui ldings City-wide were twice as 
1 ikely as controls to have experienced multiple suspicious fires and 3.1 
times as likely to have experienced five or more suspicious fires 
(Appendix A, Table 3-6). The pattern was most pronounced in Brooklyn 
and Manhattan (Appendix A, Tables 3-7 and 3-8). In Brooklyn Section 8 
bui ldings were 2.9 times as I ikely as controls to have experienced more 
than one suspicious fire. Moreover, Section 8 bui ldings accounted for 
7.8 percent of the Brooklyn sample, but these bui ldings included 34.3 
percent of the bui ldings that experienced five or more suspicious fires. 
In Manhattan Section 8 bui ldings had twice as many instances of more 
than one fire. 

Whi Ie Section 8 bui ldings suffered more suspicious fires than control 
bui l~ings, the argument can be made that the bui ldings that ultimately 
rec71ved Se7ti?n 8 subsidies are dissimi lar to the control bui ldings. 
It IS pOSSible that factors such as the larger size of the Section 8 
bui ldings, more severe physical deterioration, their location on 
specific streets, and the presence of other such bui ldings nearby may 
~ave been p~imary reasons for the greater number of suspicious fires. 
fherefore, In order to make a fairer comparison, the control variables 
cuI led from the 1 iterature in Chapter Two were appl ied to determine if 
the relationship sti 1 I held true. 
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2. Effect of Bui lding Siz~ 

Section 8 bui ldings were, on the average, larger than control 
buildings (Appendix A, Table 3-9). In order to determine whether the 
elevated fire incidence in Section 8 bui ldings was related to their 
larger size, an analysis of suspicious fires in program and non-program 
samples controlling for size was performed. Section 8 bui ldings of 16 
or fewer apartments were considerably more susceptible to suspicious 
fires than controls (Appendix A, Table 3-10). These City-wide data, 
however, obscure more powerful relationships that can be demonstrated by 
using smaller geographic groupings. 

For example, although the frequency with which SUSPICIOUS fires 
occurred is simi lar for program and control groups in the large bui lding 
category, these figurez are heavi ly influenced by the Bronx where 55 of 
59 (93.2 percent) Section 8 bui ldings were in the larger category. 
Only 49.1 percent (27) of these bui ldings experienced suspicious fires 
compared to 67.0 percent (282 bui ldlngs) of the control group. 

Smaller Brooklyn Section 8 bui ldings were five times more 1 ikely than 
their controls to have experienced more than one suspicious fire 
(Appendix A, Table 3-11). In large part, this reflects the experience 
of the Sunset Park NSA, which contained small buildings. Approximately 
three-quarters of al I Section 8 buildings in Sunset Park experienced at 
least one suspicious fire. 

In Manhattan the smaller Section 8 bui ldings had about the same 
number of occurrences of more than one fire as controls, but the larger 
Section 8 bui ldings were sl ightly more I ikely to have experienced more 
than one suspicious fire (Appendix A, Table 3-12). 

3. Effect of NSA Status 

It was found that NSA submissions had significantly more fires than 
NOFA submissions as shown in Table 3-13· 

~--~~--~- - ---
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Number of 
Fires 

none 

one 

----~----- - -- -

Table 3-11: Percent of Suspicious 
Fires (1/1/78-12/31/81) by Type of Submission 

(~SA or NOF A) 

Type of Submission 

NSA NOFA 

42.1% ( 77) 61 .5% ( 99) 

28.4 ( 52) 18.6 ( 30) 

more than one 29.5 ( 54) 19.9 ( 32) 

total 100.0% (183) 100 .0% ( 1 61) 

chi-square = 12.9 P=.002 DF=2 

-------------------
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NSA submissions were 1.5 times as 1 ikely as NOFA submissions to have 
had at least one suspicious fire. This relationship was most pronounced 
in Brooklyn. where NSA sUbmissions were twice as 1 ikely as NOFA 
submissions to have had at least one suspicious fire (Appendix A. Table 
3-14) • There Were too few NSA bu i 1 dings in the Bronx to conduct 
meaningful analysis. In Manhattan. the number of NSA buildings 
experiencing one SUSPICIOUS fire was 1.4 times greater than NOFA 
bui ldings, although the proportion of NSA and NOFA bui ldings that 
experienced more than one fire were about the same. 

~ Effect of Neighborhood 

In order to determine whether the abnormally high Section 8 
suspicious fire incidence was City-wide or restricted to specific 
neighborhoods, an analysis of fires was prepared by neighborhood (based 
on Community Board). This analysis included only Community Boards with 
20 or more Section 8 bui ldings. The results are shown in Table 3-15: 

Table 1=12: Percent of Section ~ and 
Controls With Suspicious Fires, EY Community Board 

Community 
~ 

A J 1 Bronx 

Manhattan 
7. Upper West Side 
9. West Harlem 

10. Central Harlem 
12. Washington Heights 

Other ,"\anhattan 

Brooklyn 
7 . Sunset Park 
8 . Crown Heights 

Other Brooklyn 

Percent of Bui ldings 
With Suspicious Fires: 

Sect i on 8 Control 

47.5 44.5 

64.8 29.2 
46.1 21.9 
30.0 29.2 
45.0 37.7 
36.4 23·9 

73·0 13 .8 
54.0 23·0 
29.8 27·7 
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In Brooklyn it was found that Section 8 buildings in Sunset Park and 
Crown Heights experienced substantially more suspicious fires than their 
controls. The proportion of Section 8 and control bui ldings that 
experienced such fires in the rest of the borough were approximately the 
same. In Manhattan, Section 8 buildings in West Harlem and the Upper 
West Side experienced more SUSP'C'OUS fires than their controls, 
although other Manhattan Section 8 bui ldings not in Central Harlem or 
Washington Heights also demonstrated an increased incidence of fires. 

.i.:. Effect of Economic Factors 

.2..:. ~ Arrears 

In general, increased real estate tax arrears is a predictor of 
suspicious fires. In Section 8 bui ldings the reverse was true. Among 
bui Idings less than 9 quarters in arrears. Section 8 bui ldings 
experienced significantly more suspicious fires than controls. For 
buildings more than 8 quarters in arrears there was no signifi~ant 
difference between program and control bui ldings at the .05 level. 
Additionally. a direct relationship between arrears and suspicious fires 
existed among control buildings. Greater arrears predicted 
significantly more fires. Among Section 8 bui Idings, however, greater 
tax arrears was associated with fewer suspicious fires (Appendix A, 
Table 3-16). 

These findings are consistent with the relative frequency of 
suspicious fires found in different groups of bui ldings receiving 
Section 8 subsidies. In comparing the incidence of suspicious fires in 

.~. 
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bu i 1 dings 
that were 

that were privately owned prior to rehabi litation versus those 
under City ownership it was determined that privately owned 

had more suspicious fires than in rem bui ldings. Table 3-17 bu i 1 dings 
illustrates this. 

Suscicious 
~ 

none 

one 

more than 
one 

total 

chi-square=22.8 

Percent of Suspicious Fires £y Ownershi~ 
Section ~ Sample Qnly 

Private Ownership 

34.7% (34) 

23.5 (23) 

41.8 (4]) 

100.0% (98) 

P=.OOOI DF=2 

.£.l.!i: Ownership 

57.7%(142) 

24.0 (59) 

18.3 (45) 

100.0% (246) 

City-wide, privately owned Section 8 bui ldings were 1.5 times as 
1 ikely as City-owned Section 8 bui ldings to have had at least one 
suspicious fire. Privately owned Section 8 bui ldings were more than 
twice as 1 ike1y as City-owned Section 8 bui ldings to experience more 
than one suspicious fire, although the incidence of a single fire was 
simi 1 ar. 

It should be noted that 92 of the 98 (93.9 percent) privately-owned 
bui ldings in the sample were submitted to HPD in 1979· These 92 
buildings represented 34 percent of the 263 properties that received 
Section 8 subsidies in 1979. Fifty-four percent of th~se buildings 
experienced the type of fires described above. In 1980 only 3 of the 76 
(3.9 percent) bui ldings that received Section 8 grants were privately
owned. Thirty percent of those 76 bui ldings experienced suspicious 
fires. 

E...:. Occupancy 

With the exception of bui ldings that were completely vacant, Section 
8 buildings experienced more suspicious fires than controls regardless 
of occupancy (Append i x A, Tab 1 e 3-18) • 

To continue this analysis a sub-sample of Section 8 bui ldings was 
drawn which included only NSA bui ldings and controls. All but one of 
the NSA appl ications were sub~itted during August and September 1979· 
To focus on fires p~ior to the submission of appll~ations, fires were 
limited to those occurring from January 1, 1978 to S.ptember 30, 1979, a 
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21 month period. Almost three-quarters of the 183 bui ldings selected 
from trris sample of NSA submissions were at least partially occupied in 
1978, and 51.6 percent were more than half occupied (Appendix A, Table 
3-19) . 

Ownership of these bui ldings in ~onjunction with occupancy prior 
to submission also appeared to be a factor in determining w~:ch 
bui ldings experienced fires. Although the number of bui ldings is too 
small to draw firm conclusions from, almost two thirds of the partially 
occupied privately-owned bui ldings experienced more than one suspicious 
fire prior to applying for NSA funds, compared to less than one quarter 
of the City-owned properties. Overall, only 15.4 percent of the 
partially occupied privately-owned bui ldings did not have at least one 
fire, compared to 38 percent of the partially occupied city-owned 
buildings (Appendix A, Table 3-20). 

~ Regression Model 

Whi Ie it has been shown that some Sectinn 8 NSA bui ldings, privately
owned Section 8 bui ldings, and Section 8 bui ldings in specific 
neighborhoods had more SUSpICIOUS fires than non-program bui ldings, 
questions remain unanswered. For example, Section 8 bui ldings averaged 
more fires than similar bui ldings, but are fires endemic to the program, 
or reflective of specific 'characteristics? NSA bui ldings demonstrated 
increased susceptibi 1 ity to fire, as did Section 8 bui ldings' in Crown 
Heights and SUnset Park. Which of these factors, NSA or neighborhood, 
is more strongly related to the increased incidence of fires? Private 
ownership was related to suspicious fires, but the majority of privately 
owned bui ldings were NSA submissions. Are the results found due to each 
of the relationships or to the combination of both? 

Because the sample included virtually every bui Iding selected for the 
Section 8 Program during a specific time period it represents the 
universe of Section 8 submissions. As a result, significance tests, 
which normally are used to indicate the degree of certainty with which a 
relationship found in a sample reflects simi lar relationships in the 
population, are irrelevant. Of greater importance are the regression 
coefficients which indicate how substantially the dependent variable is 
affected by each of the independent variables after al I independent 
variables identified in the model are control led, The dependent 
variable in each of the models that fol lows is the number of suspicious, 
incendiary, mal icious, and unknown origin fires in each bui lding in the 
samp I e from January 1, 1978 to December 31, 1981. 

Modell tests whether Section 8 bui ldings in general had more fires 
than other bui ldings after bui Iding size, arrears status, and rate of 
occupancy are control led. Although 11 has been show~ that Section ~ 
bui Idings had more fires after each of these factors was control led 
separately, 11 ~i~ss~t~it~as the combined ~ect of these 
factors rather !hEn program incTU;To~which~aused fires In S~t~ 
bu i 1 dings. 

, 
( 
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The variables included in Model I are: 

Variable 

MDWDUS 

QTRS3 

OCCURATE 

PGM 

VJriable Description 

actual number of apartments, continuous 

June 30, 1978 quarters of real estate tax arrears, uncoded, 
although the variable has been truncated at 16. More than 16 
quarters coded as 17. 

1978 percent of apartments that are occupied, continuous 

Dummy for Section 8 program building; Section 8 bui Iding=l, 
not a Section 8 bui Iding=O 

The unstandardized regression coefficients associated with these 
variables are shown in Figure I: 

Fiaure 1: Effect of Program Inclusion £Q Suspicious Fires 
Control I ing for Sui Iding Size. 

Tax Arrears. and Occupancy 
(N=4478) 

Parameter 
Parameter Estim13te 

Intercept 0.279 (0,063) it 

MDWDUS 0.017 (0.001)", 

QTRS3 0.025 (0.004) * 

OCCURATE -0.001 (0.001) 

PGM 0.405 (0. 090) ,~ 

r-square=.111 

<17> 

The regression coefficients can be interpreted as fol lows. Each 
additional apartment (MDWDUS) added .017 fires to the model. Each 
additional quarter of tax arrears (QTRS3) adjed 0.025 fires, and for 
every percentage of greater occupancy bui ldings had .001 fewer fires. 
Inclusion in the Section 8 program contributed an additional .405 fires. 
These figures should be viewed in comparison to the average number of 
fires for all buildings, .7, in order to gauge their relative 
importance. 

--------------------
<17> Parenthetical figures are the standard errors associated with each 
coefficient. An asterisk (1,) indicates T significance at the .05 level. 
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Although this model demonstrates a relationship between the number of 
suspicious fires and Section 8 Program inclusion, NSA status and private 
ownership were also found to be related to fire incidence in prior 
analysis. In order to determine the importance of these factors a 
second model was formulated, which included the four variables in Model 
I plus two additional variables: 

NSA dummy for Section 8 NSA bui Iding: Section 8 NSA bui Iding=l, 
not a Section 8 NSA bui Iding=O 

OWNERSHP dummy for privately owned Section 8 bui Iding: privately owned 
Section 8 bui Iding=l, not a privately-owned Section 8 
bui Iding=O 

Figure 2: Effect of Program Inclusion. NSA Status, 
and Private Ownership, 

Control~g for General Risk Factors 
(N=4478) 

Parameter 
Parameter Estimate 

Intercept 0.253 (0.062) ,', 

MDWDUS 0.017 (0.001),~ 

QTRS3 0.031 (0.003)t, 

OCCURATE -0.001 (0.001) 

PGM -0.226 (0.132) 

NSA 0·300 (0. 168) 

OWNERSHP 1.487 (0.18]))~ 

r-square=.126 

As shown above, after controll inq for NSA and ownership status, 
proqram inclusion actually accounted i£L .226 fewer fires. ~!n NSA 
submission contributed ~ fires. whi Ie private ownership 11 responsible 
for .l..J!..§l fires. 

By applying this model it was possible to 
fires a building in the sample was expected 
conditions. The equation represented by model 2 

number of 
suspicioUS fires • 

estimate the 
to hav~ under 
is: 

number of 
certa i n 
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0.253 (constant) + .017MDWDUS + 

0.031QTRS3 - .0010CCURATE - .226PGM + 

0.300NSA + 1.478oWNERSHP 

Assuming average bui lding size (19 apartments), average tax arrears 
(5 quarters), and an average occupancy rate (75 percent), the expected 
number of fires for a City-owned Section 8 bui lding which was not an NSA 
submission was: 

0.253 + .017(19) + .031 (5) - .001 (75) - .226(1) 

.... 43 suspicious fires. 

If the bui lding was a privately owned NSA submission the expected 
number of suspicious fires was: 

0.253 + .017(19) + .031 (5) 
1.487(1) 

.001(]S) - .226(1) + .300(1) + 

= 2.22 suspicious fires. 

Thus, althouah Section ~ ~bui ldings had more ~ than other 
bui ldings, the reason was not that all S;;ti~ bui ldings had ~ 
fires, but that ~ sc~f~ca~ries of Section ~ bui Idings. NSA 
submissions and privately owned bui ldings, had ~ fires. Section ~ 
buildings n21 in either of these ~ categories had fewer fires. 

In addition to NSA and privately-owned Section 
high fire rates, Section 8 bui ldings in Sunset Park, 
West Harlem demonstrated a high incidence of fires. 
added to the model with the fol lowing variables: 

8 bui ldings having 
Crown Heights, and 
These factors were 

SUNPK dummy for Sunset Park; bui lding in Sunset Park=l, Not 
in Susset Park=O 

CRHTS dummy for Crown Heights; Crown Heights=], not Crow!", 
Heights=O 

WHAR dummy for West Harlem; West Har 1 em"" 1 , not West 
Harlem=O 

PGMSUNPK interaction term PGM )~ SUNPK 

PGMCRHTS interaction term PGM 'Ie CRHTS 

PGMWHAR interaction term PGM '/1 WHAR 

The model obtained by adding these variables is shown in Figure 3. 

Figure.3.: Program.er Ne i ghborhood; Interact i on 
Terms Added 

(N=44i8) 

Parameter 
Parameter Estimate 

Intercept 0.319 (0. 065) )~ 

MDWDUS 0.017 (0.001)* 

QTRS3 0.030 (0.004) )'( 

aCCURATE -0.001 (0.001) 

PGM -0.271 (0.133),/: 

NSA 0.159 (0. 186) 

aWNERSHP 1.181 (0.225) 

SUNPK -0.163 (0.088) 

CRHTS -0.143 (0.069) )'( 

WHAR -0.304 (0.076) )'( 

PGMSUNPK 1.048 (0·345)* 

PGMCRHTS 0.319 (0.284) 

PGMWHAR 0.718 (0.363)"( 

r-square".131 
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With the exception of NSA, which dropped from.3 to. 16, each 
variable carried over from Model 2 retained most of its strength. The 
drop in the regression coefficient associated with NSA can be explained 
by the fact that a substantial proportion of Section 8 bui ldings in 
Sunset Park and Crown Heights were NSA submissiohS. Because of this 
factor, a portion of the variance in SUSPICIOUS fires that had been 
attributed to NSA is assumed by CRHTS and PGMSUNPK. Simi larly, aWNERSHP 
drops somewhat because a substantial propertion of the Section 8 
buildings in these ,neighborhoods were privately owned. This can be 
shown more clearly by adding two additional variables to the model. 
These variables are: 

NSASUNPK interaction term NSA ~ PGM 'Ie SUNPK 

PRIVWHAR interaction term OWNERSHP * PGM * WHAR 



t, 
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Figure 4, 
below: 
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which shows the! effect of these two variables is ;;hown 

Figure .!±,: NSASUNPK and PRIVWHAR Added 
(N=44Z8) 

Parameter 
Parameter Estimate 

Intercept 0.320 (0.065) l'e 

MDWDUS 0.017 (0.001)* 

QTRS3 0.030 (0.004)'/e 

OCCURATE 0.001 (0.001) 

?GM -0.210 (0.134) 

NSA 0.043 (0.193) 

OWNERSHP 1.019 (0.238) l'e 

SUNPK -0.163 (0.088) ie 

CRHTS -0.143 (0.069) 

WHAR -0.304 (0.076) l'e 

PG/1SUNPK -0.744 (0.712)l'e 

PGMCRHTS 0.455 (0.286) 

PGMWHAR 0.136 (0.460) 

NSASUNPK 2.291 (0.742)* 

PRIVWHAR 1.582 (0.700) 'Ie 

r-square=.134 

The addition of NSASUNPK and PRIVWHAR causes two meaningful changes 
in the mode I . 

First, after controlling for the interaction term NSA * PGM * SUNPK 
(NSASUNPK) the interact i on term PGM '/e SUNPK (PGMSUNPK) no longer 
contributed an additional 1.048 suspicious fires, but rather predicted 
.744 fewer fires. This happened because of two opposite ~ffects. NSA 
bui Idings in Sunset Park 01 buildings, 86 percent of .,,~\ total) had 
more suspicious fires, whi Ie the five non-NSA prograw bui ldlngs had 
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fewer fires. Prior to including NSASUNPK in the model these effects 
were subsumed under PGMSUNPK, which generally predicted more fires, but 
not as many more as NSASUNPK. It was the NSA buildings in Sunset Park, 
and not the Section 8 NOFA bui ldings in that area that were fire prone. 

Second, after controlling for the interaction of OWNERSHP * PGM * 
WHAR (PRIVWHAR) the regression coefficent for the interaction of PGM * 
WHAR (PGMWHAR) drops from .719 to .136. Within the total number of 
Section 8 bui ldings in West Harlem it was those bui ldings that were 
privately owned that accounted for most of the fires. Private ownership 
of Section 8 bui ldings in West Harlem, however, added 1.582 fires. 
After control ling for this factor, PGMWHAR contributes only. 136 fires. 

It would have been possible to fol low the same type of procedure in 
Crown Heights to isolate the independent effects of NSA and OWNERSHP, 
but this would not have been practical. In Crown Heights the majority 
of Section 8 bui ldings were NSA submissions and privately owned. There 
was no one factor that accounted for the increase in fires in Crown 
Heights. Rather, it is the additive effect of NSA and OWNERSHP on al I 
Crown Heights bui ldings that combine to predict more fires. 

Model 5 el iminated the weaker effects of PGMSUNPK, NSA, and PGMWHAR, 
while including the much stronger effects of the interactions found to 
contribute most strongly to fire (PRIVWHAR and NSASUNPK). An additional 
variable, 

OCCUPGM interaction term PGM * OCCURATE 

was added. The final model is shown in Figure' 3-5: 
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Figure 5.: Interaction of Program and Occupancz: Added 
(N=4478) 

Parameter 
Parameter Estimate 

Intercept 0.370 (0.067)* 

MDWDUS 0.017 (0.001)'" 

QTRS3 0.030 (0.004)'" 

aCCURATE -0.001 (0.001) 

PGM -0.508 (0.154) ,', 

OWNERSHP 0.869 (0.228) ,'; 

SUNPK -0.166 (0.087) 

CRHTS -0.143 (0.069) * 

WHAR -0.303 (0.075)* 

NSASUNPK 1.684 (0.33])* 

PGMCRHTS 0.557 (0.261)'1: 

PRIVWHAR 1.816 (0.545) 'I: 

OCCUPGM 0.006 (0.002)''< 

r-square .... 136 

The addition of OCCUPGM suggests a relationship between suspicious 
fires. program inclusion, and occupancy. In program bui Idings an 
increased occupancy signalled more suspicious fires. For non-program 
bui ldings increased occupancy was associated with a decrease in the 
number of fires. For each additional percentage of occupancy, control 
buildings had .001 fewer suspicious fires. The effect of occupancy on 
program buildings was quite different. Each ad~i~ional percenta~e of 
occupancy in Section 8 bui Idings added .0~6 SUSP'C'OUS f!res. T~IS is 
consistent with the hypothesis that fires in occupied Section 8 
bui ldings drove tenants out. 

The regression coefficient of -0.508 associated with PGM indicates 
that Section 8 bui ldings in general were less susceptible to suspicious 
fires than other buildings, except under several conditions. Private 
ownership prior to application more than counterbalances the decreas~ in 
suspicious fires among program bui ldings in general by adding .869 fires 
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if the bui Iding was privately owned. Given that 97 of 331 bui ldings in 
the sample (29 percent) were privately owned and that the average number 
of fires was .71, this is not a trivial effect. Private ownership more 
than doubled the expected number of fires. 

The general equation for model 5 is: 

Number of Suspicious fires 

= 0.370(INTERCEPT) + .017 MDWDUS + .030 QTRS3 - .001 

OCCURATE - 0.508 PGM + .869 OWNERSHP - .166 SUNPK

.143 CRHTS - .303 WHAR + 1.684 NSASUNPK + .557 PGMCRHTS 

+ 1.816 PRIVWHAR r' .006 OCCUPGM 

By applying average bui Iding size. tax arrears. and occupancy, a 
City-owned Section 8 bui Iding not in any of the three neighborhoods 
specified had an expected number of fires of: 

0.370 + .017 (19) + .030 (5) - .001 (75) - 0.508 (1) + .006 (75) 

-.71 suspicious fires. 

If the bui Iding was privately owned the expected number of fires was: 

0.370 + .017(19) + .030(5) - .001(75) - 0.508(1) + .869(1) + 

1.684(1) + .006(75) 

-3.26 suspicious fires. 

Although statisticallz: significant ~tionshio~ between the Erogram
related variables !D£ ~ occurrence of suspicious fires ~ suggested. 
! cautionary ~ l! D!~essarz:. Ih! R-sguare ~lues obtained £y the 
fiv~ m~d~ls ~hown ~ low, indicating 1b.2.l £!:lh! smai I portion £f. the 
var,ab, I Ity lD the number £f. suspicious fires can be associated with the 
var!ab~es ~nd interaction!!rm! employe~ There are maQl so~s of 
variation Ln wh~ ~ ~ccur, but th~se models £!:lh account for some of 
~ sources. This l! D£1 to ~ 1b.2.l program-related ;ffe~a~ 
spurious, but rather 12 acknowledge that ~ factors are 2Dll some-of 
~h~ many causes £f. suspicious fires. and D£1 neces;;rlly the most 
Important. 

-~..---------- .-~ - - --
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V. Find i f1.9..h Conc I LIS ions. Recommendat ions 

A. Comparative Fire Incidence 

1. Althouah Section 8 bui ldings experienced ~ suspicious fires than 
~ntrol bui ldings. this relationship ~ n21 due to ~ common propensity 
among Ell Section 8 bui ldings ~ have ~ elevated incidence of 
suspicious fires. but rather to ~ predisposition among specific classes 
of bui ldings within Section ~ to have ~ fires. 

Although buildings in the Section 8 Program averaged more fires than 
other bui ldings (be:fore cantrall ing for extraneous variables), this 
effect was associated with specific classes of bui Idings--those that 
were NSA submissions, privately owned, or in specific neighborhoods. 
After these factors were control led. buildings in the Section ~ Program 
that w;;:;-not in a~f these categories had 0.508 fewer fires than ----- --- -- -----other bui ldings. 

~ Bui ldings that ~ privately owned ELl£! to the submission of ~ 
Section ~ appl ication showed ~ higher inciden~ of suspicious fire 
activity ~~ both other Section ~ bui ldings and non-Section ~ bui Idings 
after neighborhood. bui Iding size, tax arrears, occupancy. and program 
status ~ held constant. 

Private ownership of Section 8 bui ldings added .869 to the number of 
fires expected. This is not a trivi21 increment given that the average 
number of fires in al I bui Idings in the sample was .7. It suggests 
that owners of privately owned bui Idings, sensing the opportunity for 
substantial orofits from Section 8, may have promOted fires to empty 
their buildi~gs to prepare them for Section 8. 

In 1979 New York City's HPO initiated a pol icy of selecting in-rem 
(City-owned as a result of tax foreclosure proceedings) properties. 
Under this policy, the City at.tempted to provide rehabilitation housing 
for low income tenants, and decrease its inventory of City-owned 
bui Idings. Limiting Section 8 substantial benefits to City-owned 
bui Idings also el iminated the potential for vacating these bui Idings 
through diminished services and maintenance because these bui ldings were 
under City management. As a result, opportunities to exploit the 
program through harrassment and intentional fires were reduced. 

~ NSA submissions ~ ~ susceptible ~ fire. 

This finding is not a clear-cut as findings one and two above. 
Although being an NSA submission add~d .3 fires prior to the addition of 
PGMSUNPK, PGMCRHTS, and PGMWHAR, the variable NSA lost most of its 
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strength after cuntroll ing for these factors. This was due to the fact 
that more than half of the NSA bui ldings City-wide were in these areas 
(see Find i ng 4 be low). Th is can be demons trated us i ng Sunset Park as an 
example. Model 3 attributes .3 additional fires to NSA status. In 
model 4. after control I ing for the effect of NSA bui ldings in Sunset 
Park that effect drops to 0.04. Thus, whi Ie NSA status added fires 
generally, the effect was most strongly seen in Sunset Park which had 
31 .NSA,bui ldings, and where the interactive effect of NSA'status plus 
b~lng In Sunset Park added 1.7 fires per NSA bUilding above the .04 
flre~ g7nerally attributed to NSA status. In general, being an NSA 
su~ml~slon created additional arson susceptibi I ity because these 
bUildings were more I ikely to be privately-owned and in Crown Heights 
and Sunset Park. 

~ Program buildings in ~ Heights, NSA buildings in Sunset Park and 
?rivately-owned Section ~ bui ldinas in ~ H~lem dem~at;d 
Incre~sed suspicious ~ activity ~ and beyond the increase 
assOCiated ~ private ownership 2L ~~ status alone. 

As model 4 demonstrates, even after control I ing for the general 
effects of NSA and private ownership, these three classes of bui ldings 
had more fires than other bui ldings. 

~ Althou[h increase~ occupa~cy generally (but n£! ~ ~ statistically 
significant, extent),..L! ass07,a~ed ~ ~ suspicious fires, llli 
associated with an Increased InCidence of suspicious fires in Section 8 
bui ldings. -- -- ---- -- _ 

Non-Section 8 building~ had .001 fewer fires for each additional 
percentage of occupancy. Section 8 bUildings, however had 006 more 
suspicious fires for each additional percentage of occ~pancy,' a much 
st~on~er effect. ,If fires were related to the emptying of Section 8 
~UI Idlngs, t~en It,seems reasonable to bel ieve that as occupancy 
Incr 7ased so dl~ t~e Incentive to promote fires. If more fully occupied 
Section 8 bUildings were more susceptible to the pattern of 
harassment/eviction discussed previously, and if fire was a part of that 
pattern, it explains the increase in fire incidences as occupancy 
increases. 

~ Selection Pol icy 

~ ~ targeting of ~ ~ months ELl2r to the deadl ine for submitting 
~Jl£n ~ appl ications alerted some deV;l~rs!b!! uUiTdinQs they 
wanted ~ rehabi I itate Would hav;-t; be vacant. ~ targeting ~ 
required E.l !:!!dQ regulat~ but it iffo~d some develoPlli ~ ~ 
ensure 1h!! their properties ~ vacant. 

Limiting Section 8 SUbstantial benefits ~ CitY-owned bur Idings 



el iminated the potential 
services and maintenance 
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to vacate these bui ldings throuah diminished 
because these bu i ,1 d i nos were under .£.l..!y 
opportunities to exploit th;-P;og~hrough 

fires in City-owned bui ldings ~~ 1 imited. 

~ Although the pol icy of selecting vacant In ~ structures ~ adhered 
to lQ NOFA selections, ~alf of the NSA selections ~ privately owned, 
partly because of the d;;rth of in rem bui ldinas ~ so~e of the ta~get 
areas. Owners in this situation had 1 ittle Incentive to continue 
regular repairs if they bel ieved their bui ldings ~ .abou! to be 
substantially rehabil itated. This, too, may have contributed to the 
increased number of fires. 

4. The belief that HUD and HPD would prefer vacant bui ldinos, the level 
of r~bilitation the pr;g;:-am ~ designed to assist, and the ~nability 
to adhere to the In ~ selection policY, each may have contributed to 
tenant displacement. 

Developers became aware of neighborhoods that would receive NSA funds 
as e<'.r 1 y as May of 1978 (and poss i b 1 year 1 i er), a 1 though proposa 1 s were 
not required until September of 1979. Additionally, City documents made 
pu~l ic that year stipulated that vacant bui ldings would receive 
priority. Owners of occupied properties were forewarned at least 
fifteen months prior to the submission deadl ine that, it would be 
preferable, in order to receive funds, for the buildings they proposed 
for rehabi1 itation to be vacant. 

Removing tenants from occupancy is not· an easy or immediate process. 
One illegal method of doing so is to persuade tenants that 1 ~ving 
conditions wi I I deteriorate, and to create the fear that continued 
residence is dangerous. As has been illustrated, some owners apparently 
encouraged the physical destruction of their proper~ies t~r~ugh 
withdrawal of rUdimentary services which may have resulted In SUSPICIOU5 
fires. In some buildings incendiary fires caused substantial damage. 

In essence, the pol icy designed to protect tenants from di~placement 
may have inadvertently resulted in forced displacement. T~ls maY,be 
attributed to unavoidable deviations from the poi icy of awarding 5ect~on 
8 al locations to in rem properties. Selecting City-owned properties 
might have prevented owners from profiting by hara7sment and i~te~tion~l 
fires. Instead, an insufficient inventory of CI ty-owned bUildings In 
some target areas necessitated the ,acceptance of pri~atelY, owned 
properties for Section 8 awards. This created strong Incentives ~o 
produce vacant bui ldings which were el igible for program entry and In 
need of substantial rehabilitation. 

Recommendation S8-1: The City should continue to adhere to its pol icy 
~ granting substantial rehabi 1 itation assistance to City-owned 
properties, as should other municipal ities containing large inventories 
of publ icly-owned residential structures. 

----- ------~-----------------.. - -- --
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The Section 8 Program demonstrated some of the pitfalls of awarding 
large substantial rehabi 1 itation grants to privately-owned properties. 
In 1979 34 percent of the bui ldings in the sample studied that received 
Section 8 substantial rehabil itation assistance were privately-owned. 
More than half of these bui ldings experienced suspicious fires. In 1980 
only four percent of the bui ldings that received Section 8 for 
substantial rehabil itation were privately-owned. Only 30 percent of the 
1980 submissions had suspicious fires. 

Recommendation 58-2: PrograMs that target subsidies and loans to vacant 
bui ldings withi~pecific areas should restrict approval to bui ldings 
that are vacant when neighborhoods are selected, or when it can be 
demonstrated to be a special case under predetermined criteria. 

Recommendation S8-3.: If the selection 
rehabi 1 itation is longstanding, project 
a determination that the owner did 
abandonment. 

~ Apol icant Screenino 

of target areas for SUbstantial 
approval shoUld be contingent on 
not intentionally cause tenant 

~ HUD guidel ines for evaluating NOFA submissions did not reouire review 
of tenant hara~sment al legations or fire histori~ ----~ procedural 
omission potentially al lowed owners 1£ exploit the program's ~ and 
promoted ll! ~ susceptibil ity. ---

~ Although appl icants for NSA funds submitted disclosure statements. 
approval ~ given 1£~ndTVi~ ~ bui ldings had numerous 
intentional fires, and ~ ~ ~ SUbject of harassment proceedings. 
~ problem ~ subsequently addressed £r ~ £l1l pol icy of n£! 
granting government rehabi 1 itation ~ to individuals ~ ~uilty of 
harassment. 

~ Fire history reviews ELl£r 1£ ~ £l£ n£! detect ~ abuse. 

~ Applications were not reviewed to determine if the owner1s actions 
caused tenant aba~me~or deterio~tion of their bui ldings. 

Appl icants who submitted rrivately-owned bui ldings for rehabi I itation 
in response to the HUD NOFA were not subject to the disclosure process. 
Inste~d, HU~ ev~luated proposals based on the developers' prior 
experience, finanCial status, etc. There Was no examination of project 
principals' inVolvement in harassment proceedings, or of the bui ldings' 
fire histories. 

The City required form Dev-2, the disclosure statement, from sponsors 
and principals of NSA projects. The forms provided Information on 
corporate affi I iations, harassment proceedings, and other indicators of 
an appl icants el igibi I ity. Completed statements were reviewed by the 
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Inspector General of HPD. As indicated by case studies, appl icants with 
questionable records of ownership and management received Section 8 
approval. This was due in part to the absence of selecti~n criteria 
addressing this problem prior to 1980. 

It may also be attributed to procedural weaknesses in the disclosure 
process. Developers were required to indicate past or present 
involvement in harassment proceedings on the Dev-2. Subsequent forms 
did not refer specifically to harassment, but requested only affirmation 
of previous admissions. Harassment is an important indicator of an 
individual IS mode of operation and a potential indication of attempts to 
exploit the program. It is critical that an appl icant be questioned 
expl icitly about harassment in both the loan property and other 
buildings. Another shortcoming was the cursory examinatio~ of fire 
histories. The information provided by DFI was inadequate to permit 
analysis of the role of arson in vacating a property. 

The withholding of heat, hot water, security, and repairs is an 
effective means of coercing tenants to vacate. It also engenders fire 
by neglect through negl igence in maintaining the incinerator, elevator, 
boi ler, and al lowing vagrants entry to unlocked bui ldings. Harassment 
may also entai I suspicious and incendiary fires designed to force 
tenants to vacate quickly and to increase the level of renovation 
needed. Harassment takes on added significance when an individual who 
has engaged in such actions appl ies for rehabi I itation assistance. 
Questions must be raised to determine if the harassment was an attempt 
by the owner to force tenant abandonment. 

HPD's evaluation of NSA submissions did not address "harassment 
evictions " , primari ly because proposals were reviewed solely for 
compl iance with HAP criteria. In the June 1980 HAP, after HPD became 
aware of the problem, a formal policy was made that no rehabi litatlon 
assistance would be given to individuals against whom harassment or 
displacement charges had been alleged unti I such charges were dismissed 
or settled. The lack of criteria addressing these factors prior to that 
date al lowed some owners to benefit from illegal and unethical 
practices. 

Recommendations S8-4: Federal, state, and local housing agencies should 
require documentation that buildings selected for substantial 
rehabi I itation programs, whether funded under categorical or block 
grants, have not: been vacated j~hrough arso!! other forms of 
harassment prior to or subsequent to selection. 

Recommendation 58-5: If an appl icant is the subject of a judicial, 
criminal, ~r administrative harassment proceeding, no project approval 
should be given unti I a thorough investigation is completed. This 
pol icy should be expl icitly included in Federal, state, and local 
housing regulations. 

Recommendation 58-6: A j ud i cia I, administrative, or criminal 
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determination of harassment against an individual should result in the 
~xclusi~n ~f tl1at individual and a_ny corporate entity of which he or she 
IS a principal from government housing rehabi I itation assistance. 

Recommendation 58-7: Federal, state, and local hc_~ing agencies should 
those described in Chapter 7) 
rehabil itation assistante and 

require disclosure statements (simi lar to 
from al I applicants for government housing 
should verify al I disclosed information. Individuals who knowingly 

disclosure statements should be exluded 
and be pr~secuted to the ful lest extent 

provide false information on 
from loan or subsidy programs, 
of the law. 

Reco~m~ndation 58-8: 5ubmis7i~n 0: vacant privately owned bui ldings for 
subsidized s~bstantlal rehabl I ftatlon should initiate a thorough review 
by the granting agency to determine when the bui Iding became vacant and 
under what conditions. 

Recommendation S8-~: No elected or appointed publ ic official who is or 
has ~e~n, involved in selection or approval of buildings to rec~ive 
sub7'~fzed 7ub7tantial rehabi I itations, nor an individual who held the 
POSItion Within the last three years, nor his/her immediate fami ly 
should be al lowed to act as general or I imited partner, corporate 
stockholde~, developer, contractor or sponsor of a Section 8 project in 
their own city. 

Some housing officials indicated that they bel ieved that community 
support was very important in the development of low income housing 
projects. Th~y also indicated that involving members of the community 
boards was one way of eli c"i t i ng such support. They fe It tha t the 
opportunity for misfeasance was I imited by the requirement that such 
individuals had to receive City Board of Ethics approval. 

Although the value of achieving community support is recognized as 
being extremely important, the prob.lems inherent in awarding lucrative 
housing assistance grants to individuals involved in the selection and 
approval process are obvious. Persons with direct involvement in the 
decision making process are in a position to exploit their inside 
knowledge for personal gain, conceivably to the detriment of the 
community at large. Other methods should be considered to el icit 
community support. >G> 
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE PARTICIPATION LOAN PROGRAM 

I. Prooram Descriction 

A. Program History 

The Participation Loan Program (PLP) was created in 1976 to reverse 
the process of private sector disinvestment in New York City 
neighborhoods. Authorized under Article XV of the New York State 
Private Housing Finance Law, it was designed to attract private funds 
for housing rehabil itation by uti I izing federal money to leverage 
private rehabi I itation loans. 

The concept of combining private and government funds has produced a 
significant number of rehabi I itated apartments. The 1982 Mayor's 
Management Report<l> indicated that the program has generated almost 
$100 mi I I ion dol lars in rehabil itation loan commitments using only $28.7 
mi I I ion in publ ic funds. 

Participation Loan Projects range from moderate to substantial 
rehabi I itation and have been cost effective both in terms of dol lars 
spent and social costs. The average PLP construction cost per apartment 
is currently a~~ut $16,000, compared to $40,000-$55,000 per unit for 
Section 8 substantial rehabi I itation.<2> Moreover, because City funds 
are used to leverage private funds from savings banks, savings and loan 
companies, and insurance companies the co~t in government funds is 
reduced. Socia; costs are minimized because the program encourages 
moderate rehabi titation with tenants in place, although some loans for 
gut rehabi I itation and loft conversion have been approved. 

The program has grown stea,iily since its inception. In Fi:stal 1980, 
rehabi I itation be9an on 1904 apartments, compared to 277 units during 
the first year of the program, 1977. A total of 6643 units were started 
during Fiscal 1981 and 1982.<3'> 

B. Benefits Structure 

The Participation Loan Program provides benefits directly through 
I ow- i nter"es t loans, and i nd i rec t I y through J51 exempt ions (see Chapter 
Five) and rent restructuring. 

Under J51 moderate rehabi I itation is eiigible for a 32 year exemption 
from increases in real estate taxes rezulting from rehabilitation plus a 
tax abatement equal to 100% of the HPD certified cost of improvements. 
If the bui Iding is less than 60% occupied during construction, the 

<1> Mayor's Management Report, 
Office of Operations to report 
problems. 
<2> ibid., p. 169 
<3> i bid., p. 169 

publ ished semi-annually by the Mayor's 
on agency achievements and performance 
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exemption is for 12 years and the abatement is equal to 90% of the 
certified cost of improvements. In some cases, benefits are I imited by 
statutory provisions reducing unnecessary J51 tax incentives in prime 
neighborhoods. 

Under PLP the City uses Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) 
funds to finance up to 60 percent of the rehabi I itation cost at nominal 
interest rates, usually one percent. When combined with a market level 
private sector loan, this arrangement decreases total financing costs. 
Additionally, the developer may take advantage of tax benefits generated 
by project syndication, which provides increased profits for investors. 
To guarantee the bui Iding's economic I ife, rents are restructured to 
permit adequate ongoing maintenance, management, and debt service 
coverage, and become rent stabi I ized. 

C. Selection Pol icy/Criteria 

Al I appl ications are subject to review to determine whether publ ic 
financing is necessary to make the project economically feasible and 
whether it contribute~ to the accompl ishment of the City's Community 
Development priorities outl ined in the HAP. 

Under HAP guidelines priority is given to projects targeting the 
fa II owi ng: 

el imination rf slums and bl ight and/or for the benefit of low to 
moderate income people, 

- bui ldings in Neighborhood Preservation cr Neighborhood Strategy 
Areas or transitional areas, 

- bui ldings with ten or more units, 

- bui Idings in proximity to past or planned publ ic or private 
investment, and 

- buildings located on blocks where other occupied or privately 
owned bui Idings exist. 

D. ACR! ication Processing <4> 

1. Apel ication tnd Intake 

Once an appl ication for a bui Iding in a Neighborhood Preservation 
Area (NPA) is submitted, it is examined with respect to its suitability 
to the neighborhood. If it is not in a NPA, it is reviewed for planning 

<~4> __ ~P~L~P~~P~r~o~c~e~s~s~i~n~g ___ ~P~a~c~k~a.o~e ___ ~s~p~e~c~i~f~i~c~a~t~i~o~n~. ___ ~D~e~p~a~r~t~m~e~n~t~~o~f __ ~:~~ousing, 
Pr~vation and Development, 1981. 
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approval which, when given, initiates an examination of the bui lding by 
an HPD rehabil itation special ist. The rehabil itation special ist's 
report is the basis for negotiations concerning the scope of work 
between the owner and HPD. 

2. Pre-Commitmen~ 

Prel iminary review and acceptance of the,proposal must be completed 
prior to commitment. For this purpose, a pre-commitment package 
containing the Article XV Loan Submission form (Pre-Commitment), 
approved planning review, PLP appl ication, and appl ~cant dis~l?s~re 
statements is submitted to the Program Director to obtain a feaSibility 
letter. The feasibi I ity letter summarizes the proposal to be presented 
to the Commissioner, and indicates the date for which funds should be 
budgeted pending formal commitment. 

After the PLP Director receives the pre-commitment package from the 
developer he forwards the Disclosure items to the HrD Inspector General 
(I.G.) for review, investigation, and standard clearance. Upon 
completion of this review, findings are presented to the Program 
Director. 

3. Commitment 

A Final Submission Package is prepared for 
Director, Loan Coordinators, Director of 
Assistant Commissioner for Development. The 
versions of all items in the Pre-Commi tment 
Article XV Loan Submission form (Commitment), 
commitment from the permanent and construction 

evaluation by the Program 
Housing Supervision and 
package contains updated 
package, as well as the 

and letters of intent or 
lenders. 

4. Construction Loan Closing 

Once the commitment for a permanent long-term (usually 15-25 years) 
mortgage is obtained from HPD and the participating lender, a package 
consisting of necessary letters of commitment, a current financial 
schedule, a construction contract, and HPD documents is prepared to 
close the construction loan. The Inspector General's evaluati01 ~f the 
appl icant's suitabi I ity is required at this point. 

5. Construction Monitoring 

The p operty is inspected weekly by HPDl s 
Architectural Services, and bi-monthly by 
Supervising Engineer to verify compl iance 
specified in the loan agreement, to estimate 
to amend the original scope of work. 

Division of Engineering and 
the I end i ng ins t i tut i on's 
with the scope of work 

progress, and if necessary, 

6. Permanent Loan Closing 

Once construction is completed, the City's funds 
escrow and combined with the private lender's funds 
permanent mortgage on the property. 

II. Risk Factors 

A. Apol icant Screening 
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are released from 
to form a joint 

The appl icant's disclosure statement furnishes information on al I 
properties owned by the appl icant, including code violations, tax 
arrears, financial history, corporate relationships, past City 
rehabi litation projects, and fire insurance claims. 

The I .G. 's office reviews the information and requests supplementary 
reports from the Department of Investigation, the Arson Strike Force, 
relevant District Attorney, and the City Commission on HUman Rights. 
The I.G. then submits his recommendation, Which is reqUired before the 
loan closes. Appl icant screening has generally been effective due to 
the fairly extensive information required from appl icants and 
supplementary reports obtained from other sources. 

The review and clearance schedule as outl ined in the PLP processing 
manua lis a ma t ter of concern. I n the maj or i ty of cases there is 
nothing disclosed that would indicate the need to reject the loan 
appl ication and clearance is fairly routine. If the determination of an 
appl icant's merit is more compl icated, requiring the I.G. memo at the 
construction loan closing could pose problems, and has i~ the past. 
During 1978-79 pending loans were cleared on the basis of prior loan 
reviews within the past six months if no additional information had been 
received. The problem with this process stemmed from che fact that 
because clearance was almost a certainty, the program director sometimes 
delayed submitting clearance requests to the Inspector General unti I 
shortly before the schedUled Closing. Although this may have been a 
practical pol icy for appl icants with unquestionable backgrounds, it 
presented problems for screening individuals with dubious records and a 
history of fires in their properties. Such screening was also effective 
only if the previous review was thorough. 

The processing of one PLP illustrates how the review and clearance 
schedUle was ineffective: 

9-13-79 PLP appl icatlon submitted 



3-4-80 

6-4-80 

7-25-80 

7-28-80 

7-29-80 

8-18-80 
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Letter issued stating that Community Preservation Corporation 
<5> loan committee approved loan at 2-26-80 meeting 

Joint Commitment letter from HPD and CPC s ta tes tha t 
construction loan wil I close by 8/1/80 

Memo from program director to HPD Inspector General requests 
expedited clearance 

Inspector 
Department 
history 

Genera I issues verba I approva I pend i ng DF I 
Division of Fire Investigation) report of 

Construction loan closed 

(F ire 
fire 

Memo from investigator to Inspector General; detai Is fire 
history of bui ldings and appl icant's involvement with indicted 
arsonists. Inspector General recommends I'we (HPD) not do 
business with (owner)1I 

10-23-80 Affidavit SUbmitted by owner den~ ing knowledge of accused 
arsonists ' activities 

7-23-81 Permanent loan closing 

The 'reques t 
scheduled loan 
time. When 
loan closing 
granted. 

for clearance on Ju I y 25, 1980, on'l y six days before the 
closing, prevented an extensive investigati0n at that 

~ thorough investigation was completed subsequent to the 
it resulted in a recommendation that the loan not be 

The processing schedule in this illustration was not unique. A 
partial search of the remaining PLP sample revealed 4 additional 
instances in which the program director requested I.G. clearance less 
than 15 days before the construction loan closing date, 2 other 
instances in which the clearance request was made after loan closing, 
and two further instances in which there exists no record of a request 
for an I.G. clearance. Additionally, it appears 1 ikely that the 
clearances on two of the loans in this group were based on the reviews 
of two prior loan application~ also within this group. 

An additional twenty-three PLP's were randomly selected and referred 
to the I.G. in order to obtain clearance request dates. The majority of 
these properties received commitment in 1980. Twenty of the 23 
properties were submitted for clearance an average of three and a half 
months prior to closing, indicating that sufficient time was avai lable 
for appl icant screening. Two properties did not undergo the screening 
process because the appl icants were not-for-profit corporations, a 

<5> A private not-for-profit corporation created in 1974 to provide 
residential mortgages and rehabi I itation financing. 
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pol icy which has since been discontinued. The review process had not 
yet been implemented in 1978 when the remaining loan closed. 

It is apparent that HPD has made efforts to el iminate the problems 
associated with the disclosure/investigation process fol lowed during 
1978-79. This has been the result of greater cooperation between the 
Inspector General and program staffs. The outgrowth of this cooperati' e 
effort has been the submission of clearance requests by program staff 
prior to commitment, a pol icy Which is not mandated or present in formal 
regulations, but which is viewed as necessary to provide adequate time 
for background screening. 

B. Gu i de lines 

Effective appl icant screening is dependent on clearly defined 
guidel ines upon which loan evaluations can be based. Increased time for 
investigation is futi Ie unless criteria for granting or denying a loan 
are understood and adhered to. 

Discussions with housing officials revealed that although factors 
that negatively effect an evaluation are recognized informally, there 
are no formal review criteria. Factors taken into account include tax 
arrears, the repayment of past loans, and harassment al legations. None 
of these factors in and of themselves are viewed as SUfficient to 
reject an appl ication. HPD does require, however, each appl icant to 
fulfil I al I existing tax and loan obi igations prior to loan commitment. 

C. Construction Monitoring 

Fires during construction are not brought to the attention of the 
Inspector General, precluding the possibi 1 ity of investigation. This 
occurs, in part, because program officials are often unaware of fires. 
An example of this was a PLP which experienced seven fires during 
construction. Although two were tenantrelated, construction negligence 
may have been responsible for several others and should have caused 
concern among those overseeing the project. 

Inspections of PLP's under construction are performed weekly by HPD' S 
Division of Engineering and Architectural Services to confirm that the 
negotiated scope of work is being comp! ied with and to ensure its 
quality. Additional bi-monthly monitoring is provided by the 
Supervising Engineer who represents the lender and whose main task is to 
make certain that approved plans and specifications are adhered to. 
Buildings that experience fires that are incendiary or suspicious or 
caused by construction negl igence do not receive special attention, but 
continue to be routinely monitored. Insurance claims are signed off on 
by the City and participating lender and transferred to the developer to 
repair fire damage. This has occurred in at least two cases in which 
fires caused considerable damage In nearly completed rehabi 1 itations and 
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resulted in insurance payments of approximately $10,000<6> and 
$70,000.<7> Because insurance claim investigations are the jurisdiction 
of the insurer, the City is often not apprised of the pertinent facts of 
claims resulting from the fires. 

I I I. Anti-Arson ~easures by New York City 

The City has demonstrated its awareness of the problem of fires In 
rehabi 1 itated bui ldings by implementating procedures designed to 
uncover suspicious fire patterns in an appl icant's properties. The 
process entails an exchange of information between the Inspector General 
and agencies mandated to investigate and prevent arson. Prior to 
September 1982 the dates of fires at each address under loan appl ication 
were provided by the Fire Department's Division of Fire Investigation 
(DFI). Because of the relative ineffectiveness of fire dates without 
cause or damage codes, the procedure was revised. The Arson Strike 
Force now furnishes complete and detai led information to the I.G. at 
HPD. Currently, the address of each bui lding under appl ication as well 
as the addresses of the appl icant's other real estate holdings are 
submitted to the Arson Strike Force which compi les a complete fire 
profi l~ of each. 

IV. Data Analysis 

A. Sample Characteristics 

The sample of properties used in this analysis contained 2,089 
buildings, 121 of Which received Participation Loans. It included all 
Bronx. Brooklyn. and Manhattan but ldings that obtained loan commitments 
during Fiscal 1979, 1980, and 1981 and remained in the pipeline as of 
May 1982. There were only five Participation Loans granted in the Bronx 
during this period. 

B. Susoicious Fire Determinants 

I. Effect of Program Status 

Participation Loan bui ldings experienced significantly more 
suspicious fires than control bui Idings in Brooklyn and sl ightly more 
(but not significantly more at the .05 level) in Manhattan. The total 
number of Bronx loans (five) was too small for statistical analysis. In 
Brooklyn, PLPs experienced 1.5 times as many occurrences of sU$plcious 
fires as contro I s (Append i x A, Tab 1 e 4- 1) and were more 1 ike 1 y to have 

<6> Confidential Source 
<7> Interview with Program Officials, June 1982. 
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had multiple suspicious fires (Appendix A, Table 4-2). This general 
relationship between program status and suspicious fires in Brooklyn 
disappears, however, after additional controls are appl ied, as is shown 
below in the sections on the effect of neighborhood and ownership. In" 
Manhattan the general relationship between program inclusion and fires 
(Appendix A, Table 4-3) Was not very strong (chi-square=4.63, P=.098). 

2. Effect of Neighborhood 

The frequency with which any bui Iding suffers suspicious fires is, in 
part, a fUnction of the surrounding neighborhood. In order to ascertain 
the extent to which location was associated with th~ number of 
suspicious fires in buildings that received Participation Loans, an 
examination was made of fires. in program and control bui ldings by 
neighborhood (defined by Community Board). It was found that program 
buildings, whi Ie widely disper~ed, experienced the same number of 
suspicious fires as non-program bui ldings in each Community Board 
examined, with the exception of two neighborhoods in Brooklyn. 

In all, 23 of the 48 (47.9 percent) Participation Loan buildings in 
Brooklyn experienced at least one suspicious fire. Seventeen of the 23 
(]4 percent) bui ldings, however, were in Crown Heights or Flatbush 
(Appenci1x A, Table 4-4). Ten of 15 PLP bui ldings in Flatbush (67 
percent) and 7 of 9 PLP bu i 1 dings in CrOWn He i ghts (78 percent) 
eXperienced at least one suspicious fire. Only 4 of 24 bui ldings (16.7 
percent) that received Participation Loans in the rest of Brooklyn 
experienced suspicious fires, a rate equivalent to control bui ldlngs. 

Each of the buildings that received a Participation Loan in Crown 
Heights was fairly large, making it appropriate to compare these' 
bui ldings to other bui ldings of simi lar size. After control I ing for 
bui lding size, however, the relationship between the program and fires 
disappeared, suggesting that larger bui ldings in Crown Heights generally 
suffered a rash of fires during the period examined. not just PLP 
bui ldings (Appendix A, Table 4-5). 



Such is not the case in F1atbush as Table 4-6 demonstrates. 

Susoicious 
Fires 

None 

One 

more 
than 
one 

Total 

Table 4-6: Flatbush Participation 
Loan and Control Bui ldings 

by Fire Incidence (1/1/78-12/31/81) 
and Bui lding Size 

~ Units Over .l.§. Units 

PLP Control PLP Control 

40.0% (2) 63.3%(19) 30.0% (3) 40.9% (36) 

20.0 (1) 23·3 (7) 10.0 ( 1 ) 26.1 (23) 

40.0 (2) 13·3 (4) 60.0 (6) 33.0 (29) 

100.0% (5) 99.9% (30) 100.0% (10) 100.0%(88) 
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Although the incidence of one suspicious fire was about the same in 
the smaller buildings and larger control bui ldings had more than twice 
as many ~ingle occurrences of one suspicious fire, PLP bui ldings in 
Flatbush that received Participation Loans experienced a higher 
incidence of multiple suspicious fires regardless of size. No 
determination of 'statistical significance was· possible because of the 
small number of PLP buildings in Flatbush. The analysis of PLP 
bui ldings in Flatbush was considered ambiguous pending regression 
analysis. 

3. Other Factors 

Analysis of appl ieant screening suggested that it ~i~ht be,possible 
for developers, whose bui Idings had histories of SUSPICIOUS fires, ~o 
receive Participation Loans during the period examined. Ownership 
patterns were reviewed wherever possible to ~xplore this possibi I ity. 
It was not possible to determine ownership fn most cases because of 
interlocking corporate ownerships. It did, however, appear that 
buildings owned by three developers in Bro~klyn ex~erienced what seemed 
to be a disproportionately high number of f!res. ~IX of the,23 B~ooklyn 
Participation Loans that experienced suspicIOus fires were In bUI ldi~gs 
~wned by three developers with 9 bui ldings in the sample, 8 of which 
were in Brooklyn, These 8 bui 1dings represented less than 17 percen: of 
the total bui ldings in the Brooklyn Participa~lon Loan samp17' , Fifty 
percent (36 of 72) of all fires in Particq)ation Loan, b~lldlngs in 
Brooklyn during the time period studied were In these 8 bUildings, 
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Table 4-7 shows the distribution of fires in Brooklyn Participation 
Loan bui 1dings of more than 25 units when one of these 3 developers was 
the owner. 

~b1e 4-7: Percent of Suspicious Fires (1/1/78-12/31/81).L 
Bui ldings in Brooklyn PLP 

Over 25 Units, by Ownership 

~usoicious ~ 
~ Owners Other Owner 

None 

One 

more 
than 
one 

25.0%(2) 

12·5 (1) 

62.5 (5) 

50.0% (7) 

28.6 (4) 

21 .4 (3) 

Total 100.0%(8) 100.0% (14) 

Even within this group of larger bui ldings that experienced quite a 
few suspicious fires, properties owned by these 3 developers stand out. 
Three quarters of their bui ldings had at least one SUSpICI~US fire, 
compared to half of the bui ldings with ather owners. Almost two thirds 
of their bui ldings experienced more than one suspicious fire, a rate 
almost three times as high as for other OWners. The average number of 
suspicious fires per bui lding owned by these developers was 4.5, 
compared to 1·5 fires per building among others of comparable size. 
Once aga in! however, the number of PLP bu i I dings in Brook 1 yn is too 
small to make an accurate determination of statistical significance. It 
should be remembered that these data are insufficient (see Limitations 
of the Study, Chapter Two) to state that these fires were caused by the 
owners actions. Alternative explanations, including landlord/tenant 
disputes, vandal ism by other parties, and juveni Ie mischief are 
possible. As a result, uncertainty as to how to properly interpret 
the$~ patterns remained, pending analysis using regression methods. 

C. Regression Model 

A regression model was formulated to account for the numb~r of 
suspicious fires from 1/1/78 to 12/31/81 by: 

- whether it received a Participation Loan, 

- who the owner was, 

-whether the building was in Flatbush or Crown Heights, 
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-how many apartments the bui Iding conta:ned, and 

-how far behind on its tax payments it was in 1978. 

Variables representing these factors were: 

Variable Name 

MDWDUS 

QTRS3 

PGM 

OWNER 

FLATBUSH 

CROWNHTS 

PGMFLAT 

PGMCRHTS 

Variable Description 

number of apartments 

cumulative quarters of tax arrears (6/30/78); 
more than 16 quarters coded as Ii 

dummy for program bui Iding (in program=l, not in 
program=O) 

dummy for three developers (program 
owned by one of three developers=l, 
buildings=O) 

bui Iding 
al I other 

dummy for bui Iding in Flatbush (bui lding in 
Flatbush=l, building not in Flatbush=O) 

dummy for bui lding in Crown Heights (bui lding in 
Crown Heights=I, building not in Crown 
He i gh ts=O) 

dummy for bui Iding with participation loan in 
frlatbush (program bui Iding in Flatbush=l, all 
other buildings=O) 

dummy for building with Participation Loan in 
Crown Heights (program bui lding in Crown 
Heights=I, all other bui ldings=O) 

The variables included in the model were selected on the basis of the 
arson risk factors described previously, the ARPI-related control 
factors discussed in Chapter Two, and the general analysis of fire 
patterns. 

MDWDUS and QTRS3 were included because they appear to predict the 
number of SUSPICIOUS fires a bui Iding wi I I have in general. 
Additionally, Participation Loan bui Idings were found to be larger, on 
the average, than other buildings. If the model did not control for 
bui Iding size the increase In SUSPICIOUS fires due to size would have 
erroneously been a~tributed to program inclusion. 

---------------. --------~----------------------------------~--------------------
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FLATB~)SH and CROWNHTS and the i r interact ions wi th PGM (PGMFLAT, 
PGMCRHTS) were included because Flatbush and Crown Heights were 
neighborhoods where the incidence of suspicious fires among bui ~d~ngs 
that received Participation Loans differed markedly from the SUSP'C'OUS 

fire incidence among other buildings. 

The variable OWNER stems from analysis suggesting that fire rates may 
vary by owner. 

The d~pendent variable in this analysis is the actual number of 
suspicious, incendiary, mal icious and unknown origin fires each bui lding 
exper i enced bet\tJeen January I, 1978 and December 31, 1981. 

In order to determine the unique contribution of each of these 
factors, an additive model was employed. Such a model tells how much 
each variable contributes to the number of fires expected in a bui lding 
when al I other variables are held constant. 

The sample contained every bui lding with at least thre7 ~par~ments on 
every tax block on which a bui Iding received a Participation Loan 
between July 1978 and June 1981. It included 1,925 bui Idings, 119 of 
which received a Participation Loan in the Bronx, Brooklyn, or 
Manhattan. The results obtained from applying the model to this sa~ple 
are shown below in Figure 4-2. These are not, however, the final 
results. 
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Figure 4-2: Prel iminary 2articipation Loan 
Regression Model 

(t:l= 1925) 

Parameter <8> 
Parameter Estimate 

Intercept "0.088 (0.039) ,': 

MDWDUS 0.017 (0.001)": 

QTRS3 0.026 (0.006) ,'( 

PGM -0.062 (0.127) 

OWNER 2.391 (0.492) '/: 

FLATBUSH 0.627 (0. 115) ,': 

CROWNHTS 0.541 (0.096) ,,: 

PGMFLAT 0.808 (0.355) ,': 

PGMCRHTS 0,178 (0,500) 

r-square=,246 
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Analysifi of the residuil values generated by the above model revealed 
that the model predicts the number of fires in program bui Idings fairly 
weI I, with one exceptlon--a building in Crown Hei~hts that was owned by 
one of the three developers mentioned which experienced 19 suspicious 
fires. Given the smal I number of bui ldings in the program in Crown 
Heights, it was cause for concern that a single bui Iding whose pattern 
was highly unusual might have contributed so strongly to the results. 
That building was eliminated from the sample for this reason. The 
results obtained from applying the model to the revised sample of 1.924 
buildings are shown below in figure 4-3. 

<8> The standard error of the parameter estimate is given parenthetically. 
Estimates that are significant at .05 are marked with an asterisk. 

; 

I 
t <.> 

", 

Figure 4-3: Final Participation Loan 
Regression Model 

(N=I,924) 

Parameter 
Parameter Estimate 

Intercept -0.089 (0.038) l'( 

MDWDUS 0.017 (0.001) ,,: 

QTRS3 0.028 (0.007) l'( 

PGM -0.038 (0.122) 

OWNER 1.175 (0.480) l'r 

FLATBUSH 0.631 (0. 110) l'( 

C:ROWNHTS 0.541 (0. 092) l~ 

PGMFLAT 0.945 (0.340) l'( 

PGMCRHTS -0·972 (0.487) I': 

r-square ... 236 
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After removing the outl ier (the extremely discrepant value), the 
contribution from being in a program bui lding In Crown Heights changes 
drastically. In the prel iminary model PGMCRHTS added .178 more fires. 
In the final model, however, the same variable accounts for .972 fewer 
fires. That the contribution of PGMCRHTS changes so much when a single 
case is deleted makes one reluctant to place too mUch weight on either 
effect. By removing that building it is possible that a bui lding where 
program inclusion has an especially powerful effect was removed. 
Alternatively, the unexpectedly high number of fires might have been 
associated with an entirely different set of factors. 

The mean number of fires per bui lding in the sample was .5. The 
equation to predict the actual number of fires in a given bui Iding 
accord i ng to th i s mode I Is: 
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The number 
of suspicious 
fires = -.089 + .017(MDWDUS) + .026 (QTRS3) - .038(PGM) + 

1. 175 (OWNER) 

.541 (CROWNHTS) 

.972 (PGMCRHTS) 

+ 

+ 

.631 (FLATBUSH) 

. 945 (PGMFLAT) 

+ 

The .017 coefficient for MDWDUS indicates that each additional 
apartment in a building increased the number of fires by .017. Each 
additional quarter of tax arrears increased the number of fires by .026. 
while being in Flatbush or Crown Heights (but not in the program) 
increased fires by .631 and .540 fires respectively. 

In the fol lowing discussion al I examples assume mean bui Iding size 
(25 apartments) and tax arrears (4 quarters). Among program bui ldings 
the three factors that influenced fire incidence were being in Flatbush 
(PGIiFLAT) or Crown Heights (PGMCRHTS) or being owned by one of three 
developers (OWNER). The fol lowing table summanizes the effect these 
factors have on the predicted number of fires. 

Non-OWNER 

FLATBUSH -.038 + .945 = -.038 + .945 + 1.175 = 
.907 Fires 2.082 Fires 

CROWN HEIGHTS -.038 - .972 = -.030 - .972 + 1.175 = 
-1.01 Fires .165 Fires 

Being in the program in Flatbush increased the number of fires by 
.907, whi Ie being in the program in Crown Heights actually decreased 
fires by 1.01. In either case, if the building was owned by one of 
three specific developers fires Increased by 1.175. Thus, the combined 
effect of OWNER and FLATBUSH increased the fires in program buildings by 
more than 2 fires. 

As an example of the effect of the various regression terms, a 25 
unit Participation Loan building with four quarters of real estate tax 
arrears In Flatbush would be expected to have: 

-.089 + .017(25) + .026(4) - .038(1) 

+ .631 (10) + .945 (1) 

= 2.013 suspicious fires . 
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If that sam~ 25 apartment bui lding was owned by one of three 
developers whose bui Idings had more fires than the average. the expected 
number of fires would increase to: 

-.089 + .017(25) + .026 (4) - .038 (1) + .631 (1) + 

.945 (1) + 1. 175 (I) 

= 3.188 suspicious fires. 

A non-program bui Iding in Flatbush would only be expected to have: 

-.089 + .017(25) + .026(4) + .631 

= 1.068 suspicious fires. 

Several cautions are in order regarding the interpretation of these 
data. First, although ownerihip of ~ program bui lding produced aQ 
effect on the number of suspicious fires it experienced. this finding 
was based on the actual number of fires in only eight bui ldings (~ 
the oLltlier was omitted from the sample). Moreover, this mayor may not 
be related to program status. No attempt was made to determine which of 
the control bui ldings were owned by these Individuals. It is possible 
that all their bui Idlngs. and not just those that received Participation 
Loans experienced more fires than was expected. It is also possible 
l.b.!1.."missing" control factors were responsible for the elevated fill 
incidence. It~would thus be a mistake to state that the effect seen was 
necessarily a~esult of either the program or the owners' actions. 
Second, whi Ie being In Flatbush increased the observed number of 
suspicious fires a program bul lding experien~ed, this finding was also 
based on a smal I number of cases and does not answer the guestions that 
remain: What was it about Flatbush that increased the fire incidence in 
bui Idings that received Participation Loans? The number of buildings in 
this category (PGMFLAT) was too small to test additional Interactive 
effects. As with the Section 8 regression models, the R-sguare value of 
the PLP models indicated that many sources of variation in how 
auspicious fires occur are possible, and that additional control 
variables would be desirable., 
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V. Findings, Conclusions, and Recommendations 

A. Comparative Fire Incidence 

1. Receiving a Participation Loan does not apRear to increase a 
bui lding's susceptibil itv to suspicious fires in and of itself. 

Whi!e it can be demonstrated that buildings that received 
Parti~ipation Loans experienced more fires than control bui ldings during 
the period examined, part of this exaggerated fire incidence is related 
to the fact that Participation Loan bui ldings tended to be larger than 
average. Larger buildings normally experience more fires than smaller 
ones fo~ reasons explained in Chapter Two. Additionally, after 
controlling for neighborhooo, bui lding size, and tax arrears status, 
only two groups of PLP buildings experienced a greater than expected 
!ncidence of suspicious fires. These two groups of buildings were those 
In Flatbush and those owned by three specific landlords. After 
control I ing for these far-tors there was no discernible effect on the 
number of fires a bui lding experienced by whether it received a 
Participation Loan. 

2. Buildings that received Participation Loans in Flatbush demonstrated 
an. i~crea:ed incidence of suspicious fires even after neighborhood, 
bUilding Size, tax arrears, and program inclusion status were held 
constant. Bui ldings that received Participation Loans and were owned by 
t~ree developers appeared to have an increased incidence of s~~picious 
fires. It was also found that larger bui ldings and those with tax 
arrears were more 1 ikely to experience suspicious fires. 

Two thirds of the Participation Loan bui ldings in Flatbush 
experienced at least one suspicious fire from January 1, 1978 to 
December 31, 1981 .. More than half of the Participation Loan bui ldings 
in Flatbush experienced more than one suspicious fire during that 
period. As the regression model demonstrates, even after control ling 
for the base level of fi,':;:s in Flatbush, bui lding size, tax arrears 
etc., being in Flatbush increased the expected number of fires in loa~ 
bui ldings by .945 fires. 

Fifty percent of all fires (36 of 72) in Participation Loan bllildings 
in Brooklyn were in six buildings (12 percent of the Brooklyn PLPs) 
owned by three developers. Even after control I ing for bui lding size, 
tax arrears, neighborhood (all of their bui ldings were in Crown Heights 
~r Flatbush), and the effect of being in the Participation Loan Program 
In these neighborhoods, ownership by ona of these developers was related 
to an increase in the number of suspicious fires. 

This affect, however, mayor may not be program related. Further the 
b~i Idings in the program owned by these individuals may have experienced 
fires for reasons totally unrelated to any actions on their part. None 
the less the presence of this pattern underscores the need to screen 
program appl icants tho~oughly. 
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In addition to these program-related variables, bui lding sfze and tax 
arrears were significantly related to suspicious fires. For each 
additional apartment a building could be expected to have .017 more 
fires. For each additional quarter of real estate tax arrears (up to 16 
quarters) a bui lding could be expected to suffer .028 additional fires. 

B. Applicant Screening 

1. SUbmission of clearance requests immediately prior to closinq in 1978 
and 1979 weakened the screening process by preventing I.G. staff from 
conductino the most thorough investigation possible. 

2. The approval of pending loan appl ications based on a previous 
clearance within the past six months diminished the effectiveness of the 
screening process during 1978 and 1979. 

3. The policies adopted by HPD in recent years appear to have prevented 
problems due to the submission of clearance reauests immediately prior 
to closing and clearing app! icants based on past appl ications. 

The purpose of the Inspector General IS review is to ensure that 
applicants have not commited acts which should prevent them from 
receiving Participation Loans. The basis for this determina~ion is the 
disclosure statement submitted by applicants prior to commitment. This 
document furnishes the City with information on the appl icant's real 
estate holdings, previous loan defaults, tax arrears, harassment 
charges, and other factors Which may be detrimental to a loan request. 
Resources drawn upon to supplement these disclosures are extensive; 
information is requested from the Commission on Human Rights, Department 
of Investigation, and relevant District Attorney. Additionally. 
complete fire profiles of the appl icant's properties are requested from 
the Arson Strike Force. The I .G.'s recommendation for pending loans, 
submitted at closing, is based on analysis of thIS information. 

Appl icant screening is particularly important for the Participation 
Loan program. As demonstrated in Section IV, bui ldings owned by some 
dev~lopers experienced more fires than bui ldings owned by others. Whi Ie 
this may be due to factors outside of the owner's control, it 
underscores the necessity to evaluate carefully the backgrounds of al I 
PLP applicants. HPD has attempted to d0 this through implementation of 
appl icant screening. 

Past City pol icy al lowed individuals to be cleared for pending loans 
without thorough review, If the applicants received I.G. approval within 
the previous six months. There were two disadvantages to this pol icy. 
One, the initial review may have been requested immediately prior to 
closing thus preventing a thorough investigation. Subsequent appl icant 
approval based on the initial review may have al lowed problems to go 
undetected. Second, this pol icy may have been feasible for individuals 
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with exemplary backgrounds, but it was inappropriate for owners of 
properties with multiple fires or questionable management practices. 

Thorough review of appl icants without prior clearances was 
forestal led by the submission of clearance requests within days of 
closing in certain cases during 1978 and 1979. This occurred even 
though discloSllre statements were submitted to program staff at pre
commitment. The delay in requesting clearance resulted in expedited 
efforts to clear loans by closing or lose the financial institution's 
commitment. As a result of agreements between I.G. and program staffs, 
clearance requests are now submitted to the I.G. at commitment. 

Recommendation PLP-I: AI I pending gov~rnment subsidized rehabil itation 
loans should be forwarded to the appropriate investigative unit of the 
local housing agency for screening at the earl iest possible time to 
ensure that adequate time is al lowed for review and clearance 
procedures, as is current policy in New York. Loan approval should be 
contingent on th~ positive evaluation of an appl icant by the local 
housing agency. 

Recommendation PLP-2: Municipal ities should develop guidel ines for 
appl icant evaluation detai I ing general grounds for loar. denial. 

The lack of formal guidel ines setting forth factors that should be 
considered in the determination of an appl icant's fitness to receive 
rehabi I itation loans may have ~everal unde:irable consequences. Among 
them are: (1) uncertainty as to what inflOrmation should be considered 
and obtained, (2) the inability to make consistent recommendations based 
on objective criteria, (3) difficulty in applying informal review 
standards consistently, (4) the inabi I ity to evaluate recommendations on 
the basis of a fair and uniform standard, and (5) difficulties in 
justifying why a loan was denied. 

Adequate investigative time is of I imited use unless investigative 
staff know the type of information that wil I ultimately be taken into 
account in determining the appl icant's fitness to receive housing 
benef its. I n the absence of such knowl edge it is hard to kno~1 wh i ch 
aspects of an appl icant's background should be considered and 
highl ighted in investigative reports. 

Formulating review guidel ines would address these problems by 
ensuring that clearance is based on a uniformly appl led review of 
objective factors. Review standards would improve the qual ity and 
effectiveness of applicant scr'eening which appears to be a critic,al 
factor in deterring programmatic abuse. Finally, it would diminish 
opportunities for legal challenge and encourage owners to refrain from 
actions that would negatively affect future applications. 

Review standards should outl ine what factors 
account in determining an applicant's fitness to 
guidel ines should be geared to detect developers 
defaulted on their responsibl I ities as landlords. 
actions include findings of harassment or 
intentional withdrawal of building maintenance or 

are to be taken into 
receive a loan. Such 
who have consistently 

Indicators of such 
discrimination, the 
services, and fires 
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resulting from arson, lax security, minimal or no property maintenance, 
or owner negl igence in keeping publ ic areas free of rubbish, and other 
causes as indicated in Chapter 7. 

In discussing this recommendation with the HPD Deputy Commissioner 
for Development and the Inspector General reservations were expressed 
about its feasibi I ity. They bel ieve such guidel ines would impair their 
abi lity to grant or deny loans based on their past experience with the 
applicant. They further bel ieved that it would be inappropriate and 
constraining to detail exactly when a loan should or should not be 
granted. 

These reservations appear weI I founded and it should be noted that 
dangers exist if guidelines are overly inclusive. Because of the wide 
variations in developer experience, the areas in which they are active, 
the type of rehabil itations they perform, etc., it would be 
inappropriate to set absolute threshold criteria. A large number of 
fires in one area may be quite normal in another, building deterioration 
and subsequent violations may have occurred under a previous owner, and 
there are always factors unique to that particular rehabi I itation. 
Nonetheless, it would be helpful to explicitly indicate the factors (or 
minimal factors) that should be considered so that discretionary 
authority can be exercised within a fair and consistent framework. 
Rigid threshold criteria are not recommended. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: THE J51 TAX EXEMPTION AND ABATEMENT PROGRAM 

I. Program Oescr i at ion 

A. Prooram History 

Section J51-2.5 of the New York City Administrative Code was enacted 
in 1955 to "el iminate unhealthy or dangerous conditions in (residential 
multiple dwel I ings) or to replace inadequate and obsolete sanitary 
facilities ... " It has since become known as the J51 Program (or simply 
J51) and has been a~ended to encompass: 

-substantial rehabil itation of Class A mUltiple dwellings, <I> 

-moderate rehabil itation of substantially occupied Class A multiple 
dwe 11 i ngs, 

-major capital improveme~ts to Class A multiple dwellings, 

-conversion of commercial or industrial bui Idings to Class A use, 

-conversion of Class B <2> buildings to Class A status, and 

-rehabi I itation of Class B multiple dwel lings. 

The State law (Section 489, N.Y. State Real Property Tax Law) under 
which J51 was originally enacted expired in June 1982. The New York 
State Legislature has since passed new enabl ing legislation. The 
analy~ls that fol lows was conducted under the now-expired law. 
Significant differences between that law and the current law will be 
discussed as they appear in the text. 

<1>The New York State Multiple Owel ling Law defines a multiple dwel ling 
as "a dwelling which is either rented, leased, let or hired out, to be 
occupied, or Is occupied as the residence or home of three or more 
fami 1 ies 1 iving independently of each other." A Class A multiple 
dWe 11 i ng is descr i bed as a "mu 1 tip I e dwe 111 ng wh i ch is occup I ed, as a 
rule, for permanent residence purposes." (Multiple Dwelling Law, Section 
4, Chap. 713) 
<2>A Class B multiple dwel I ing "is occupied, as a rule, transiently, as 
the more or less temporary abode of individuals who are lodged with or 
without meals." (Multiple Dwelling Law, Section 4, Chap. 713) 
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B. Benefit Structure 

Qual ifying properties become exempt from real estate tax increases 
resulting from improvement, alteration, or conversion for 10, 12, or 32 
years depending on the type of work performed. These properties also 
receive an abatement of real estate taxes of up to 100 percent of the 
HPD certified cost of the work. The amount abated is determined by the 
type of job and its location. 

J51 was, during the period studied, granted as-of-right. This means 
that eligible work performed in any part of the City not excluded by 
statute received benefits regardless of other factors (including a 
history of tenant harassment) if the building was not delinquent in its 
taxes and was free of liens. Amendments to Section 489 of the Real 
Property Tax Law now prohibit owners who I,ave been found gui lty of 
harassment from receIvIng benefits, an important difference between the 
old and current laws. 

J51 can be combined with several loan and subsidy pr-ograms, including 
Section 8, Participation Loans, and Article 8A loans. Benefits may also 
be avai lable to government-assisted proje~ts during this construction 
period. However, all apartmen~s must remain either rent control led or 
stabilized throughout the J51 perIod. 

1. Major Rehabi I itation of Class A Units, Including 
Major Capital Improvements (MCI) 

Substantial rehabil itation of a Class A property, the focus of this 
chapter, entitles the owner to a 12 year exemption from property tax 
increases resulting from rehabi I itation, as wei 1 as an annual abatement 
of existing taxes of up to 8.33 percent of the HPO certified reasonable 
cost (CRC) of the work (which may not exceed 90 percent of the total 
eRC). As a result of statutory changes made by the City Counci l·and 
supported by the City administration in 1981, J51 projects beginning 
construction after January I, 1982 in centra! Manhattan (roughly 34th 
to 96th Streets and 8th Avenue to the East River) are no lQnger el igible 
for abatement benefits. Projects in a larger portio~ of Manhattan 
encompassing the Upper East Side, Central Manhattan. 1and Tribeca are 
required to pay a - minimum tax equal to the taxes at~ributed to the 
assessed value of the land on which the bui Iding is si,c.uated (i .e., In 
these buildings taxes can no longer be reduced to zeto as a result of 
J51). These changes reflect the efforts of the M\\'yor and the City 
Counci I to adjust the J51 program to fluctuations in the real estate 
market. 

f 

As an example of how these benefits work, assume that a property 
outside of t~e special benefit zone in Manhattan is assessed ~t $1 
mi Ilion prior to rehabi 1 itation. The preval ling real estate tax rate 
was. in 1980, $8.95 per $100 In assessed value, yielding an annual tax 
bi 11 of $89,500. After rehabi 1 itation, for which the eRC is determined 
to be $1.500.000, the assessed valued increases to $2 mi Ilion. The 
fol lowing chart shows benefits this property would receive. 



In this hypothetical case the total exemption amounts to $1,074,000 
over 12 years and the total abatement is $1,350,000. Total benefits 
equal $2,424,000 over 15 years. It should be noted that this chart does 
not reflect any future tax increases dui to reassessment based on the 
possible increase to the land value of the bui lding as a result of non 
J51 el igible improvements. 

2. Conversion of Class B Properties to Class A 
.§tatus 

Legislative amendments during the 1960s extended J51 to conversions 
of Class B housing to Class A housing. Such conversions are exempt from 
property tax increases that result from improvements for 12 years and 
receive an annual 8.33 percent (of CRC) abatement for up to 20 years. 
Due to the recent changes in Section 489 of the Real Property Tax L~w, 
the conversion of single room occupancy (SRO) hotels to Class A hOUSing 
is no longer el igible for J51 benefits. Class B or SRO to Cl~ss A 
conversions are not examined in this report because of the relatively 
small number of Class B to Class A conversions from July 1980 to June 
1981. 
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3. Commercial or Manufacturing Conversions 

Conversions of commercial or manufacturing facil ities to Class A 
residential use receive a 12 year exemption from property tax increases 
resulting from improvements, plus a 20 year, 8.33 percent annual 
abatement of the certified cost of conversion. Under legislation passed 
in 1979 commercial or manufacturing conversions in Manhattan receive 
only a 50 percent abatement, and benefits are unavailable in certain 
manufacturing districts. Commercial or manufacturing conversions are 
not addressed in this report due to the absence of a val id control 
group. 

4. Moderate Rehabil itation 

In 1979 moderate rehabi 1 itation of substantially occupied buildings 
became el igible for J51 benefits. Such bL I~ings had to remain at least 
60 percent occupied immediately prior to, during, and after 
rehabil itation to be el igible for a 32 year exemption and abatement of 
100% of the certified reasonable cost of rehabi I itation. The scope of 
work must, however, have a CRC of at least $2,500 per apartment. 
Moderate rehabi I itation under J51 is not addressed in this report 
because of the scarcity of of J51 bui Idings that underwent moderate 
rehabilitation and also met the $100,000 inclusion criterion. 

C. Appl ication' Procedure 

. ' Because J51 benefits were as-of-right, processing focused on the 
accurate assessment of costs to be abated rather than the project's 
impact on the neighborhood or the developer's qual ifications (as happens 
with Section 8 or Participation Loan Projects). In the absence of 
regulatory or statutory reqUirements that the project or developer be 
screened during the period examined, there was no reason for contact 
with HPD on the part of the developer unti I the project was completed 
except in moderate rehabi I itations and government assistance programs 
eligible to receive J51 benefits during construction, where owners had 
to certify in advance that the bui Iding was at least 60 percent 
occupied, and in certain government projects which receive J51 benefits 
during construction. Under the recently-enacted amendments to Section 
489, owners are now required to notify HPD of their intent to 
rehabi I itate 30 days before construction begins, and must attest to the 
fact that they have not been found gui lty of tenant harassment, which is 
now grounds to deny benefits. 

After the rehabi I itation is completed the actual J51 appl ication is 
filed. The Itemized Cost Schedule requires the owner to indicate the 
unit cost and quantity of construction materials used. 

The CRC is computed on the basis of this and the maximum amount allowed 
for each item as specified in the J51 Rules and Regulations Also 
taken into account are phys i ca I inspect ions by HPD and proof of payment 
contained in the appl ication. If there are discrepancies between these 
and the appl icant's claimed costs, then,the maximum amount of CRe may be 
reduced. Wh~le HPD reviews the informatJon, it forwards to the 
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Department of Sui ldings a request for certificati~n of the property's 
structural soundness and compl iance with the New York City Sui lding 
Code. Along with Sui lding Department approval, appl icants are also 
required to clear any outstanding violations issued by the Division of 
Code Enforcement. When all requirements of the J51 Rules and 
Regulations have been met including meeting specific time requirements 
and submitting appropriate documentation, the Certificate of Reasonable 
Cost is issued. 

II. Risk Factors 

In some instances it might be advantageous to rehabi I itate run-down 
properties so that they can be converted to more profitable use. If 
this is the case, the first step wi 1 1 be to leave empty apartments 
vacant and to offer payments to tenants who leave voluntari ly. Whi Ie 
this may persuade some tenants to leave, others may refuse. If vacant 
rooms are properly sealed and adequate maintenance continues. the risk 
of fire remains minimal. This is the case during the early stages of 
many rehabi 1 itation projects. The presence of remaining tenants may 
however, prevent substantial rehabi 1 itation, which cannot proceed unti 1 
the property is vacant. Given the strong economic incentives to 
rehabil itate such properties, som~ owners may employ unethical means to 
accelerate the emptying of their bui ldings. The detrimental nature of 
such measures are acknowledged by Section D16-101 of the New York City 
Administrative Code, which states that"it is economically advantageous 
for certain landlords to attempt to evict occupants without' proper 
judicial proceedings in order to convert their bui ldings to more 
profitable uses ••• and that the methods of unlawful eviction by such 
landlords often involve the use of force and violence ... " 

As the bui lding becomes increasingly vacant rental income decl ines 
more rapidly and becomes insufficient to support bui Iding maintenance. 
It is at this stage that the risk of fire becomes greater. Maintenance 
decl ines or ceases altogether, rubbish accumulates, and vacant 
apartments may remain unsealed. This creates a risk of fire. Arson may 
also be used at this stage as a direct means of forcing tenants to 
vacate. 

If arson or neglect fires are used to empty a bui Iding and 
faci litate rehabi 1 itation, it is difficult to determine whether the 
ava i ) ab iIi ty of program benef its or increased pos t-rehab iIi ta t i on renta 1 
or cooperative sale income is responsible because virtually every 
substantial rehabi I itation during the period studied was el igible to 
receive J51. 

It is, however, conceivable that the threat of denying J51 benefits 
could have been a deterrent to harassment and fires, but there were no 
legal grounds for the City to refuse J51 benefits during the period 
studied. Consequently, there' was no project screening for these 
occurrences. 

Two case studies fol low which appear to i I Justrate the pattern 
described above. It should be reiterated that the fires mentioned in 
these case studies have not been determined to be the result of 

----------------------------~--------~----------------~ .. 
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intentional actions on the part of the bui ldings' owners, and that other 
parties may have benefited from the fires. It is further possible that 
these fires were the result of vandal ism. acts of insurance fraud, 
revenge, etc. 

Case Study COOl 

Bui lding COOl is a five story tenement. During late 1975 violations 
were placed for non-compl iance with the Housing Maintenance Code. In 
October and November violations were issued for rubbish in the southeast 
and southwest air shafts, water leaks from the roof into top floor 
apartments. and necessary plastering and painting in two apartments, 

During 1976 similar violations were reported. An inspection in March 
found three additional apartments in need of paint and plaster. On July 
13 the bui lding suffered a two alarm fire in a flower shop on the first 
floor. When the Fire Department arrived at 1:00 a.m. it found a serious 
fire condition in the first floor store with " ... extension into the 2nd 
floor." During the course of the fire five civi I ians and two fire 
fighters were injured. The cause of the fire was I isted as unknown. 

Another inspection was performed by HPD in late August. The publ ic 
hal Is were found to be in need of cleaning and paint and plaster. Hot 
water was lacking in several apartments. which were also found to be in 
need of paint and plaster. Additional violations Were placed for 
exposed electrical wiring i~ the second floor hallway and an inoperative 
bel I and buzzer system. 

Sy April of 1977 none of the existing violations had been removed. 
although violations were added for concealed leaks in the roof, rubbish 
accumulating in the west courtyard, and missing windows. In Mayan 
immediately hazardous condition, structural defects in the load bearing 
wall between two vacant second story apartments, was noted. 

On October 2, 1978 the bui lding suffered a three alarm incendiary 
fire at 4:20 a.m. The bui lding was partially vacant according to the 
Fire Department report. Upon arrival the Department I'found fire venting 
four windows north side, one window west side 2nd floor; three windows 
north side, one window west side third floor of north-west corner of 
fire bui lding. Fire was extending via missing flooring 3rd and 4th 
floor north-east corner apartments to 4th, 5th floors and cock 10ft of 
building. I' In shqrt, the entire building above the first floor was 
engulfed in fire. Before the fire had been extinguished 10 fire 
fighters and one civi 1 ian were injured. Sot~ the bui lding and its 
contents were severely damaged, and only the commercial tenants, a 
florist, a restaurant, and newsstand remained in occupancy. 

Five months later, on March 2, 1979, another fire occurred at 4:30 
a.m. This fire was less severe than the previous one and started inside 
the florist shop on the first floor. It too was found to be incendiary, 
although it was extinguished before major damage occurred. 

In May of that year the ~uilding was sold for approximately $200,000. 
Shortly after, t.he building suffered its third incendiary fire in seven 
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months at 2:12 a.m. The fire originated in a vacant top flo~r apartment 
and had engulfed the entire top floor and roof by the tim~ the Fire 
Department arrived. The building was vacant except the three commercial 
tenants on the first floor. 

In August, 1979 the bui lding's owner filed plans for the 
rehabi 1 itation of the property. A rehabi 1 itation permit was 
subsequently issued in November. During the rehabil itation the OWnor 
tried unsuccessfully to e~ict the three commercial tenants citing ~ 
clause in their leases automatically giving him possession of commerc'~1 
space in the event of a SUbstantial fire. Upon the recommendation u~ 
the court and the owner's attorney, the owner renegotiated the existing 
commercial leases and submitted an amendment to the construction permit 
accomodating the three stores. 

During rehabi I itation, one of the tenants who was forced to move 
because of the fire filed charges with the HPD Rent Control Division 
against the owner who refused to allow her to regain the apartment she 
had occupied since 1957. In his response to the tenant's charges the 
owner cited the case of Chung v. Altman <3> and maintained that the 
fires had been severe enough to void existing leases. The Rent Control 
Division case was finally settled out of court when the owner paid the 
tenant $5,000 in return for a release from her lease. The 
rehabi I itation was completed in October 1980 and a new Certificate of 
Occupancy was issued for 14.apartments (8 duplex, 6 single) and three 
stores. 

As a result of the rehabi 1 itation, $147,000 of the total assessed 
value of $600,000 was exempted annually from taxation by a J51 
certificate. Other sources of improved profitabi 1 ity ineluded the 
removal of some apartments from rent control status and the abil ity to 
set al I rents at market levels. 

Case StudY C002 

Sui lding C002 is a seven story residential structure. The bui lding 
began to show signs of deferred maintenance between the latter part of 
1974 and the end of 1976. A review of code enforcement records revealed 
a series of violations for minor maintenance items such as loose faucet 
handles, missing radiator control knobs, defective plastered surfaces, 
and illegal window gates. although inspectors also noted an accumulation 
of rubbish in the cellar and central courtyard and several loose ceil ing 
fixtures. During the 26 month period from August 1974 unti 1 December 

-----------~--------

<3> I n the case of Chung vs. Altman (N. Y.S. Ct.. 7863/72) the court 
cited an opinion Cif the HPO General Counsel WhIch stated that "although 
a tenant of a fire damaged apartment has a right to be restored ••• when 
and if that unit is made habitable, and the landlord is not entitled 
to •.• demand an increase (in rent) ••• this procedure cannot be extended to 
cover the situation where the ~ (unique character of the apartment) 
has ceased to exlst." 
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1976 only 5 of 52 violations placed were deemed immediately hazardous, 
and those were for two broken flushing apparatus, a loose ceil ing 
fixture; exposed ceil ing wires, and a defective plaster surface. There 
were no heat or hot water complaints during that period. 

From January 1977 until October 1979 increasingly serious violations 
were added. In January 1977 violations were placed for defective mail 
boxes, a broken front door and lock which diminished bui lding security, 
and broken marble steps. Later in the year inspectors issued violations 
for concealed ceil ing leaks, a defective fire escape, sagging floor and 
cei ling beams, broken WindOWS, accumulated rubbish in the cell<3r, vermin 
(fleas through'out the bui Iding), etc. 

On September 28, 1978 the bu i 1 ding 
PM in a vacant first floor apartment. 
damage to the bui Iding, fire marshals 
incendiary. The bui lding was found by 
occupied and deteriorating at the time. 

suffered a serious fire at 10:57 
Although it caused only light 
determined that the fire was 

the fire chief to be partly 

In October of 1978 the owner appl ied to the Department of Sui ldings 
for approval of plans to rehabil itate the bui lding. Approval was 
granted in Apri 1 of 1979. 

in July, 1979, ten months after the first fil"e, the building 
experien~ed another incendiary fire shortly after midnIght. Again, the 
building was found to be partly occupied and deteriorating. 

Violations continued to mount through the winter of 1978-79. In 
October and December of 1978 three tenants filed charges of harassment 
(with HPD' s Division of Rent Control) against the owner of the property, 
alleging that: 

"for more than two years, the serv ices in (the) bu i I ding have 
steadi ly deteriorated ••• , 

- the janitor does I ittle if anything to maintain the bui lding ••• , 

fires occur in vacant apartments ••• 

- the vacant apartments In the bui lding have not been boarded or 
locked and have become fil led with garbage. Garbage and dog 
feces are strewn about the hal Is. which worsens the infestation 
prob 1 em ••• , 

- little or no heat has been provided ••• , and 

vagrants enter (the) bui lding at night." 

One tenant also indicated that the landlord had offered her $2.000 to 
leave the bui lding "so that he can renovate It." 

In his response to the harassment charges the landlord acknowl~dged 
ofrerlng t~~ tenant $2,000 to vacate, but contended that the bui lding 
received adequate heat and hot water and was weI I maintained. 

I, 
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A review of HPD records indicated that such might not have been 
entirely true. An inspection of the property in November 1979 resulted 
in an order to "abate the nuisance consisting of device present on 
central heating system which is capable of causing an otherwise o~erable 
system to become inoperable." Three months later the landlord w:s 
ordered to "provide an adequate supply of heaL" In July and August of 
that year a tenant's rent had been decreased under rent control 
regulations for roach and rodent infestation and the lack of a required 
paint job. During that period violations were issued for rubbish 
accumulation and other conditions which tend to support the tenants' 
charges. 

During January 1979 the harassment case was closed when the tenants 
withdrew their charges in exchange for a cash settlement. 

It is impossible to determine exactly when the building became 
completely vacant, but the last recorded complaint was made in October 
1979, and a vacate order was issued in February 1980. In June of 1980 
the owner appl ied for and received a permit to completely rehabil itate 
the property. A final Certificate of Occupancy was granted in November 
1980. During 1981 $403,000 of the $570,000 total assessed value of the 
bui lding was exempted from taxation as a result of J51 benefits. As 
with the other case study, the owner benefited from the removal of 
apartments from rent control status and the abil ity to charge higher 
rents on all apartments. 

I I I. City Anti-Arson Measures 

The City and State of New York, in response to the type of abuses and 
tenant harassment described above, has recently instituted measures 
intended to ensure the safety and well-being of tenants in buildings 
about to be renovated or converted. 

A. Changes in Scope of J51 Benefits 

The 1983 amendments to Section 489 of the I~eal Property Tax Law have 
been passed by the the State legislature and signed into law by the 
Governor. Included are several anti-harassment provIsions. Most 
important I y, the I aw spec if i ca II y den i es benef its to "every owner of 
record and own~r of substantial interest in the property or entity 
owning the property or sponsoring the conversion, alteration, or 
improvement ••• (who) has been found to have harassed or un I awfu II y 
evicted tenants (by) judgement or determination of a court or agency 
(including a non-governmental agency having appropriate legal 
jurisdiction) IJnder the penal law, any state or local law regulating 
rents or any state or local law re'lating unlawful evictlon ... " 

Equally Important is the fact that the law now requires owners to 
file, in order to rehabilitate or convert, an affidavit of non-
harrassment 30 days before construction begins. In the old law there 
was a lack of a pre-fi I ing requirement. The new law requires that 
every owner of record or substantial interest be I isted on the 
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affidavit of non-harrassment which should contain a statement that they 
had not "within the five years prior (to the aff;davit of non
harrassment) been found to have harassed or unlawfully evicted 
tenants .•• " The local housing agency is required to review these 
affidavits. To facil itate such review, HPD has made a commitment to 
provide resources to screen such appl icants. 

These measures wil I deny J51 benefits on the basis of harrassment and 
wil I, hopefully, be a deterrent in cases where harrassment is found. 

The new law 1 imits the construction costs that can be abated to a 
maximum of $15,000 per apartment except under special circumstances, 
and. generally, 1 imits exemption benefits to buildings with an average 
assessed value per apartment of $38,000 after renovation. Finally, SRO 
conversions are eliminated from receiving benifits. 

B. Unlawful Eviction Law 

Section 016-101 of the N.Y.C. Administrative Code, which was enacted 
in Sept(~mber 1982,' amends the Code with respect to unlawful eviction in 
any residential bui Iding in the City. 

This new law e~tablishes criminal penalties for unlawful eviction and 
classifies such acts as a class A misdemeanor and establ ishes penalties 
of up to $100 per day for fai lure to make a good faith effort to restore 
an unlawfully evicted tenant to occupancy. Unlawful eviction is defined 
under the law as: 

- using or threatening force to lnduce the occupant to vacate; 

- interrupting or discontinuing essential services; and/or 

- engaging or threatening to engage in conduct which prevents or is 
intended to prevent a tenant from the lawfUl occupancy of their 
apartment, or which is intended to induce the tenant to vacate. 
Such actIons include removing the occupant's possessions, removing 
the door, and locking the tenant out. 

IV. Analvsis of Data (refer to methodology chaoter) 

A. Sample Characteristics 

The sample of properties u~ed to analyze the J51-assisted substantial 
rehab! I itatlon of Class A properties contained 1758 bui ldings, 97 of 
wh i eh rece i ved benef i ts in F i sca I 1981, and was lim I ted to proper ties 
with a total Certified Reasonable Cost (CRC) of at least $100,000. It 
does not Include properties which received J51 In conjunction with 
Sactlon 8 or other rehabi I itation benfits, nor does the control sample 
InclUde buildings that received J51 between 1978 and 1980. These 
selection criteria 11m/ted the sample to less than ten percent of the 
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total number of properties receiving J5l during Fiscal 1981, although it 
did permit research to focus on properties undergoing a sufficiently 
substantial rehabi 1 itation to necessitate a vacant bui ldings during 
construction. However" the assumption that a $100,000 CRC necessitates 
bui lding vacancy is not always true. Whi Ie a $100,000 CRC may require 
vacancy is a smaller building, it may not in a large building. 
Consequently, the small number of J5l bui Idings in the sample prevented 
the effective use of regression methodology. Additionally, bi-variate 
tables generally yielded expected cell frequencies of less than five 
observations in som~ cells. Under these conditions chi-square is not 
very accurate. Chi-sguare values are presented for the sake of the 
reader. Thev should be interpreted with extreme caution. 

B. Suscicious Fire Determinants 

I. Program Inclusion 

Bui ldings in the sample that received benefits for rehabi I itations 
with CRCs of over $100,000 during Fiscal 1981 experienced more 
suspicious fires during the period 1/1/78-12/31/79 than control 
bui ldings as shown below in Table 5-2. 

Table 5-2: Suspicious Fires (1/1/79-12/31/79) in J51 
and Control Bui Idings City-wide 

Sus12icious 
~ 

none 

One 

more than one 

Total 

chi-square-49.S 

ill 

87.6% (8S) 

4.1 (4) 

8.3 (8) 

100.0% (9]) 

P-.OOOI DF .. 2 

Control 

95.7% (1590) 

3.6 (60) 

0.7 (11) 

100.0% (1661) 

The percentage of bui Idings experiencing one suspicious fire was 
similar for both the JSI (4.1 percent) and control (3.6 percent) 
samples. However, 8.3 percent of the JSl b~1 ldings had more than one 
suspicious fire, compared to .7 percent of the control bui ldings. 
Cumulatively, twelve of the 97 bui ldings which received J5l (12.4 
percent) experienced at least one suspicious fire compared to seventy
one of 1661 control bui ldings (4.4 percent). The pattern was simi lar in 
each of the three boroughs studied. Because it was possible that this 
elevated incidence -of suspicious fires was due to the over-
representation of J5l buildings in high risk categories not re~ated to 
the program, the control factors rde~tifred in Chapter Two were appl ied. 
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2. Bu i I ding Size 

Buildings studied that received J5l tended to be larger than other 
buildings. J5l bui Idings averaged 50 apartments, whi Ie non-J5l 
buildings averaged 25 apartments. Even after controll ing for bui Iding 
size, J51 bui Idings experienced more fires than control bui Idings 
(Append i x A, Tab I e 5-2) . 

3. Occupancy 

Among bui Idings studied that w~re at least partially occupied in 
1978, those that received J5l benefits experienced more fires than other 
buildings. There was virtually no difference between the number of 
fires in completely vacant J51 bui Idings and other vacant struc~ures. 
Only 4.4 percent of the controls which were fully occupied in 1978 had 
any suspicious fires, whi Ie 23.1 percent of the J5l buildings which were 
fully occupied in 1978 had such fires. Moreover, the percentage of 
control bui ldings that suffered multiple suspicious fires decl ined as 
occupancy increased, whi Ie the percentage of J51 bui Idings that had 
multiple suspicious fires increased with greater occupancy (Appendix A, 
Table 5-3). 

4. Tax Arrears 

Less than ten percent of the bui ldings in tne sample (J51 and 
control) were more than four quarters in arrears during June 1978, 
indicating that blocks containing JSl bui Idings were not suffering 
substantial financial hardship. 92.3 percent of the control bui Idings 
and 69.S percent of the J51~ were less than five quarters in arrears. 
Control bui Idings that· were in arrears for longer than a year were 
sl ightly more I ikely than those less than a year in arrears to have 
experienced suspicious fires (Appendix A, Table 5-4). J51 bui Idings 
with less than a year of tax arrears were more 1 ikely than those with 
more than a year of tax arrears to suffer more than one suspicious fire. 
Additionally, JSl bui Idings experienced more suspicious fires regardless 
of arrears. 

Among class 
rehabi litations 
rehabi Ii tatlon 
5-S) • 

5. Scope of Work 

A bui ldings that 
the Incidence of 

cost per apartment 

received benefits for substantial 
suspicious fires increased as the 
became greater (Appendix A, Table 
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V. Findings, Conclusions. Recommendations 

1. Existing Class A residential bui ldings that received JSl benefits and 
had certified rehabi 1 itation costs over SlOO,OOO between July 1, 1980 
~ June 30, 1981 experienced a greater incidence of suspicious fires 
than contro 1 bu i 1 d i nas from January 1, 1978 to December 31, 1979. the 
period immediatelY prior to rehabi 1 itation. Because of the 1 imited 
number of J5l bui ldings in the sample, it was not possible to determine 
accurately whether this relationship was statistically significant. 

All of the findings and conclusions in this chaoter should be viewed 
with extreme caution. The small number of JSl bui ldings in the sample 
prevented the effective use of regression methodology. Additionally. 
bi-variate tables generally yielded expected cell frequencies of less 
than five observations in some cel Is. Under these conditions chi-Square 
is not very accurate. Chi-SQuare values are presented for the sake of 
the reader. 

Twelve of 97 bui Jdings Which received J51 (12.4 percent) experienced 
at least one suspicious fire during the period reviewed compared to 
seventy-one of 1661 control buj Idings (4.4 percent). Eight J51 
bui ldings (8.3 percent) experienced more than one suspicious fire Only 
eleven of the control buildings (.7 percent) had more than one 
suspicious fire. 

This finding should not be misconstrued to mean t.hat suspicious or 
incendiary fires were rampant in the U5l bui Idings in the sample 
studied. The majority of bui Idings in the program and control groups 
did' not experience suspicious fires. Moreover, it was not possible to 
accurately determine statistical significance nor discern causal ity. 
Only 5.5 percent of the total bui Idings in the sample (J5l and control) 
received J5l for major rehabi I itations during the period specified. 
This 5.5 percent of the bui Idings were responsible for almost 47 percent 
of all suspicious fires on those blocks. 

2. The higher than expected incidence of susoicious fires prior to 
rehabil itation in existing Class A residential building~ that received 
J51 for rehabi I itations with eRes over SIOO,OOO may be indicative 
of an owner's attemot to empty a bui lding in order to al low conversion 
~ore profitable use. It is impossible, however, based on these data, 
to determine val idity or strength of any relationshios discerned. 

All indications were that these fires (fires in properties that 
received J51 benefits for substantial rehabi I itation) generally occurred 
in bui Idings that were not economically troubled. J51 buildings were 
sl ightly more than tWice as 1 ikely as controls to be vacant in 1978 
(37. I verSU5 15.8 percent), but vacant J51 bui ldings did not have more 
fires than vacant control buildings. Partially occupied J51s were more 
I ikely than partially occupied controls to have experienced multiple 
suspicious fires, as were J51s that were fully occupied. 

An examination of tax arrears points to the fact that those J51 
buildings exhibiting the strongest economic position (i.e., those with 
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the least tax arrears) had the most fires. 10.6 percent of the J51s 
with four or less quarters of t~x arrears had more than one suspicious 
fire, whi Ie among those with more than four quarters of arrears only 3.6 
percent had more ~han one SUSpICIOUS fire. Fires were also more 
frequent in the J5l sample regardless of bui Iding size. 

3. The absence of statutory authority to withhold J5l benefits even if 
harassment and intentional fires were 1 inked to il legal evictions during 
the period studied denied the City of a potential tool to prevent 
harassment and intentional fires. 

Recommendatirn J5l-l: Findings of tenant harassment and owner
instigated arson should be statutory grounds to deny government 
rehabi I itation benefits, as is now the case with New York's J5l 
benefits. 

Reco~mendation J5l-2: Owners should be required to submit notification 
of their intent to perform substantial rehabi I itation prior to the start 
of such work to alloW the municipality to determine whether grounds to 
deny benefits exist, as is currently mandated by the new J5l law in New 
York. 

Recommendation JSI-3: Such notification should trigger a complete 
review by the local housing agency to determine whether harassment or 
arson occurred asis current pol icy in New York City. 
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CHAPTER SIX: ARTICLE 8A LOAN PROGRAM 

I. Program Oescri ct i on 

Article 8A of the New York State Private Housing Finance Law, as 
amended in 1975, authorizes municipal ities to make loans to the owners 
of multiple dwell ings to faci I itate the el imination of substandard or 
unsanitary conditions which are in violation of local housing codes. 

Pursuant to this law, the Cfty of New York makes available to 
property owners who are unable to obtain other financing because of the 
building's age, location, or other factors rehabil itation loans at a 
below market interest rate of 3 percent. Work is always performed with 
tenants ~n place under this program. Rehabil itation is generally 
I imited to the upgrading or replacement of major building systems such 
as the heatin~, plumbing, or electrical systems, and may not total more 
than $5,000 per dwell ing unit. Loans are restricted to bui Idings 
occupied by persons of low income, and are secured by a mortgage on the 
property. Unl ike programs that provide funds for more substantial work 
there is usually no change in rent status after work is completed, 
except in specific cases where rent restructuring is necessary to ensure 
economic viabi I ity. Rehabi I itated bui Idings also receive J51 benefits. 

I I. Analysis of Arson Risk 

The Article 8~ Program tprovides virtually no economic benefits that 
could be obtained through arson or a1 lowing building conditions to 
deteriorate to the point where fires become a logical consequence. 

Because it is HPO's pol icy to award Article 8A loans for moderate 
upgrading with tenants in place, it would be self defeating to engage in 
a course of action designed to vacate the bui lding. Moreover, rent 
levels usually remain the same before and after rehabi I itation 
el iminating increased rental profits as a motivation for forcing 
existing tenants out. Finally, other benefits such as depreciation or 
tax exemption status remain unaffected by occupancy. J51 benefits, in 
fact, are greater for moderate rehabi I itations with tenants in place 
than for gut rehabi litation. 

I I I. Arson Prevention Measures 

As with other discretionary programs, 
SUbmit a disclosure statement as part 
statement requires appl icants to disclose: 

- other real estate holdings 

appl icants are required to 
of the application. This 

other construction projects in which they are involved 

- corporate structure 

- other corporations in which they have been involved 
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- partners' names 

- any loans for which they are currently in arrears 

- any harassment suits to which they have. been a party 

- any crimes for Which they have been indicted or convicted 

- any other City-administered housing~r-~grams for which they have 
app lied 

In addition to financial and feasibility evaluations, each 
appl ication is checked by the HPO Inspector General, who reviews each 
property held by the appl icant for tenant harassment proceedings and 
fire history. The Inspector General also contacts the City's Department 
of Investigation and relevant District Attorney to determine whether the 
appl icant has a history of criminal activity. 

IV. Findings 

A. Sample Characteristics 

The sample of properties used in this analysis 
bui Idings, 321 of which received Article 8A loans. 
Bronx, Brooklyn, and Manhattan bui ldings that obtained 
during Fiscal 1979, 198o, and 1981 and remained in the 
of May 1982. 

contained 6,074 
I t inc I uded a II 
loan commitments 
loan pipeline as 

Bui Idi ngs 
bu i I dings, 
apartments 
occupied. 
Article 8A 
bui ldings. 

that received 8A loans tended to be larger than other 
averaging 44 apartments per bui Iding compared to 21 

for control buildings. They were also sl ightly more fully 
The mean 1978 occupancy rate for buildings that received 

loans was over 83 percent compared to 82 percent for control 

B. Analysis of Fire Incidenc~ 

Bui Idings in the program experienced significantly more suspicious, 
Incendiary, malicious. and unknown orlgin fires than control bui ldings 
as shown below in Table 7-1. 



• « 

Suspicious 
~ 

None 

One 

More than 
one 

Total 

Table 7-1: Percent of Suspicious 
Fires (1/1/78-12/31/81) by Program Status 

8A Control 

57.9%(186) ]2.0%(4,144) 

21.8 (70) 16.1 (925) 

20.3 (65) 11.9 (684) 

100.0% (321) 100.0%(5,753) 
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chi-square=31.79 P=.OOOI DF=2 

The greater number of fires in properties that received Article 8A 
loans, however, is primari ly due to the fact that these bui ldings ~re 
larger than control bui ldings. The relationship disappears when 
building size is controlled as Table 7-2 demonstrates. 

Table 7-2: Percent of. Suspicious Fires by Bui lding Size 

Suspicious 
~ 

None 

One 

More than 
one 

Total 

Bu i 1 d i n9 Size 

l:.ll units 
8A Control 

77 .4% (65) 

19.0 (16) 

3.6 (3) 

82. B.% (3069) 

11.9 (442) 

5.3 (197) 

100.0%(84) 100.0%(3708) 

chi-square-4.2 
P .... 12 
DF-2 

h Findings 

Over 11 units 
8A Control 

51 .0% (121) 

22.8 (54) 

26.2 (62) 

52.6%(1075) 

23.6 (483) 

23.8 (487) 

100.0% (237) 100.0% (2045) 

chi-square-.641 
P-.73 
DF-2 

It does not appear that any relationship exists between the receipt 
of Article 8A funds and an increased incidence of suspicious fires. 

( 
/ 

t i r 
I 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of this report was 
existed between arson and government 
programs. This chapter addresses 
objectives of this research have been 

to study 
subsidized 

the extent 
met. 
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whether a relationship 
housing rehabi 1 itation 

to which the stated 

The initial objective was to determine whether arson has been used to 
profit from government housing assistance programs. Based on the 
research conducted on four programs administered in New York City, it 
did not appear that, overall, arson was used as a method to profit from 
these programs. However, it is appropriate to say the data suggests 
that, in some instances, participation in the programs reviewed appears 
to be related to the incidence of suspicious fires. It is not 
appropriate to say that these data demonstrate causal ity, establ ish 
responsibility., or even confirm such relationships. 

With regard to Section 8 bui ldings, although they experienced more 
suspicious fires than control bui ldings (prior to controlling for 
extraneous variables), this relationship was not due to a CO:~lmon 
propensity among all Section 8 buildings to have an elevated incidence 
of sus~icious fires, but rather to a predisposition among specific 
classes of buildings (NSA submislions, privately owned bui ld~ngs, and 
buildings in specific neighborh:,:,ods) ,f to have more fires. After 
controlLing for these three cla,r..ses of Section 8 buildings, Section 8 
Program bui ldings had fewer fires. 

Privately owned Section 8 bui ldings showed a higher incidence of 
suspicious fire activity than both other Section 8 bui ldings and non
Section 8 buildings. This suggests that some owners of privately owned 
bui1dings may have promoted fires to empty their bui ldings to prepare 
them for the Section 8 program. This finding is supported by the fact 
that, although increased occupancy is generally associated with fewer 
suspicious fires, it is associated with an increased incidence of 
SUspicious fires in Section 8 bui ldings. 

If fires were related to the emptying of Section 8 buildings, then it 
seems reasonable to believe that as" occupancy increased so did the 
incentive~to promote fires. If more fully occupied Section 8 bui ldings 
were mor~ susceptible to the pattern of harassment/evict,ion discussed 
previously, and if fire Was a part of that pattern, it explains the 
increase in fire incidences as occupancy increases. 

Receiving a Participation Loan doe~ not appear to increase a 
bui lding's susceptibi lity to suspicious fires in and of itself. 
Bui ldingfi that received Participation Loans in Flatbush demonstrated an 
increased Incidence of suspicious fires even after neighborhood, 
bui lding size, tax arrears, and program inclusion status were held 
constant. Bui ldings that received Participation Loans and were owned by 
three developers appeared to have an increased incidence of suspicious 
fires .' 
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Although the J51 bui ldings studied which received J51 benefits 
between July I, 1980 and June 30, 1981 experienced a greater incidence 
of suspicious fires than control bui ldings prior to rehabil itation, it 
was not possible to determine accurately whether this relationship was 
statistically significant because of the 1 imited number of J51 bui ldings 
in the sample. Based on the data avai lable for this study it is 
impossible to determine whether J51 was a causative factor. 

Finally, it does not appear that any relationship exists between the 
receipt of Article 8A funds and the incidence of suspicious fires. 

The second objective of this study sought to understand the possible 
methods, patterns and motives as~cciated with arson in government 
housing assistance programs. To the degree that the incidence of 
suspicious fires has been found to be related to such programs, the 
following methods, patterns and motives were discerned. 

The patterns observed showed that, at least in the Section 8 and PLP 
programs, the incidence of SUSpICIOUS fires was higher for certain 
categories (mentioned above) of bui Idings within these two programs, 
after control I ing for certain extraneous variables. 

In the categories where the study suggests that owners may have 
promoted fires to empty their buildings, the overriding motive would 
appear to be to gain entry into programs (which either required or 
preferred vacant buildings) in order to profit ~rom them. 

The methods bel ieved to be used in these categories were several 
tenant displacement techniques. Although there are many ways for an 
owner to displace tenants this report is restricted to methods involving 
fire and arson. 

Arson is not not employed to vacate buildings in the vast majority of 
cases. However, even where arson is not a factor in a bui Iding, a risk 
of fire may sti I I exist. An owner who is about to renovate his property 
has little incentive to provide ongoing maintenance and repairs. There 
are few economic reasons to perform a minor boiler repair if it is 
expected that the heating ~ystem wi I I be overhauled or replaced during a 
subsidized rehabil itation. To the contrary, it may be advantageous not 
to repair the boi ler. If the owner wants to remove tenants, the lack of 
heat and hot water is an excel lent inducement for residents to leave. 
Negle~t of this nature may encompass the heating system. elevators, 
plumbing~ janitorial services. building security, etc. 

Building neglect, itself, may be.creating a risk of fire and arson. 
pSorly maintained systems are I ikel~ to malfunction, which can caus~ 
~ires in the boi ler, incinerator, or electrical system. If janitori.l 
s)~rvices are withheld, rubbish will accumulate providing an opportunil:'lY 
for fires. 

The lack of security or fai lure to seal vacant apadments may al low 
vagrants (as well as other types of firesetters) to enter the buildirlg. 
These factors crease a risk of fire and arson.renants using their 
ovens to provide heat increase a bui lding ' s vUlnerabi I ity to fire. 

J 
'I 
ii 

Although neglect of this nature may be 
financial constraints, it may also be 
bu i 1 ding. 
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th~ result of poor management or 
intent i ona 1 in order to empty a 

When arson is employed to vacate a bui lding, it is bel ieved to take 
the form of "harassment type" fires which are designed to create a 
climate of fear. as well as severe inconvenience, throlr~h the cessation 
of services. In addition, larger fires may result in extremely 
haz~rdous bui lding conditions which may necessitate an ordered vacating 
of th~ bu i 1 ding. 

In evaluating the effectiveness of arson prevention pol icies existing 
during the period of the study, the research focused on the selection 
poh'cy and appl itant screening for the programs mentioned. 

Wi th regard to Sect i on 8,' the requ i red target i ng of the program to 
specific areas prior to the deadl ine for submitting Section 8 
appl ications, alerted some developers that bui ldings they may have 
wanted to rehabi 1 itate within the tartgeted area would have to be 
vacant. T~rgeting also greatly increased the probabi 1 ity of a bui ldings 
selection. Although there was a program pol icy of prefering vacant in 
rem structures half of the NSA selections studied were privately owned, 
partly because of an inadequate s~pply of in rem bui Idings in some of 
the target areas. OWners in this situation had few incentives to 
continue regular repairs if they bel ieved their bui Idings were about to 
be substantially rehabi I itated. This may have contributed to an 
increase in the number of fires. 

Further, research suggests that each of the fol lowing may have 
contributed to tenant displacement: the bel ief that HUD and HPD would 
prefer vacant buildings. the level of rehabilitation the program was 
desi~ned to assist. and the inabi 1 ity to adhere to the in rem selection 
pol icy. 

HUD guidel ines for evaluating NOFA submissions did not require review 
of tenant harassment al legations or fire histories. This procedureal 
omission potentially may have al lowed some owners to exploit the 
program's goals and may have promoted its arson susceptibil ity. 

Although appl icants for NSA funds submitted disclosure statements, 
approval was given to a individuals whose bui Idings had numerous 
intentional fires. and who were the subject of harassment proceedings. 
This problem was sL!,bsequ~ntly addressed by the City pol icy of not 
granting government~ehabi litation funds to individuals found gui lty of 
harassment. 

Further, fire history reviews prior to 1982 did not detect arson 
abu,sr:{, nor were app I i ca t ions rev I ewed to de term i ne if the o'",ner' s 
?~210ns caused tenant abandonment or deterioratioM of their bui Idings. 

Within the Participation Loan Program, submission of a number of 
clear?~~e requests immediately prior td,~closillgiin 1978 and 1979 
weakenbO the scree~hng process by preventi~g HPD's Inspector General's 
staff from conducting the most thorough inv~stigation possible. Also, 

--,-----
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the approval of pending loan appl ications in certain cases based on a 
previous expedited clearances within the past six months diminished the 
effectiveness of the screening process during 1978 and 1979. 

The pol icies adopted by HPD in recent years appear to have prevented 
problems due to the submission of clearance requests immediately prior 
to closing and clearing appl icants based on past applicatioins. 

The J51 program was unique in that its benefits were granted as-of
right. There was no statutory authority to deny benefits for any reason 
under J51. The absence of statutory authority to withhold J51 benefi ts,. 
even if harassment and intentional fires were I inked to i Ile9~1 
evictions during the p~riod studied, denied the City of a potential ~ool 
Cto prevent harassment and intentional fires. 

The final objectives of the study were to develop more effective 
arson prevention policies and procedures and to suggest regulatory and 
statutory changes to lessE~ arson susceptibi I ity. The review of the 
administration of the four housing assistance programs in New York City 
disclosed that significant efforts have been made to address the issue 
of tenant displacement through neglect, fire, and arson, which it is 
bel ieved is sometimes used to obtain government~ousing assistance 
benefits. 

With regard to the Section 8 Program, New York City's Department of 
Housing, Preservation and Development initiated a pol icy in 19?9 of 
selecting in-rem (City-owned as a result of tax foreclosure proceedings) 
properties. Under this pol icy. the City attempted to prov~de 
rehabil itation housing for low income tenants, and decrease Its 
inventory of City-owned buildings. Limiting Section 8 substantial 
benefits to City-owned bui ldings also el iminated the potential for 
vacating the bui Idings through diminished services and maintenance 
because these bui Idings were bnder City management. As a resuit, 
opportunities to exploit the program through barassment and intentional 
fires were reduced. 

During the p'eriod of this study, the City's HPD reviewed the fire 
histories of every bui lding with an NSA appl ication. This was done 
through information supplied by the New York City Fire Department's 
Division of Fire Investigation. However, the information reviewed was 
inSUfficient to adequately inform HPD of the true picture of the 
bu i 1 ding Ish i story. 

Cognizant of the ineffectivenss of this process, HPD revised its 
pol icy at the time of Its next NOFA offering to require that the Arson 
Strike Force provid~ complete fire profi les on bui ldlngs under 
appl ication for Section 8 and other housing asistance programs. 

Finally, the City in its selection of NSA projects. during the period. 
studied, required applicant disclosure information. However. no 
determination was made of when the bui lding became vacant and under what 
circumstances. The NSA concept was unique in its design and the City 
was not I'et aware of its possible impact on the frequency with which 
fires and' I~.arassment WQuld occur. Once this was recognized, HPD, in I 
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its 1980 HAP, adopted a formal policy that no rehabi 1 itation assistance 
(under Section 8 or other programs) would be awarded to individuals 
against whom harassment or displacement charges had been alleged until 
such charges were dismissed or settled. 

In the Participation Loan Program it is apparent that New York City's 
HPn made efforts to el iminate the problems associated with the 
dj'sclosure/investigation process during 1978-79. This has been the 
r~sult .cif greater cooperation between the Inspector General and program 
staffs; The outgrowth of this cooperative effort has been the 
submis~ion of clearance requests by program staff prior to commitment. 

These pol icies adopted by HPD in recent years appear to have 
prevented problems due to the submission of clearance requests 
immediately prior to closing and clearing appl icants based on past 
appl ications. 

The purpose of the Inspector General IS review is to ensure that 
appl icants have not committed acts which would prevent them from 
receiving Participation Loans. The basis for this determination is the 
disclosure statement submitted by appl icants prior to commitment. This 
document furnishes the,City with information on the appl icantls real 

'estate holdings, previous loan defaults. tax arrears, harassment 
charges, and other factors which may be detrimental to a loan request. 
Resources drawn upon to supplement these disclosures are extensive; 
information is requested form the Commissioner on HUman Rights, 
Department of Investigation and the appropriate District Attorney. 
Additionally, complete fire profi les of the appl icantls properties are 
requested from the Arson Strike Force. The I .G. 's recommendation for 
pending loans, submitted at closing, is based on analysis of this 
information. 

Applicant screening is particularly important for the Participation 
Loan Program. As demonstrated in Section IV, bui Idings owned by some 
developers experienced more fires than bui ldings owned by others. Whi Ie 
this may be due to factors outside of the ownerls control, it 
underscores the necessity to evaluate carefully the background of all 
PLP applicants. HPD has attempted to do this through implementation of 
appl icant screening. 

In the J 51 program the City and State of New York have recently 
instituted measures intended to ensure the safety and weI I-being of 
tenants in bui ldings about to be renovated or converted. 

The 1983 amendments to Section 489 of the Real Property Tax Law have 
been passed by the State Legislature and signed into law by the 
Governor. Included are several anti-harassment provIsions. Most 
importantly, the law specifically denies benefits to "every owner of 
record and owner of substantial interest in the property or entity 
owning the property or sponsoring the conversion, alteration, or 
improvement. •• (whp) has been found to have harassed or unlawfully evict 
tenants (by) Judgement or determination of a court or agency (including 
a non-government agency having appropriate legal jurisdiction) under the 
penal law any state of local law regulating rents or any state or 
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local law relating unlawful eviction ... " 

Equally important is the fact that the law now reqUires owners to 
fi Ie an affidavit of non-harassment 30 days before construction begins 
in order to convert or rehabi I itate a bui Iding. The new law requires 
that every owner of record or substantial interest be 1 isted on the 
affidavit and that it contain a statement that they had not "witnin the 
five years prior (to the affidavit) been found to have harassed or 
un I awfu 11 y ev i ct tenants ••• " The 1 oca I hous i ng agency is requ i red to 
review these affidavits. To faci I itate such review, HPD has made a 
commitment to provide resource~ to screen such applicants. 

This measure wi I I deny J 51 benefits on the basis of harassment and 
wi I I hoepful Iy be a deterrent in cases where harassment is found. 

Additionally, Section 016-101 of the NYC Administrative Code, which 
was enacted in September 1982, amends the Code with respect to unlawful 
eviction in any residential building in the City. Unlawful eviction is 
defined under the law as: 

using or threatening force to induce the occupant to vacate; 

interrupting or discontinuing essential services; and/or 

engaging or threatening to engage in conduct which prevents 
or is intended to prevent a tenant from the lawful 
occupancy of their apartment, or which is intended 
to induce the tenants to vacate. Such actions 
include removing the occupant's possessions, 
removing the door, and locking the tenant out. 

This section classifies such acts as Class A misdemeanors and 
provides a penalty of up to $100 per day for failure to make a good 
faith effort to restore an unlawfully evicted tenant to occupancy. 

Suggestions for Regulatory, Statutory, and Procedural Anti-Arson 
Measures 

Intentional or frequent fires were not perceived as a risk when most 
of the programs discussed in this report Were conceived and designed. 
I t ha~ on 1 y been through exper i ence tha t the prob I em ha's been seen. 
The solution must come from a comprehensive evaluation of each program 
proposed and enacted. This study has made suggestions concerning a very 
1 imited number of hOUsing programs in order to suggest ways to improve 
them. In the future, thought should be given to this issue beginning 
with the design of any housing subsidy program. 
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Project and Appl icant Screening 

Assuming I imited funds, decisions must be made as to which projects 
to accept. To faci I itate this decision, municipal ities should be 
required to promulgate formal review criteria for all appl ications in 
order to receive direct housing rehabi litation funds or use block grant 
funds for rehabi I itation. 

Standards of building management should be developed. Funds should 
not be made avai lable to owners or developers against wllom a finding of 
harassment has been made. Funds should also be denied to owners or 
developers whose buildings show the rapid onset of tenant complaints, 
violations indicating poor maintenance or the lack of essential 
services, or multiple fires of a suspicious, incendiary, or unknown 
cause unti I these conditions have been thoroughly investigated. 

In some instances benefits may be granted automatically for specified 
improvements. The developer or owner should be required to apply for 
such benefits before work starts and tenant harassment findings shOUld 
be grounds to d~ny benefits. If harassment charges are pending no 
loans should be granted unti I the charges are fully investigated. 
Program regulations should contain such prov~sions. 

Pr~1 iminary project review should begin as soon as is practically 
possible. Project screening is ineffective if adequate time is not 
allowed for the complete review of an appl icant and his holdings. 
Project screening may also be ineffective if guldel ines detail ing 
acceptance and rejection criteria are not promulgated and adhered to. 
It is difficult to evaluate projects fairly and consistently in the 
absence of such criteria. To faci litate the use of formal criteria al I 
deve I opers, owners, partners, etc. , shou 1 d be requ i red to subm it 
comprehensive disclosure information as part of all appl ications for 
program fUnds. Making false or misleading statements on an appl icant 
disclosure form should be immediate grounds to deny benefits. 
Disclosure information should include: 

Corporate Affil iations 

1. present organization, firm, partnership, etc. 

2. other organizations involved in real estate with which the 
individual is connected 

3. position or title in each organization 

4. address of each corporation 

5. percent interest (if appropriate) 

6. major shareholders in each corporation 

7. the same information for subsidiary corporations 

-~~--- ---
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Real property holdinos of each corporation 1 isted above 

I. address 

2. relationship to property (e.g., o\.,.ner, managing agent, 
contractor, etc.) 

3. whether receiving publ ic funds for rehabil itation, management, 
etc. 

4. mortgage status (i.e., whether in arrears) for all real property 
holdings 

5. real estate tax arrears - all holdings 

6. other liens - all holdings 

7. bankruptcy proceedings 

Harassment car.es filed aoainst any corooration or property listed in 
A or 8, above 

~. court or tribunal of jurisdiction 

2. finding (whether gui lty, charges withdrawn, etc.) 

3. nature of case 

Other pending lawsuits 

Whether applicant has been convicted of a crime 

Whether any person involved in corporations under A above has held 
elected or appointed office 

Organization or individual from which appl icant bui lding was 
purchased, including copies of all mortgage, deed, bargain and 
sale, etc. agreements 

"'" 

Once this material is received by the agency Inspector General or 
other appropriate party the screening process should Include: 

Verification of information 

Evaluation of fire history for al I bui ldlngs owned by individual 
and/or corporations, Including: 
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I. cause of fire - Generally, there are two causes of fires, 
accidental/natural or incendiary. All incendiary fires should 
be reviewed. Additionally, fires that are determined to be 
accidental (i.e., boiler and! trash fires) may actually be part 
of the harassment pattern. 

2. occupancy at time of fire - A pattern of numerous fires may 
cause a bui Iding to become increasingly uninhabitable, resulting 
in decl ining occupancy. 

J. damage - The damage caused by individual fires is often minimal 
although the cumulative effect may make the bui lding 
uninhabitable. 

,il point of origin - Fires of any type in a vacant apartment are 
. usually SUSpICIOUS. They may be indicativ~ of an owner1s 

fai lUre to secure such areas. Fires in owner-control led areas, 
such as the roof or cellar, may also signify negl igence in 
seCUring these areas. 

The fire histories should be reviewed for the real property 
holdings of sll individuals and corporation I isted on the 
appl ications. The fire histories of al I such properties should 
be reviewed. 

Title and mortgage documents should be examined'to determine 
prior ownership in an effort to ascertain Whether a relationship 
exists between the appl icant on a recently purchased vacant 
building and the prior owner under Whose ownership the bui Iding 
was vacated by means of harassment. While ~he purchase of one 
such building under these conditions does not necessarily 
indicate a relationship, several such transactions may be cause 
for concern. 

Violations and Complaint! - The rapid appearance of a large number of 
violations and complaints may be an indication of tenant 
harassment through dECI ining services. Violation and complaint 
records should be examined if the bui lding was occupied shortly 
before the application for program funds. 

Potential Conflict of Interest - It should be determined whether any 
individuals who are associated with the present project held 
elected or appointed positions that would have involved them In 
the building selection process or 'provIded them with advance 
knowledge of properties to be rehabil itated. 

If a court or administrative tribunal has determined 
took place, such findings should constitute automatic 
program benefits. This shOUld be stated in enabi ing 
program regulations. 

that harassment 
grounds to deny 
legislation and 
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Equally important is the fact that poor management may mask an 
owner's attempt to vacate a building. Mismanagement of this type may be, 
in effect, a form of tenant harassment. It is ~haracterized by: 

- sporadic heat and hot water; 

- the lack of janitorial services; 

- reports of squatters or unauthorized tenants, often because the 
bui lding or vacant apartments are left unsecured; 

- rubbish accumulations in the publ ic corridors, court yard, vacant 
apartments, and cellar or boi ler room; 

- rapidly diminishing occupancy; 

- uncorrected structural or mechanical defects; and 

fires of an incendiary or suspicious nature. 

Suspicious or incendiary fires may result fr~m the conditions listed 
above, or be intentional to force tenants to leave. 

Regardless of other factors, severe bui lding deterioration does lead 
to an increased incidence of fires of al I causes and is often part of a 
pattern of harassment. Such a pattern is discernible from a review of 
housing code violations relating both to bui Iding maintenance and 
structural conditions (Housing or Buildings Department records), Fire 
Department records, Health Department records, and occasionally Human 
Resource or Welfare Department records. 

----~~~~ - ---
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Table 3-1: Type of Submission by Borough 

Borough NSA NOFA !£ill 

Bronx 2.2%(4) 34.2% (55) 17.2% (59) 

Brooklyn 53·0 (97) 23.0 (37) 39.0 ( 134) 

Manhattan 44.8 (82) 42.9 (69) 43.9 ( 151) 

Total 100.0% (183) 100 . 0% ( 161) 100.0% (344) 

Table 3-3; Percent of Brooklyn Section 8 and Control 
Buildings with Suspicious Fires(1/1/78-12!31/81) 

Suspicious 
.E.l.!:ll Section 8 Control 

none 49.3% (66) 77 . 3% (1219) 

one or more 50.8 (68) 22.7 (358) 

Total 100. 1 % (134) 100.0% (1577) 

chi-square-52.0 P-.OOOI OF-I 

I! 
J! ,! 
fI 
II 

~ 
11 
II 
ff 
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I 
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1 

I 
! 
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I 
i 

t 

Table 3-4: Percent of Manhattan Section 8 and Control 
Buildings With Suspicious Fires (1/1/78-12/31/81) 

Suspicious Section 8 
Fires 

none 52.3%(79) 

one or more 47.7 (72) 

total 100.0%(151) 

chi-square-31.5 P-.OOOI OF-I 

ContrE..!. 

73 . 4% (1837) 

26.6 (666) 

100.0% (2503) 

Table 3-5: Percent of Bronx Section 8 and Control 
Bui ldings with Suspicious Fires(l/l/78-12/31/81) 

Suseicious 
Fires 

none 

one or more 

total 

chi-square-.2 

Section 8 

52.5% (31) 

47.5 (28) 

100.0% (59) 

p-.66 OF-I 

Control 

55.5% (442) 

44.5 (355) 

100.0% {]9]} 

" 
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Table 3-6: Percent of City-Wide Section 8 and Control 

Bui Idings with Multiple Suspi~ious Fires(I/I/78-12/31/81) 

Number of 
Suspicious 
Fires 

0 

2 

3 

4 

5 or more 

total 

Section 8 

51.2%(176) 

23.8 (82) 

8.7 (0) 

b.4 (22) 

2.6 (9) 

7.3 (25) 

100.0% (344) 

chi-square=82.6 P=.OOOI 

Control 

71 .7% (498) 

16.1 (786) 

6.0 (290) 

2.4 ( 117) 

1.5 (74) 

2.3 (1 12) 

100.0% (4877) 

DF=5 

-----.---~ 
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Table 3-7: Percent of Broo.klyn Section 8 and Control 
Buildings with Multiple Suspicious Fires(I/I!78-12/31/81) 

Number of 
Suspicious 
Fires 

o 

2 

3 

4 

5 or more 

total 

Section 8 

49.3% (66) 

20.9 (28) 

9·7 (13) 

7·5 (10) 

3·7 (5) 

9·0 ( 12) 

100.1% (134) 

chi-square-76.4 P-.OOOI DF-5 

Control 

77.3%(1219) 

12.4 (196) 

5·3 (83) 

2.0 (32) 

1.5 (24) 

1.5 (23) 

100.0% (1577) 

Table 3-8: Percent of Manhattan Section 8 and Control 
Bui ldings with Multiple Suspicious Fires 

~umber of 
Suspicious 
f..l..m 

o 

2 

3 

4 

5 or more 

total 

Section 8 

52.3% (79) 

28.5 (43) 

8.6 ( 13) 

4.0 (6) 

2.0 (3) 

4.6 (7) 

100 . 0% ( 151) 

Control 

7 3 . 4% ( 1 8 3 ]) 

17·2 (431) 

5.2 (131) 

1.9 (46) 

1.1 \27) 

1.2 (31) 

100 .0% (2503) 

----~--------~ 
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chi-square=37.7 P=.OOOI OF=5 

Number 
of 
Owel 1 ing 
.\m.L.ll 

3-16 
units 

over 16 
units 

Total 

Table 3-9: Composition of Program aNd Control Groups 
by Building Size and Borough 

Bronx Brooklyn Manhattan 

Sect 8 Control Sect 8 Control Sect 8 Control 

6.8% 44.7% 56.9% 78.5% 43.7% 56.7% 
(4) (40) (74) ( 113]) (62) (1099) 

93.2 55.3 43.1 21.5 56.3 43.3 
(55) (421) (56) (12) (80) (838) 

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
(59) (761 ) ( 130) ( 1449) ( 142) (1937) 

--------

'\ 

1\ 
... 

r 
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Table 3-10: Percent of Suspicious Fires (1/1/78-12/31/81) 
in City-wide Program and Control Samples by Bui ldings Size 

Number of 
Suspicious 
~ 

o 

2 

3 

4 

5 or more 

Total 

.3.:l.§. units 

Sect 8 Control 

58.6(82) 80.5 (2074) 

23.6(3) 13.2 (40) 

8.6 (12) 4.0(104) 

2.10) 1 . 1 (28) 

2.10) .6 (16) 

5·0 (]) ,5 (14) 

100.0 (140) 99.9 (2576) 

Over .l.§. units 

Sect 8 Control 

45.6 (87) 49.0(770) 

24.1(46) 24.8 (89) 

8.4(16) 11.0(172) 

9.4 (18) 5.7 (89) 

3. 1 (6) 3·5 (55) 

9.4 (18) 6. 1 (96) 

100.0 (191) 100. 1 (1571) 
, .... 

Table 3-Ll: Percent of Suspicious Fires (1/1/78-12/31/81) 
in Brooklyn Program and Control Samples by Building Size 

Number of 
Fires 

o 

2 

3 

4 

5 or more 

Bu i 1 ding $ i z e 

l:.l§. ~ 
Sect 8 Control 

52.7 (39) 84.5(961) 

21 .6 (16) 10.5(119) 

13.5(10) 3.3(7) 

2.7 (2) 1.0(11) 

2.7 (2) o . 7 (8) 

6.8(5) o. 1 (1) 

Over 16 units 
Sect 8 - c;;;;t;:'ol 

44.6(25) ,45.2(141) 

19.6(11) 22.4(70) 

5.40) 13.5(42) 

12.5(7) 6.7(21) 

5.4 (3) 5. 1 (16) 

12.5(7) 7.1(22) 
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Total 100.0(74) 100.0(1137) 100.0(56) 100.0(12) 

Table 3-12: Percent of Suspic;ous Fires (1/1/78-12/31/81) 
in Manhattan Program and Control Samples by Sui 'ding Size 

Number of 
Fires 

o 

2 

3 

4 

5 or more 

Total 

Bu i 1 ding Size 

l:..l§. units 
Sect 8 Control 

64.5(40) 76.8(844) 

27.4(17) 15.5(170) 

3.2 (2) 4.9(54) 

1 .6 (1) 1 .4 (15) 

o .0 (0) o .6 (7) 

3.2 (2) 0.8(9) 

100.0(62) 1 00.0 (1099) 

Over 16 units 
Sect-8- - ~ol 

42.5(4) 58.5(490) 

30.0(24) 25.4 (213) 

11.:2 (9) 8.0(67) 

6.2(5) 3.7(1) 

3.80) 2.0(17) 

6 -3 (5) 2.4 (20) 

100.0(80) 100.0 (838) 

',I 
i 

----- --- --- ---

Number of 
Fires 

none 

one 

more than one 

total 

Table 3-14: Percent of Suspicious 
Fires (1/1/78-12/31/81)....er 

Type of Submission. Brooklyn 

NSA NOFA 

41. 2% ( 40) 70.3% ( 26) 

22·7 ( 22) 16.2 ( 6) 

36.1 ( 35) 13·5 ( 5) 

100.0% ( 97) 100.0% ( 37) 

, 
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Table 3-16: Percent of Suspicious Fires(1/1/Z8-l2/31/81) 
by 1978 Tax Arrears 

Quarters in Arrears: 

Suspiciou~ 
Fires 

None 

One 

more than 
one 

total 

Sect 8 

38.8 (38) 

25.5 (25) 

35.7 (35) 

100.0(98) 

Control 

74.6 (2753) 

14.7 <'S44) 

10.7 (94) 

100.0(3691) 

chi-square (0-8 Quarters)-76.9 
chi-square (9 or more Quarters)a4. 1 
chi-square (Sect 8)-10.6 
chi-square (Contro1)-62.7 

Sect 8 fontrol 

56. 1 (138) 

23.2(57) 

20.7 (51) 

100.0 (246) 

P".OOOI 
P-.13 
P-.005 
P-.OOOI 

62.8(745) 

20.4(242) 

16.8 (199) 

100.0(1186) 

DF-2 
DF-2 

DF-2 
DF=2 
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Table 3-18: Percent of Suscicious Fires(I!I!78-12!31!81) 
by Occupancy 

(Section 8 and Control) 

Occupanc~ 
Vacant 1-50% 51-99% 

Occupied Occupied 

Number 
of Fires Sect 8 Control Sect 8 Control Sect 8 Control 

none 70.8 (80) 80.0 (897) 40·7(22) 57.7 (98) 30.3 (23) 57.3(939) 

one 15.9(18) 12. 1 (136) 22.2(12.) 21.8(37) 30.3(23) 22.4(367) 

more than 13.3(15) 7.9 (88) 37.0(20) 20.6 (35) 39.5 (30) 20.4(334) 
one 

Tota I 100.0 (113) 100.0 (1121) 99.0(54) 100.1 (170) 100. 1 (76) )00. I (1640) 

chi-square-4.8 chi-square-=6.7 chi-square-4.2 
P",O~ p-.04 P=.OOOI 
DF:o:2 DF=2 DF=2 

Sect 

'50., 
;i 

28 'J 

20. 

100. 

ch i-) 
P-.C: 
DF-21 

'\ 
I 
\ 
I 

i. 
. J 

I 
~\ 
! 

rille J.:..l~: 

Percent 
Occupied 

0 

1-25 

26-50 

51-75 

76-99 

100 

Total 
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NSA Submissions by Occupancy (Con Edison Data) 

Number in Percent in 
Category Category 

44 24.0 

12 6.6 

30 16.4 

22 12.0 

25 13·7 

50 27.3 

183 100.0 
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Table 3-20: Percent of SusEicious Fir~ 
Ownership and Occupancy, NSA Sample Only 

Percent Occuoied 

Number Vacant 1-50% 51-99% 100% 
of £il.:t. private ill1. private ill1. private £.lJ.r private 
Fires owned owned ~ owned 

none 45.8% 54.6% 45.8% 27.8% 30.8% 4.8% 53.1% 44.4% 
( 11) (6) ( 11) (5) (8) (1) (17) (8) 

one 37·5 9·1 37.5 11. 1 34.6 33.3 31.3 38.9 
(9) ( 1 ) (9) (2) ~9) (7) (10) (7) 

more .16.7 36.4 16.7 61.1 34.6 61.9 15 F- 16.7 
than (4) (4) (4) ( 11) (9) ( 13) (5; 0) 
one 

total 100.0% 100.1% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
(3) ( 11 ) (24) ( 18) (26) (21 ) (32) ( 18) 

-, 

I 

I!£le 4-1: Percent of Biooklyn PLP and ~ontrol Bui ldings 
with Susp i c i ous Fires UiJLI§-·12131 /81) 

Suspicious 
Fires ill Control 

None 54.0%(27) 78.2% (597) 

One 18.0 (9) 11.3 (86) 

Multiple 2f~, 0 ( 14) 10.5 (80) 

Total 100.0% (50) 100.0% (763) 

chi-square-17.9 P-.OOOI DF-2 

------- ----

Table 4-2: Percent of Brook1~n PLP and Control Bu i 1 dings 
wi th Multiple Suspicious Fires(1/1/Z8-12/3 1/ 81 

Suspicious Control Fires PLP 

0 54.0% (27) 78.2% (597) 

18.0 (9) 11.3 (86) 

2 14.0 (7) 5·0 (8) 

3 0.0 (0) 2.2 (17) 

4 2.0 (1) .9 (7) 

5 or more 12.0 (6) 2.4 ( 18) 

Total 100.0%(50) 100.0% (763) 

Table 4-3: Percent of Manhattan PLP and Control. 
Bui ldings with Suspicious Fires(I/1/Z8-12/31/81 ) 

Suspicious Control 
~ PLP 

None 68.2% (45) 75.5%(810) 

One 16.7 (11) 16.8 ( 180) 

Mullt i pI e 15. 1 (10) 7·7 (83) 

Total 100.0% (66) 100 • .0% (1073) 

chl-square-4.6 plII.og8 DF-2 
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T~ble 4-4: Percent of Brooklyn PLP and Control Buildings 

with Suspicious Fires(1/1/78-12/31/81) by Neighborh~ 

Suspicious Neighborhood 
Fires 

Flatbush ~Hts Other Brooklyn 

PLP Control PLP Control PLP Control 

None 33.3% 46.6% 22.2% 60.8% 83.3% 92.7% 
(5) (55) (2) (104) (20) (379) 

One 13·3 25.4, / 44.4 18. I 8.3 4.9 
(2) (30) (4) (31) (2) (20) 

more 53.3 28.0 33·3 21.1 8.3 2.3 
than (8) (33) (3) (36) (2) (10) 
one 

Total 99.9% 100.0% 99.9% 100.0% 99.9% 99.9% 
(15) ( 118) (9) (171) (24) (409) 

Table 4-5: Percent of Crown Heights PLP and Contro~i Jdings 
of Over 16 Units with Suspicious Fires(I/I/Z8-12/31/81) 

Suspicious 
Fires ill Control 

None 22.2%(2) 21 .6% (19) 

One 44.4 (4) 27.4 (20) 

more than 33.3 (3) 51.0%(29) 
one 

Total 99.9% (9) 100.0% (68) 

Table 5-2: Percent of J51 and Control Bui Idings with 
Suspicious Fires(1/1/78-12/31/79) by Buitding Size 

~umber of Apartments: 
..l:lS. 26 and ~ 

Suspicious 
Fires ill Control ill Control 

none 87.5 (35) 96.7(1246) 87.7(50) 92.5(344) 

one 2.5(1) 2.8(36) 5.3(3) 6.4(24) 

more than 10.0 (4) 0·5 (7) 7.0(4) I . I (4) one 

tot.al 100.0(40) 100.0(1289) 100.0(57) 100.0 (372) 

chi-square-42.3 chi-square=9.6 
P".OOOI P-.008 
DF-2 DF"2 
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Table 5-3: Percent of J51 and Control Buildings with 
Suspicious Fires(1/1/78-12/31/79) by 1978 Occupancy 

and Program Status 
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Suspicious 
Fires 

Occupancy 

none 

one 

more than 
one 

Total 

Vacant 

ill Control 

94.4 95.8 
(34) (250) 

2.8 1.9 
(1) (5) 

2.8 2.3 
(1) (6) 

100.0 100.0 
(36) (261) 

chi-square-.15 
P=.93 
DF"2 

Partially 
Occupied 

ill Control 

88.6 96.2 
(31) (381 ) 

0.0 3.0 
(0) (12) 

11.4 0.8 
(4) (3) 

100.0 100.0 
(35) (396) 

chi-square-23.8 
P-.OOOI 
DF-2 

£.!LL!j: 
Occupied 

ill Control 

76.9 95.6 
(20) (952) 

11.5 4.2 
(3) ( 42) 

11.5 0.2 
(3) (2) 

100.0 100.0 
(26) (996) 

chi-square=70.6 
P-.OOOI 
DF-2 

Table 5-4: Percent of J51 and Control Bui 1dings with 
Suspicious Fires (1/1/78-12/31/79) by Tax Arrears 

Tax Arrears Status: 

!t. quarters or ~ than ~ Quarters 
l.!!U of arrears of arrears 

Suspicious ill Control ill Control 
Fires 

none 87.9(58) 95.9 (1373) 86.2 (25) 92.5 (111) 

one 1.5 (1) 3.5 (50) 1 () • 3 (3) 6. ](8) 

more than 10.6 (]) 0.6 (8) 3.5(1) 0.8(1) 
one 

Total 100.0(66) 100 . 0 ( 1 43 1) 100.0(29) 100.0(120) 

I 
II 
I 

1 

ij 
I. 

'. 
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Table 5-5: P~rcent of J51 (2.!!.ll) Bui ldings with Suspicious Fires 
(1/1/78-12/31/79) by Rehabi 1itation Cost per Apartment 

Certified Reasonable Cost Per Aoartment: 

Suspicious $10.000-
~ Under $10.000 $20.000 Over $20,000 

none 95.0% (38) 85.7% (36) 69.2% (9) 

one or 5.0 (2) 14.3 (6) 30.8 (4) 
more 

Total 100.0% (40) 100.0%(42) 100.0% (13) 

chi-square-6.1 P=.048 DF-2 

,~ 

, 
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APPENDIX B; ACRONYMS AND OTHER DEFINITIONS 

AEfL(Arson Risk, Prediction Index: A statistical model used by the New 
York City Arson Strike Force to assign buildings to arson risk 
categories through a number of quantitative indicators 

COSG (Commun i ty Deve I opment S lock Grant: A F edera I (under HUD) grant, 
which awards funds to cities to be used to el iminate slums and bl ight or 
for the benefit of low to moderate income people, according to 
priorities set by each city 

Class A Multiple Dwell ing: Residential bui Iding of more than 3 
apartments occupied, as a rule, for permanent residence purposes 

Class B Multiole Dwel I ing: Properties of more than three units 
occupied, as a rule, transiently, as the more or less temporary abode of 
individuals who are lodged with or without meals 

HAP (Housing Assistance Plan): A Federall}1 mandated 
indicated a city's housing priorities and targets 
assistance 

document, 
areas for 

which 
CDSG 

HPD (New York City Department of Housing Preservation and Development): 
New York's agency responsible for the initiation, supervIsion, and 
evaluation of City programs relating to urban renewal, publ icly-aided 
hous i ng, ne i ghborhood conservat i on, and the enforcement of a 11 laws 
pertaining to housing rehabil itation, maintenance, and community 
preservation 

HUD_(Federal Department of Housing and Urban Development 

In-Rem: This term refers to the New 
proceeding by which the City acquires the 
del inquent in paying real estate taxes. 
this report, is synonymous with City-owned 

York City tax foreclosure 
properties of owners who are 
In-rem bui Idings, as used in 
bu i I dings. 

NOFA (Notice of Fund Avai labil ity): Notice publ ished by HUD Which 
announces thew avai labi I ity of Section 8 funds and invites proposals for 
the use of such funds 

NSA (Neighborhood Strategy Area): An experimental program which, in 
1979. gave el igible cities the responsibi 1 ity to sol icit. evaluate. and 

U i 
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select Section 8 proposals for properties in neighborhoods designated 
for NSA funds 

UlURP (Uniform land Use Review Process): Review process mandated by the 
New York City Charter for the use, development, and improvement of 
property and land, including the lease, sale, and transfer of City-owned 
properties 

USFA (United States Fire Administration): 
Federal agency, is the coordination of 
prevention; compi lation of national arson 
to reduce economic incentives for arson; 
local arson task forces. 

The mandate of the USFA, a 
Federal assistance for arson 
statistics; analysis of ways 

as well as the promotion of 
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